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ABSTRACT

Over the past fifteen years, a global market imperative for school reform has largely gone

unchallenged. Apologists try to grapple with the effects of rational planning on the people involved in the

school system, but it is unusual to find arguments in the school reform Iiterature that resist the inevitability

of the sweeping changes that are occurring in education. This thesis rejects the alignment of education with

international market goals for schooling on the grounds that economic rationality undermines the purpose

of schools as preparation for participation in a democracy. Outcome based schooling, schools of choice and

the publication ofstandards test results strengthen notions ofprivate interest, individualism and

consumerism, and they erode conscious collective efforts to build a comnìon good. The argument of the

thesis demonstrates that educational policy in Manitoba during the 1990's was aimed at serving the

utilitarian needs of the marketplace and, in effect, the government subordinated the goal of improved

student learning to other less student-oriented demands for school improvement. Indeed, from the

standpoint of a hutnanist engaged in a radical democratic project for the realignrnent of the purpose of

schools as preparation for democratic life, Manitoba educational policy was unethical and undemocratic.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Over the past fifteen years a disturbing shift toward a market-based ideology of schooling has

caused policymakers, educators and parents to abandon alternative notions of school reform. A substantial

body of well-documented educational research literature (Apple, 1999; Barlow and Robertson, 1994;

Mclaren, 1 999; McMurtry, I 99 I ; Postman, I 995; Taylor , 1996) cautions us to be wary of the influence of

market forces on school reform and the corresponding threats to democracy. A market imperative for

schooling reasserts notions of individualism and private interest and weakens public support for a common

good. Market-driven initiatives such as the setting of standards, provincial testing and schools of choice

align schools more directly with serving economic functions and promote a redefinition of citizenship as

economic allegiance. Meanwhile, expectations of publicly funded, universal education are quietly being

eroded.

Missing from the discussion of the marketízation of schools are varied personal perspectives that

tell the story of the implementation of market reforms. It has been my experience that Manitoba's pro-

market educational policy during the 1990's significantly changed teaching and learning, by creating new

tensions within the scl-rool community, causing confusion and reinforcing negative teacher beliefs and

practices. Disruptions of the status quo were to be expected and even welcomed, and for many teachers this

would not have been problernatic if the refonns had represented what teachers deemed to be meaningful

and worthwllile changes to the process of schooling.

Manitoba school reform was intended to improve the qualily of education that Manitoba students

received. Curricula were changed and accountability measures were introduced in order to clarifo, rneasure

and regulate student learning. This "stick and carrot" approach involved setting perforrnance objectives,

quantifying student achievement and then, rating students and schools in the belief that this would improve

the quality of learning. Do these methods really improve curricula, instruction and assessment? Do they

make learning more educational? School reforrners have used these behaviourist approaches in their efforts

to demonstrate school improvement in the past to little avail. Yet, once again, they are part of the school

improvernent package that market reformers contend will rnake schools more effective and rigorous and

prepare students for their role in sustaining the economy. In addition, Manitoba school reform also adopted
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market rhetoric laced with assembly-line metaphors and a commitment to the bottom-line. What happens to

human beings when words and phrases such as: below standard, uniformity, continuous improvement,

efficient, and accountable are used to describe a vision of education? Lastly, in a democracy, government

representatives are entrusted with the responsibility of making educational policy based upon the will of the

citizens, but their choice of policies ought to be aligned with the principles of non-repression and non-

discrimination (Gutmann, 1987). Did school reform in Manitoba honour and respect both of these

principles? Thus, the guiding purpose of this thesis is to examine the educational, humanistic and

democratic irnplications of Manitoba school reform during the 1990's.

Preparing children for participation in a democratic society is more critical than ever because of a

global world. In the 1996 UNESCO repoft on education, Learning: The Treasure Within, Jacques Delors

notes that the challenge of the twenty-first century will be learning to live together harmoniously in the

global village. He contends that the test of our commitment to democracy is how we grapple with the

tensions of modern society such as the conflicts that flare up as result of social and economic injustices and

which emerge between nations and ethnic groups. Delors argues that the revitalization of democracy is

dependent upon citizens learning to live together in their neighbourhoods, cities, regions and countries and

that education plays an integralrole in helping to make this happen (p.16-17).

The 1996 LINESCO repoÉ on education tries to strike a balance between rnaterial progress and

democratic concerns with equity, inclusion, injustice and respect for the environrnent. The report

recognizes that a social preoccupation with economic growth is unlikely to change in the near future and

that dernocratic interests must have a significant role in education policy. I concur with the UNESCO report

recommendation. TIle school reform that was introduced in the 1990's still shapes the Manitoba school

experience and in other countries, such as Britain, where market-driven reforms have been tried and proven

to be ineffective, they are being tried again (BBC news, March 2002).The market imperative for schooling

continues to play a prominent role in discourse on school improvement; yet, this does not dictate our

rejection of alternatives. In fact, the opposite is true. Democratic discourse is needed more than ever to

provide alternatives to the market rhetoric that prevails throughout education reforms across the western

world in the hope that our commitment to democracy can be renewed. One alternative would be to

revitalize uotions of citizenship education and the preparation of students for tlleir role as future citizens.
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However, this would require a re-evaluation of the purposes of schooling and a new school reform plan for

meeting democratic aims through the school system.

I will turn now to a description of the various roles that define my position as a researcher and

relate how I believe my interest in democracy and education originated. Frorn there, I will highlight the

critical and feminist theoretical perspectives that have guided this study. These theoretical perspectives

have led to tliree assumptions that I believe have greatly influenced this work and I state these as well. The

introduction then moves to a delineation of my research focus and a brief surnmary of the relevant

literature. The introduction concludes with an explanation of the methodology and organization of the

thesis.

1.0 My Position as a Researcher

I believe it is irnportant to acknowledge my role as a researcher in order to situate my place within

tliis study. As I reflect on the irnpact of school reform in Manitoba, on me as a teacher and on those with

whom I have worked, including students, colleagues and parent communities, I have corne to recognize the

importance of what Maxine Greene (1978) calls "moral wide-awakeness" or becoming conscious of one's

own consciousness. Greene encourages teachers to exa¡rrine how their realities are constructed and to

develop an awareness of the rnultiple perspectives that influence how we make sense of our lived worlds.

She believes that teachers are more than just functionaries because they have in rnind a sense of purpose

that leads to a desire to create a better world for students Greene's vision of teachers echoes that of Kieran

Egan (1997) who declares that in order to be a teacher, one has to be a scholar.

With these ideas in mind, I will define my position as a researcher. I am a wife and new mother,

teacher, vice-principal and university student. I have a love of Ieaming that has been nurtured by rnany

caring teachers, some of whom work in schools and others who do not. My passion is my work as a teacher

and vice principal, and I arn cornrnitted to making the school r.vhere I work a place that is caring, just and

fair. In fulfilling this commitment, I have searched for a deeper understanding of the way in which

philosophy, politics and education intersect and influence what happens in schools. This quest has led to

my belief that the purpose of education is preparation for participation in a dernocracy. It is this conviction

that has led to this critical analysis of the educational, humanistic and democratic value of market reforms.



Upon reflection, I believe that my orientation toward a dernocratic vision of education originated

with a series of events that occurred during my first year as an Education student. These events led to my

view of schooling as a universal rightto which all students were entitled, without fear of discrimination or

exclusion.

I came into the teaching profession reluctantly. Given that there were a number of teachers on my

father's side of the family, itwas assurned that I too would choose an Education prograrn at university. My

grandmother had begun her career in a one-roorn schoolhouse after completing Normal School in Ontario

and since that tirne, two aunts chose to becorne teachers as well. Being the eldest grandchild and female, it

was thought by rny farnily to be quite fitting for me to choose teaching. I would follow in the footsteps of

the wornen before me.

After just four months in the Faculty of Education, I was ready to leave because I did not find the

course work very thought provoking. Most of what I remember about my first year of Education was

learning how to prepare a lesson plan. We focused on the technology of teaching, at the expense of

developing an understanding of the purpose of schools and examining beliefs about teaching and learning.

Numerous hours were spent on the generation of seemingly purposeless activities - what teachers refer to

as "busy work". While acknowledging the importance of using teaching technologies in helping students

learn, I thought teaching was about more than that. I became bored and frustrated with my course work and

convinced myself that I needed to find a prograrn that was more suitable to me. I went to see my advisor

and told her that I had rnade the wrong faculty choice and that I wanted out. She Iistened patiently and

suggested that I wait to make my decision until after I had spent time in the classroom. As our fìrst teaching

practicurn was scheduled to start soon, I agreed.

I was assigned to a Special Education class with my collaborating teacher, Pat, a Britislt woman in

her mid-forties. The classroom appeared to be chaotic, yet upon closer inspection, there was organization to

the students' activities. Under the teacher's warm, caring, creative spirit, the students took risks in their

learning, felt good about thernselves and were proud of what they learned i¡r school. Although the students

were rnarginalized from the rest of the school by being put into a Special Education class, Pat did what she

could to create a sense ofbelonging for her students, both in the classroorn and in the school as a whole.

This was no easy task. She struggled to eliminate the discrimination students experienced by challenging



the beliefs ofstaffand other students in the school about this class. She fought for their right to participate

in learning opportunities that were provided for the other students in the school, and she insisted that the

students be treated with dignity and respect. At the end of rny practice teaching, I sensed that Pat was quite

exhausted by her efforts to bring about changes in the school. However, her conviction ofthe value of

working toward making a difference in the lives of her students was unshaken.

Much of what discouraged me from a career in teaching was my notion that teaching was more

about perfecting the delivery of a set curriculurn than understanding why we do what we do. Being in Pat's

classroom challenged me to think about education differently. The experience made me reassess my

decision to Ieave the Faculty of Education because I began to think about the possibilities of education and

the role of schooling in creating a more equitable and just society. Teaching is irnportant work. It is much

tnore cornplex and dynamic than I first understood it to be or how I think rnany others understand it today.

Teaching is about having a vision of what education could be. While I realize that rnarket-driven

school reform is well-established in Manitoba and elsewhere, and I realize that school systerns ale unlikely

to Iook different in the near future because ofthe resistance to change and the expense ofirnplernenting

new changes, I believe that a study such as this one has relevance. In this exalnination ofschool reform in

Manitoba, I have searched for the deeper meanings hidden within tlie Manitoba government's actions to

improve schools. It is my hope that the ideas that are examined in tlris study will contribute to similar

discussions of rnarket irnperatives for schooling and that future dernocratic debates about the purposes of

schooling will continue to focus on these issues.

Theoretica I Perspectives

My frustration with school reform in Manitoba led me to the writings of humanists engaged in

radical, foundational democratic projects. Writers such as Jean Bethke Elshtain (1993), Paolo Freire

(1970), Maxine Greene (1988), Amy Gutmann (1987), Peter Mclaren (1999), ChantalMouffe (1996), Nel

Noddings (1992) and Iris Marion Young (1996) propose criticaland feminist theories through which we

can problernatize, contest and reconcile what defines realities. The work of these writers is relevant to this

study because they provide compelling reasons for engaging in liberatory projects that renew commitrnents

to educating for a democracy. Through these writers, and others, I have Iearned that educating for a

democracy requires teachers to see students as individuals and imagine what we want for thern. As a
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democratic teacher, I am committed to the quest for economic and social justice and I begin this quest

through rny work in the classroom. I am looking for spaces within rny work to mediate curriculum and

institutional structures in order to enable all students to participate fully in their school experience without

fear of discrirnination or exclusion.

As citizens, dernocratic teachers have both the freedom and responsibility to voice concerns. Each

of us plays a role in working toward reaching a common understanding with others, while acknowledging

our differences. We come to these "social covenants" (Elshtain, 1993) through Iistening and through

dialogue. Collectively, we decide what rules will guide our discourse. Our work is characterized by an ethic

of care as defined by Noddings (1992) who claims that schools must primarily be concerned with caring for

children. She says that schools should aim first to "encourage the growth of competent, caring, loving and

lovable people" (p.xiv). We also need to have an awareness of oppression and an openness to learning

about and transforming our world and ourselves. V/e accept the fact that there will be conflict and tliat any

agreement that is made is provisional, yet we continue to work together because of our belief in dernocracy

and our quest for a cornrnon good.

Reassertion of democratic principles is a fundamentally humanist act. My own notions

of a hurnanist can largely be attributed to Paolo Freire (1970) and his cornpassionate, groundbreaking work,

Peclagogv of the Oppressed. Freire described the hurnanist as solìreone who works with the oppressed

rather than fortheln. The humanist is someone who recognizes that the oppressed tnust own his or her

strtrggle. Freire's notion of "conscientizacao" or the developrnent of social, political and economic

awareness is the goal to which hutnanists aspire. They seek to reach this goal by enabling the oppressed to

become Subjects (those who know and act) rather than Objects (those who are known and acted upon). A

real humanist can be "identified more by his trust in the people, which engages hirn in their struggle, tlran

by a thousand actions in their favour without that trust" @.aÐ. A humanist unveils what is problernatic

about realities and teaches the oppressed how to deconstruct those realities for themselves.

Freire's definition of a humanist calls for renouncing practices that reinforce inequity and

exclusion. In support of this thinking about revolutionary pedagogy, Mclaren (1999) suggests a starting

place forhow this work might begin. He advocates the exposure of corporate agendas hidden in educational

policies in order to counter the destructiveness of market-based reforms. It is an argument for the
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elimination of structures, policies and practices that marginalizethe poor, women and people of colour and

the reconstruction of a vision of what might be. He contends that the power of revolutionary pedagogy lies

in the subject being able to reveal the hidden meanings of the world through narrative. Revolutionary

pedagogy is affirrning because the subject is able to both name and oppose the hidden practices that lead to

exclusion. Mclaren explains that through narrative the subject makes a commitment to transform the

politics of human exploitation.

It is thus that I begin this journey while recognizingthat the project of a radical democracy is

never complete. AII forrns of agreement are partial, provisional and product of a given hegemony (Mouffe,

1996). The authority of the prevailing discourse that espouses a rnarket-based notion of education must be

challenged. As I look to fìnding new ways of reconciling the argurnents for economic progress with those

of I'espect for humau identity and integrity, I arn conscious of the assumptions that influence my work as a

researcher.

Three Assumptions

To further clarify rrry position as a researcher, I will share three assumptions that underpin this

study's aim to revitalizethe discussion about democracy and education:

r It is a citízen's responsibility to deter¡nine whether education leads to
democracy.

Dernocracy is a human achiever¡ent that requires continuous interruptions;
therefore, I can reject what others may deterrnine to be inevitable.

. I have faith in the individual and collective capacity of people to work in inclusive ways.

I will elaborate briefly on each of the above assumptions so that readers may engage more fully in the

arguments presented and develop their own perspectives.

The firstassumption describes rny position as to the responsibility of citizens living in a

democracy. In Reflectiotts of a Siarnese Twin: Canada at the End of tlie Twentieth Century (1997), Saul

describes the Inuit quality of "isuma" to surnmarize the context of positive nationalism and the public good

within which competing social and economic priorities need to be addressed. This concept of isuma as an

intelligence that resides in social responsibility has to do with having the will to participate in rnaking and

remaking our worlds. In adopting this betief, it is my will to undertake a project that I hope will help others

better understand the essentially undernocratic character of market reform.
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The changes that have occured to schooling in Manitoba and elsewhere since the mid eighties are

disturbing, and I believe that as a conscientious citizen I have a duty to speak out along with others about

what I find objectionable. This sense of socialobligation is tempered by the wisdom of Elshtain (1993)

who reminds us that to take on a sense of responsibility toward remaking our worlds is not to "lapse into

dour moralism, nor to universalize a giddy and boundless compassion, but to take up the specific, concrete,

burdens of one's own culture" (p.90).

Accepting the first assumption -- that it is a citizen's responsibility to voice concerns -- implies

that we also accept the notion that nothing is inevitable. This leads to rny second assumption about citizens

having the power to cause things to look differently and that this power resides in our freedorn to consider

alternatives (Taylor, l99l). The way things are does not dictate the way things have to be. Deterministic

thinking is a trap that gives rise to despair rather than hope. It is always within our rneans to change what

we find to be problematic or intolerable. As Greene (1985) contends in the following quote, borrowing the

phrase "savage inequalities" frorn Jonathan Kozol (1991), we can choose to do something about what we

see lrappening to public education as a result of rnarket refor¡ns. Greene (1985) states that "people can

choose to resist the thoughtlessness, banality, technical rationality, carelessness and savage inequalities that

now undermine public education at every turn" (p.2).

Greene (1988) also rejects the argurnent of inevitability that is sometimes offered by the apologisrs

of lnarket reform for abstaining from social action to change what underrn ines democratic society. Greene

asserts what she calls the "dialect of freedom" to describe her sense that as human beings we are entitled to

freedor¡ and it is our vocation to exercise the freedorn that we have to make sense of and change the world.

This thesis engages the dialectic of freedom in its refusal to accept the argument of inevitability in order to

explain why the school experience of some students is wrought with conflict and exclusion while for others

schools are inviting places fullof possibilities. Like Greene (19S5), I clairn that our different realities will

lead us to freedom as we identify and push against the boundaries that limit participation through the

marginalization and exclusion of students. The rationale of inevitability becornes intolerable when one

learns to see how it perpetuates injustice.

TIlis leads to my third assumption. I have faith in the individual and collective capacity of people

to create possibilities for addressing societal and hurnan needs within a framework of democratic
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principles. It is througlr an individual becoming engaged with others in a comrnunity that notions are

contested about who holds the authority to make decisions about education. It is through this engagement

and exchange of ideas that democracy takes shape in our daily lives. The will to act or become engaged is

presupposed by a belief in the possibilify of humanity to transcend what divides us for the good of all.

Elshtain in Democracy on Trial (1993) puts it this way:

The democratic social covenant rests on the presumption that one's fellow citizens
are people of good will who yearn for the opportunity to rvork together rather than
continue glaring at one another across racial, class and ideological divides, assurning
illwillon the part of others. (p.33)

For Elshtain, the desire for a community of people to reach a comrnon good is based fundamentally upon a

faith in humanity to work collectively to enrich the quality of our individual lives and the life of the

communiry. In accorda¡rce with Elshtain, ì too believe that working toward a corntnon good ís a life-

affìnning conviction, integral to any discussion of education for political inclusion and one that lends

credibility to democratic dialogue about the purposes of schooling.

Research Focus

This thesis will develop a personal perspective about what happened in Manitoba education as a

result of rnarket-based reforms. More specifically, this journey is about analyzingand understanding my

experiences with school refonn in Manitoba as a teacher Iiving in a democracy and working toward

enacting dernocratic principles. My goal is to understand, in human terms, the influence of market forces on

education reform and how these economic imperatives violated democratic ideals. I hope to expand my

awareness of what it means to be a democratic teacher working in schools at a time when schooling is

being influenced and restructured by markerdriven ideology. This study is about challenging my ideas and

creating a more democratic vision of what might be. Finally, I want to provide both alternative perspectives

and actions to the market agenda for school reform.

Through this study, I also lrope to better understand horv market reforrn has transforrned societal

notions about the preparation of all students for participation in a cornmon tife. In a democratic vision of

Callada, what is it that cornpromises the opportunity and ability to participate in society? While recognizing

fhat corporate values are presently very much a part of the educational syste¡n in Manitoba, I am worried

that our commitment to collaboration, equity, inclusion and the building of human capacities for the

developmentofsuchhavebeenputaside. Marketreformsforschoolinghavebeenunabletoaddressthese
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fundamental democratic and hurnanistic concerns; therefore, proponents of this kind of school refonn have

yet to justify their agendas for school restructuring. I also object to tlìe aggressive public prornotion of

market solutions for remedying what rnarket reformers believe to be ailing schools. Market reforms are

being hailed in education by more than just the apologists who clairn that this shift was inevitable given the

nerv status of economic rationality in political and social discourse. Some rnarket promoters are staunch

advocates who tackle educational issues with a mean-spiritedness that has no rightful place in discussions

about students, teachers and schools. For example, using a word like "deficient" to describe students who

require adaptations and modifìcation to their school prograrn or referring to the transfer of teachers frorn

one school to another as a "turkey trot" (Clifton, 2001).

Presently, there is a renewed interest in revitalizing the connections between education and

democracy. As yet, these are small voices in an arena still dominated by rnarket forces, but I am

encouraged by the fact that these alternative discourses are starting to emerge. It is crucial that we be

reminded of the importance of democratic ideals and the necessity of democratic debate in any

consideration of school change. I believe that the ti¡ne has come to deconstruct the arguments that sustain

market ideology. Critical questions, which will bring contentious issues in lnarket ideology to the surface,

needtobeasked.TheconventionaI wisdornofrnarketrhetoricneedstoberefuted.Dewey's (1964)

questions about the pul?ose of scltools and preparing students for participation in a common life are helpful

in directing this inquiry. His interest in cornrnunity and dernocracy led to his proposition of cliteria by

which we can lneasure social progress. He states that:

The two points selected by which to lneasure the worth of a fol'rn of social life
are the extent to which the interests of a group are shared by all its me¡nbers,
and the fullness and freedom with which it interacts with othergroups. (p.99)

Accordingly, if we hope to move forward in our advancement of society through school improvement then

we would expect that the goals of school reform would be to improve social equality, freeing more people

to participate in democratic dialogue that seeks to build a common good.

In conclusion, this study is about sharing my hopes and dreams for an education systern derived

from a citizen-based democracy that works toward equity, caring, fairness, respect for difference and a

comlnon good. While this may seeur too utopian for sonle readers of this study, I believe it is our ability to
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conceive of a world that has respect for the hu¡nan condition that sustains the struggle we must undertake in

seeing our dreams take shape.

l.l Prevailing Rhetoric on Market Reform for Schools

"Kids today can't read orwrite!" "ln the good old days, kids actually learned sornething in

school". We've all heard the constant refrain. It's been repeated throughout years past and seemingly gains

credibility every tirne it is repeated. This unsubstantiated cry is seized upon by proponents of market reform

in order to gain support for their simplistic, "can do" (Smyth, 199 I ) approach to remedying literacy

challenges that scllools face. The notion that kids today can't read or write is unsuppofted ín literacy

research, yet public ignorance about this continues. Using "back to basics" rhetoric in education, at the

sanle titne that'end of century'policyrnakers speak of the information society and knowledge economy,

seems highly contradictory. How does a return to traditional practices prepare students for the entirely new

world that awaits thern?

The literacy myth is not the only rnyth that ¡narket supporters perpetuate in order to strengtlìen

their rationale for school change. Others, largely advanced in the media, include: education spending has

been increased, yet more students are dropping out of school; and big business is creating highly skilled

jobs, but graduates do not have the skills needed to rneet the requirements of these ernployers (Barlow and

Robertson, 1994).lnalaterchapter, Iwill reviewsomestatisticsthatmarketpromotersofschool reform

use to support their argurnents. There is a lack of substance behind this public discourse; however, at this

point I drarv attention to these popular misconceptions because they were manipulated by education

reformers at the end of the century to advance their political and ideological interests. These untruths

provide the rationale for opening the door to market influences in school restructuring by circulating the

notion that public schools are failing students and society.

Market supporters of school reforrn have a keen interest in sustaining myths about public

education because they want to increase public acceptance of the idea that the drive toward econolnic

competitiveness on a world stage necessitates school restructuring and funding cuts. Reforming schools

begins with aligning the purpose of schools more closely with the goal of preparing workers for their role

in sustaining economic growth and, in pafticular, the profitability and expansion of the free rnarket. Thus,

we see in market ¡nodels for schooling an emphasis on the development of skills and knowledge, narnely
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traditional basics and technology, that market supporters proclaim to be aligned with the future needs of the

marketplace. Saul in The Unconscious Civilization (1995) helps to explain the hold that the markeþlace

had on society. He states:

We are enthralled by a new all-powerful clockmaker god-the rnarketplace
and his archangel, technology. Trade is the market place's miraculous cure
for all that ails us. And globalization is the eden or paradise into which the
just shall be welcomed on Judgement Day. As always with ideologies, fhe
Day of Judgement is imminent and terrifying. (p.19)

I believe Saul uses this foreboding description of sociery's fascination with "corporatism" to reinforce the

message that the situation we currently face in education, with the alignment of schools and the market

place, is one to which we need to give more consideration. In fact, as Kohn suggests, "we are now living

through what will surely be classified as a particularly conservative, even reactionary, era in education"

(p.6). It is vital that we understand the goals of the market clearly and inform ourselves of how these goals

are accornplished.

Market models of education (Chubb and Moe, 1990; Gerson,2000; Holmes, 1988; Nikiforuk,

1994) charnpion choice, privatization, competition and the reduction of government responsibility for

social welfare. Apple (1999) states that these goals can largely be attributed to a new power bloc forming

within society that is currently advocating a market agenda for schools, which he believes, is representative

of a "survival of the fittest" mentality or social darwinism. This power bloc consists of an alliance of neo-

liberals and conservatives, religious fundamentalists and the new, accountabilify-rninded middle class. The

power bloc sees sonìe members of society faring better than others because of their willingness to work

hard, their desire to succeed and as possessing certain natural abilities that lead them to deserve society's

rewards more than others. Social difference is largely negated and people are treated as if the playing field

was level. I would also add to Apple's analysis of market notions of schooling that it is suggested that

charitable organizations will attend to equity issues (Clifton,200 l).

According to Apple (1999) the union ofneo-liberals and conservatives has evolved from the neo-

liberal embrace of the market metaphor as a tool for creating more effective schools. Markets are believed

to be natural and neutral and that those opposed to them are also opposed to effort and merit. He states that

for market supporters, it is only "common sense" to accept these notions as valid; thus, their strategies for

refonning schools are considered both pragmatic and sensible. Apple explains that neo-liberals claim that
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markets are "natural and neutral, and governed by effort and merit... those opposed to them are by

definition, hence, also opposed to effort and merit" (p.4). Positive results are the rewards for the effort and

merit of the individual actor; thus mechanisms are needed for generating evidence of the entrepreneurial

efforts of the actors. Apple goes on to note thatthis rnarriage of neo-liberal and conservative agendas for

creating effective schools has led to schools ofchoice, the notion ofschools as centres fortraining future

workers and the tightening of controls for evaluating the performance of teachers and students. Proponents

of the market recommend allowing market solutions to correct perceived problems in scllools, believing

that schools ultimately will become more innovative and that there will be satisfaction of individual and

societal needs. Concerns shift away from so-called marginal interests such as respect for difference, equity

and inclusion toward a preoccupation with the bottom line and the wealth of the nation.

Apple further contends that the conservative influence on educational reforms has led to widespread

acceptance of ideas that have Iittle basis in research findings. Reforms such as charter schools, voucher systems

and others that at one time would have see¡ned radical have become commonplace and are now viewed as

common sense. He takes the conservative reconstruction of what is comrnon sense very seriously, and argues

that fhe consequences are far reaching. The conservative positions on educational reforms are presented as

appealing to common sense, using discursive strategies that are plain speaking. Opponents of conservative

reforms are considered part of a conspiracy to deny the "truth" or as advocates of what is "fashionable" in

education. Thus, any progressive ideas for educational reform are dismissed as not following common sense.

Appropriation of the tenn common sense is one exarnple of how the discourse on market reform

can be misleading. References to market strategies building a strong sense of community and purpose,

attending to notions of diversity or leading to freedom, personal responsibility and fairness (Bossefti,2000)

also need to be examined. A critical reading of the literature reveals the contradictions. For example, it is

incongruous that one would seek to build cotnmunity and attend to diversity while advocating strongly for

competition and entitlement. Such disparities in the literature on market-based school reform caution

readers to review the arguments carefully. As Bruno-Jofre and Henley, (2000) have argued, researchers

wanting to develop a better understanding of Canadian polity need to examine how the market imperative

has permeated Ianguage and the construction of meanings.
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Also important to an understanding of market models of schooling is the development of closer

ties between education and business. Corporate involvement in school reform is deemed appropriate and

desirable ifstudents are to be prepared for the future, and this includes giving transnational corporations

and global organizations the authority to develop educational policy. It is contended that there is a direct

link between student performance and the performance of the economy; thus, it is not uncolnmon to see the

IMF, World Bank, MAI and APEC participating in global discussions on education. It is also not unusual

to see the contentof these conversations, namely the securing of economic interests, influencing what

happens in classrooms (Barlow and Robertson, 1994) and in schools worldwide. Both big business and the

world money holders have much to gain and much to lose with the ebb and flow of the free market;

therefore, untapped resources such as students and schools are being eyed for what contributions they can

make to ensure that the market expands. This is of particular concefft in light of what is known about the

emergence of transnational corporations who dictate social policy and tlrreaten the strength of dernocratic

influence (Dobbin, 1998; Rebick,2000; Robertson, 1998; Saul, 1995).

In Canada, the expansion of rnarket-driven notions of schooling was supported by the active

involvement of both the Economic Council of Canada and the Conference Board of Canada (Barlow and

Rolrertson, 1994;Taylor, 1996) during the early 1990's. Market rnodels of school reform were adopted in

Alberta, Ontario and Manitoba. Market reformers suggested that Canada was not ready for the information

age and that our economic prosperity as a country would soon be threatened as a result of the irnplications

of free trade and globalization. End of century alarmists raised concerns about society's inexperience with

technology and the lack of alignment between schools and the workplace. Tlrus, econolnic leaders adopted

new roles as authorities on social policy and they were warmly received. Business solutions were sought to

address social issues and management gurus were called upon to share thei¡'insights on how to create more

effective, effìcient, accountable and competitive school systelns. Stephen Covey, Peter Drucker, Peter

Senge, and Ken Blancllard became well-known names in school board offices as schools jumped on the

Total Quality Managetnent, Win-Win, and strategic planning bandwagons. Management ideals took root in

the school system.

In Manitoba, this economic rationality led to notions of market-driven school reform that caused

the school system to be examined for its competitiveness and cost effectiveness. Increased taxpayer
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resistance to previous funding [evels was used by the governrnent to respond to the public's cry for financial

accountability in schools. "Reduce the debt" was a popular mantra and the government used this mantra to

substantiate the reduction of social spending. This approach met with some success. During the last seven

years that the Conservative government of Manitoba was in power, public school funding was slashed by

$135 million dollars (Wjqjpgg ¡¡C9_PI9ü, March 14,2001).

Society's acceptance of market schooling rhetoric as conventional wisdom has led to the withering

of critical discourse -- discourse that would bring to the surface contentious issues in market education and

propose alternatives. This is unlikely to change as long as citizens continue to passively accept the market

imperative and fail to voice concerns about the absence of competing notions of schooling. Economic

viability, accountability and other market values should not be the predominant measure of what is possible

in our schools.

While market models are beginning to be found wanting, there is a considerable range of

responses to market reforms by academia. One view, such as Michael Fullan's (1998), suggests that market

reforms for schools are inevitable and that it is our role as educators and educational policymakers to adapt

our ideas to supporting a market imperative for schools. These apologists for rnarket influences on schools

operate from a scientific paradigm and are concerned with finding methods for instituting market reform

rnore effectively and with being able to reproduce these rnethods in other places. Fullan never reaches the

level ofcritique in his analyses oflnarket refonn and never questions the "one-size-fìts-all" approach to

school improvement. Criticism of market reforms for schooling is dismissed as resistance to change.

Like Fullan, his colleague Hargreaves (1991), is yet another supporter of scientism who is

concerned about what happens to people during the implernentation of school-based market reform. He

describes some of the dangers of school reformers following a market imperative, but his focus is on

helping people manage the inevitable shift in education in allowing the needs of the economy to dictate

what happens in schools. In Hargreaves' opinion those who reject market notions of schooling are avoiding

the inevitable. He believes that "adopting the ostrich position toward economic change makes no sense"

(P. l0). While I agree that we should not stick our heads in the sand, I will argue that there are alternatives

to acquiescing to economic determinism.
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Cuban (2000) offers asecond perspective on possible responses to rnarket notions ofschooling.

He adopts an historical perspective on school change as he traces our current "intractable dilemrnas" in

education to their historical roots. These dilernrnas include the modem preoccupation with competing

concepts such as: public versus private; democracy versus indoctrination; freedom versus accountability

and a common good versus personal tiberty. He is interested in the historical patterns of schooI reform and

the school system's apparent resistance to change. Cuban does not reject the inevitability of the market and

instead, is searching for ways to overcome the intractable dilemmas. He encourages his readers to question

the underlying assumptions of school reforms such as schools of choice and voucher systems; however,

Cuban does ¡rot move beyond a description of the historical tensions that exist between competing civic and

individual values.

Mc Murtry (1991) also analyzes market-driven school refonn frorn an historical perspective,

horvever, he distinguishes himself frorn Cuban (2000) by rejecting tlìe inevitability of the rnarker

imperative and deconstructs clairns made by market reformers that the purposes of the market and

education are compatible. McMurty contrasts the goals of the market with those of education, reveals their

contradictory aims and contends that complying with rnarket demands for schooling is reductive and

threatens the foundations of democratic society. McMurtry argues that the subservience of education to

economic detertninisln robs society of its capacity to think because aligning the process of schooling with

market demands strengthens the idea of education as indoctrination into a consumer society. Therefore,

while it may be irnportant at tirnes to allow rnarket irnperatives for schools to influence education as

needed, society cannot allow econornic requirernents to negate the role of education to "ploduce societal

thinking that is autonomous, critical or dialogical" (p.2 l5).

Having outlined the rhetoric of market reform that dorninated public discourse on school refonn

during the 1990's and summarized some of the ways in which academics are responding to the implications

of lnarket reform, I would like to explore more fully the rhetoric that supporls Mc Muftry's (1991) view of

a mal'ket imperative for schools. This rhetoric postulates a different way to think about teaching and

learning, individual and societal needs and the role of schools in meeting these needs. lt is a discourse tl.rat

provides the foundation for this thesis and rny examination of the non-educational, dehumanizing and

undemocratic dimensions of nlarket reform. It is also the discourse that substantiates my contention that
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market reforrns should be widely debated and that, as citizens, we should reassert the more educational, and

ultimately more meaningful, place of democratic principles in education.

1.2 A Counter Discourse to Prevailing Rhetoric

Throughout the history of education, there have alrvays been competing purposes in schools and

dialogue about these competing purposes is critical to any discussion of democracy. In recent times

advocates of schools as job training centres have been dominating the dialogue. While it is not ahistorical

for ideological struggles to favour schooling for economic and vocational purposes, I believe the extent to

which corporations are influencing what is happening in schools is increasing. Moreover, society has been

lulled into a false sense of security in that we believe our children and our schools will somehow be looked

after if we simply adhere to corporate strategies.

The metaphor often used in discourse about school reform is that of a swinging pendulum. This

rnetaphor has been evoked rnany tirnes to show how disparate ideologies have led schooI restructuring

crusades. Even though school systems could benefit frorn refonn, wheuever the pendulurn swings too far in

any direction it is cause for alarm. Elshtain (1993) explains:

Education in and for a democratic culture is a porous affair, open to the wide world
outside the door and beyond the playground, but that does not rnean it rnust needs
become the playing of purveyors of passing enthusiasms, wlrether political or ideological.
The danger in continuing down our present path is that our understanding ofeducation
itself is increasingly imperiled because we have done too little to protect education,
from heavy-handed intrusion by those who would have both education and the child serve this
political master or that ideological purpose. (p.88)

The education pendulum has swung dangerously far in the direction of rnarket rnodels, leaving democratic

models in peril. We have become a society addicted to ideologies and currently we are addicted to

corporatism (Saul, I 995).

Market models of educatíon claim that taxpayers are not getting their rnoney's woÍh fi'om schools

because schools are not cost-effective and students lack the skills needed for the future. In contrast,

democratic models argue that while neither adequately nor fairly funded, schools are producing talented

and capable young people. While dernocratic educators do not agree with the conclusions reached by

market reformers about schools, it does not mean that the status quo is acceptable. There is a democratic

reform agenda for schools that contends that the moral purposes of education must be reclaimed. If rve are

to find possibilities for answering the social and political questions that Carneiro (1996) describes such as
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social exclusion, poverty, ethnic prejudice or urban violence, we need to find ways to support the

developrnent of conscious collective efforts for sociaI progress. With Carneiro, I believe that within

education lies the possibility for resolving our current social dilemmas by stirring the human conscience

and transforming hearts and rninds.

Democratic educators use imagination to conceive of a world that is more caring, humane and just.

This vision is antithetical to the social darwinist perceptions of the world perpetuated by market ideology.

In a democracy, teachers strive to animate each student's sense of responsibility (Elshtain, 1993) througlt

promoting both self-understanding and an understanding of others. Rather than advocating the rnarket ideas

of competition and entitlement, democratic models engage students in learning to work collaboratively

toward a cofflmon good. Fensterrnacher (1994) explains that education for a dernoclacy teaches students

how to:

fonn colnrnon space, common speech, common commitments,while respecting
and preserving our dìfferences in heritage, race, language, culture, gender, sexual
orientation, spiritual values, and political ideologies. (p.5)

Market rnodels of education, on the other hand, are quick to find fault with schools, blaming them for

failing both students and society. The tone of market rhetoric is often condescending and patriarchal. In

contrast, detnocratic agendas for reform document the challenges that schools face, while calling on school

comtnunities and governments to work co-operatively to rnake changes. Many of the dernocratic

arguments, while just as urgent as those proposed by rnarket supporters, are written lnore compassionately

ancl, I believe, tnore honestly. The language used to describe dernocratic agendas for school reform has

emerged frorn progressive notions of schooling that have a long history of charnpioning freedom and

justice.

Writers Bruno-Jofre and Henley (2000) propose that pedagogical principles are needed to develop

a democratic orientation that "works across difference and cultivates a public culture characterized by a

critical engagement with Iived experience"(p.40). The renewal of democratic principles in teaching and

learning would teach the skills needed for developing shared understandings and values, addressing the

needs and talents of individual children and elirninating fonns of exclusion. In addition, there is a need to

move beyond appreciating and celebrating difference toward clearly defined antiracist and multicultural

curricula. By teaching of civic responsibilityr we encourage students to be positive agents of social change.
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Moreover, democratic models of schooling mal<e education funding a priority and seek to have

schools funded fairly. The dernocratic agenda for schooling includes having former education funding

levels restored. Reducing the deficit and building a surplus offunds in a rainy day account at the expense of

students is not sustainable logic for democratic educators. We contend that students have the right to

current and adequate learning resources, to learn with smaller numbers of students and to be schooled in

well-maintained buildings. Deficit reduction should not compromise our social cornrnitment to provide

students with the best possible education we can imagine. This is tlie least we can do to prepare students for

their active and full participation as future democratic citizens.

The democratic agenda also respects the professionaljudgements ofteachers. Teachers are given

the autonorny to decide how to teach their students prescribed curricula, without interference from the

school l¡oard or province, provided students are able to express reasonable view points and do not fear

discrirnination (Guttnann, 1997). Teachers are treated as respected professionals who are entrusted with the

responsibility of teaching future generations. Notions of accountability come not frorn student performance

on achievementtests, but ratherthe extentto which teachers respond with care and conscience to the faith

society places in them.

No discussion of school restructuring is cornplete without attending to the context within which all

of our efforls are made. Currently, this context is being shaped by the active participation of transnational

corporations that have taken an interest in the development of educational policy. When corporations

operate outside of national boundaries they are not always obligated to consider the impact of their actions

on otlrers (Barlow and Robertson, 1994) and this poses new challenges for democracies. Big business is

dominating discussions about the purpose of schools and alternative agendas are lraving difficulty being

heard. Tliis is a direct threat to the deurocratic influence that citizens can have on the developrnent of

educational policy. While it rnay be argued that corporate involve¡nent in schooling causes public opinion

to become irelevant and public resistance futile, I believe we have a choice. We can choose to allow

globalization to retlounce our roles as citizens or we can begin to strengthen the primacy of democratic

agendas.
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1.3 Methodology and Thesis Organization

The method used for this study is a variation on a reflective approach as developed by John Smyth

(1991) in Developing and Sustainine the Critical. I agree with Smyth that the reflective approach

represents a refreshing counter-discourse to entrenched, technicist views. The complexity of the econornic

and social issues we currently face demand thinking that is beyond the applied science mentality of what

Smyth calls the "can do men" who convince us that as soon as they get the right mix of techniques our

problems will magically dissolve. Srnyth (199 l) draws primarily on the work of Schon (1983) when he

observes that the value of practitioner-driven knowledge is often overlooked and that the focus on research

has primarily been on the products of what other people have thought. Smyth argues that the value of

research lies not in providing solutions or answers, but in finding tentative understandings of situations that

confuse, perplex or frustrate us. He suggests that our research needs to be explored, confir¡ned or rejected

on the basis of how it fits with our experience. Narrative helps us move fro¡n a problem-solving approach

to a problem-framing one.

Benhabib's (1990) analysis of Arendt's use of narrative also offers compelling reasons for

choosing a narrative approach over an inductive one. Benahabib explains that Arendt, who resisted

explanations of her rnethods, believed that "to place the present in an inevitable line of continuity with the

past will lead to failure in appreciating the novelty of what has taken place" (p.l l4). Like Arendt, I have

rejected the use of inductive methods of science for exarnining the effects of school reforrn on rny students,

their parents, my colleagues and on me. I believe that the stories of my experiences with the

implementation of market imperatives for school refonn will be better able to offer new perspectives on its

implications for schooling and humanity. I concur with Arendt who sees the capacily of narrative for'

thiriking "morally anew in the face of the unprecedented" (p.122) and for providing the inspiration for

political action. Moreover, as Benhabib contends, analogical thinking can reinforce the normalization "of

the unacceptable, ofthe unprecedented, and the outrageous" (p.123) through the use ofgeneralizations

about patterns and rules. Narrative helps us to see the uniqueness ofexperience and thereby renounce what

is intolerable or unacceptable.

Benhabib (1990) explains that Arendt rejected chronology as the natural structure for narrative and

that she wrote in such a way as to express the fragmentariness ofexperience and reduce the tendency of
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history to conserve and justify experience. Arendt wanted to "preserve the past without being enslaved by

it" (p. l2 1 ). I began chapter trvo with the intent of writing a chronology of rny experiences with school

reform, but found that the organization of my anecdotes did not suit a chronological re-telling. My

experiences with school refonn did not adhere to a simple cause and effect relationship. I found that I was

able to give a more rneaningful account of my experience with school reform by gathering the fragments of

thoughts, feelings, events and conversations and sifting through them to find the threads that I believed told

my story of market-based school reform in Manitoba. As Benhabib explains, for Arendt narrative was:

an exercise in thought, the chief task of whicli is to dig underthe rubble of history
and to recover those "pearls" of past experience, with their sedimented and hidden
layers of meaning, so as to cull frorn them a story thatcan orientthe mind in the future. (p.l l3)

Thus, it is through narrative that I begin the quest to understand what my experience with Manitoba school

reform was all about.

Both the social and political context of teaching in Manitoba will need to be defined for the

purposeofthisresearch,associal settingssetlimitsandoneneedstoseepasttheselirnits(Smyth, I99l).

Reflection helps teaclrers make connections between their work and the social and political climate. With

these insights, we are better able to identify problerns, overcome constraints through questioning notions

about power and ideology and see possibilities for a better world for those with whom we work and live.

Reflecting on teaching, in the sense proposed by Srnytlr, enabìes teachers to become rnore than just

functionaries who carry out the job of teaching (Greene, 1985). Giving voice to our experiences as teachers

helps us to make sense of tlie world around us. Through narrative, we locate ourselves historically and

derive meaning frorn this articulation of consciousness. Smyth cautions that because of the complexity of

the work that teachers do it can be difficult to obtain a stable image of oneself and of the interactive part we

play in the creation of events that occur in schools and classrooms.

Smyth (199 l) proposes four "mornents" of reflective thought to help teachers begin to understand

their practice: describing; infonning; confronting; and reconstructing. He credits Paolo Freire (1970) with

providing the inspiration for these four moments which are intended to help teachers reflect on our practice,

uncover the forces at work that constrain and inhibit rvliat we do and begin to work at changing these

conditions. He suggests questions to lrelp teachers begin to understand the cornplexities of ourwork and

make sense of our lives as feachers. I propose to use a variation on Smyth's questions in order to exarnine
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criticatly educational reforrn in Manitoba and my reaction to it. Moreover, significant to an understanding

ofthe approach that I have used for this thesis is the idea that I chose to conduct a conrprehensive

examination of the irnplications of market-driven school reform in an attempt to comprehend and explain

its varied dimensions. While I have separated the effects of school reform in Manitoba on teaching and

learning, individuals and society, it is irnportant to re¡nember that these distinctions have been created for

the purpose of this thesis. In reality, the implications of market notions of schooling cut across this artificial

division of the implications.

Srnyth's first stage of reflective thought calls for description. This stage is addressed in chapter

two where I provide a narrative of my experiences as a classroom teacher and vice principal implementing

school reform in Manitoba during the I990's. I first situated the narrative with a brief overview of tlie past

ten years of my career and a description of each of the schools in which I have worked. From there, I

illustrate, without any analysis, key stories, conversations and observations that depict my experience with

implementing school refonn in Manitoba. Both the events and rny feelings about these events are organized

thematically according to various features ofschool reform such as standards testing, the role ofparents

and the restructuring of schools. The process of writing this thesis often triggered for me other mernories of

my experiences with school reform and I added these thoughts to the narrative as they occurred to me.

Chapter three exaurines one particular docurnent, A Blueprint for Action (1994), frorn the series of

publications that were produced by the Manitoba governrnent to describe educational policy. This book

became known as the Blue Book and from this point on I use this terrn for A Blueprint for Action. My

description of the Blue Book will explain the reasons why the Manitoba government believed that the

school system needed to change. Subsequently, I will address the following questions to gain a lnore

thorough understanding of the Manitoba government's intentions and plans for school reform:

In what ways did the BIue Book clairn school reform would irnprove
schooling in the province?

Whatneeds of students, teachers, parents and society did the Blue Book identify?

How did the Blue Book describe the role of government and the role of
students, teachers and parents in supporting school reforrn?

Chapter four wilI probe the Blue Book for its fit with democratic principles. The objective of this chapter is

to determine the implications of Manitoba school reform from educational, humanist and political

a

a
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perspectives and to verify whether or notthe government's mandate for school change could be

substantiated. In so doing, I will examine the followirtg questions:

¡ Vy'hat evidence supports the statements in the Blue Book about failing schools and

dissatisfied parents?

. Did the notions of teaching and learning as described in the Blue Book strengthen the

goal ofeducating for a dernocracy?

. What did school reform mean in human terms?

¡ Vy'hat were the potential hazards of the reforrns and their implementation for democratic
citizensh ip?

Chapter four will refer to the relevant Iiterature, the Blue Book and my school experiences in order to fìnd

some answers to these questions. In deconstructing the declarations that the governrnent rnade in the Blue

Book al¡out the state of education in Manitoba, I will suggest alternative reasons for why the changes were

made. Chapter four, furthermore, will also verify the legitimacy of the government's authority to make the

changes that were made to education. From there, I plan to examine the government's notions of

curriculum, instruction, assesslnent and the role of the principal in preparing students for parlicipation in a

democracy. I also examine the language and the beließ that drove school change in addition to the

implications of school-based rnarket reforms for human beings. In concluding chapter four I will review

Manitoba school reform and its implementation for a fit with democratic principles.

Srnyth's (1991) fourth stage of hís frarnework for developing reflective thought asks researchers to

construct a vision of what might be. Chapter five of this thesis will suggest guidelines for implementing

school refortn by attending to democratic aims and propose a notion of citizenship education as a vehicle

for preparing students for their role as citizens in a democracy. This vision will be based on the democratic

principles of equity and inclusion, consensus building and a belief in the cornrnon good. Questions to be

addressed in chapter five will include:

. What would education in Manitoba look like if educational reform sought to embrace
teaching for a democracy and working toward a comrnon good?

r How might we better attend to the needs of individuals and society as a whole?

o What would education for democratic citizenship and political inclusion look like?

In Chapter five, I will conclude fhis thesis by proposing specific suggestions for expanding tlie current

reform agenda, so that it might include democratic notions of curricula, instruction and assessment. I will
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identify the spaces wherein we rnight publicly debate school reform in Manitoba. Finally, I will explore

horv we uright work collectively toward creating an educational community that sets the conditions for

developing an enlarged view of our social possibilities. This is an ambitious project and it is not free of

risk, however, as Maxine Greene (1985) wrote:

It is disruptive to Iook at things as if they could be otherwise.There is a tension
in this looking; there is a blank resistance for awhile.But then resistance, irnagination,
open capacities, inventiveness, and surprise are shown to be joined somehow. (p. I5)

I conclude this project with a summary about what I have learned and determine how I will attempt to act

in the future. What influence can I have on the decisions that are made both in the schools and the school

division in which I work? This study is about the exploration of both the range and limitation of human

action, including my own. It is intended to revitalize a democratic agenda for schooling and to prompt a

critical examination of the market imperative for Manitoba school refor¡n.
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CHAPTER T\ryO

A TEACHER'S EXPERIENCE OF MANITOBA SCHOOL REFORM

In the past ten years that I have been a teacher in Manitoba, I have noticed a dramatic change in

Manitoba schools. Chapter two of this thesis is a narrative in which I retell a selection of stories,

conversations and observations. This narrative represents the beginn ing of rny discornfort with school

reform that follows a market imperative. The recollections in this narrative are pieced together thematically

and are not told in chronological order. They represent my experience of Manitoba school reform frorn a

variety ofvantage points as I have held several positions, at several schools in Assiniboine South School

Division in Winnipeg. For easier reading, I describe each of the schools where I have held these various

positions in order to provide a context for the reader. The context is further developed from a social and

political perspective throughout the narrafive as I descríbe how the world outside the school during the

implementation of school reform influenced what was happening inside the school. I have added subtitles

for each of the stories that link my experience with school reform to the Blue Book. These reflections are

an important starting point for what lies ahead in this thesis. From my personal observations of school

reform, I will build the argument that the changes that were made to Manitoba schooling were non-

educational, dehumanizing and undemocratic.

2.0 Situating the Narrative

My teaching career began at Charleswood Junior High in Assiniboine South School Division in

Winnipeg, Manitoba during the early 1990's. This dual track sclrool offered prograrns in English and

French to students in Grades 7 through Senior I. The school was situated in a very affluent suburban

community that largely consisted of white students. The position that I held for three years was to teach

English to French Immersion students. After three years of working at Charleswood, my teaching position

became redundant due to provincial cuts to school funding and, in Marcl'r of my last year, I was asked to

work as an itinerant teacher for the school division. However, three months later, I was assigned another

position. This position was at Westdale Junior High. This single track school offered an English program to

students in Grades 7 through Senior l. It was an economically diverse cornrnunity of families who were

very affluent, working class and Iiving in poverry. The school was also ethnically diverse, with a number of

students who were aboriginal and others who were political refugees. A few teachers referred to the school
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as the " Ghetto School of the School Division." Many other teachers had a strong sense of pride and

commitment to the school. The position that I held for one semester was to teach a group of students frorn

across the school division who were caught in the program restructuring that began with the Blue Book;

therefore, they were unable to move with their peers into high school. This class was referred to as the

"nine and a half' class or more disrespectfully, as the "sweat hogs." I spent one semester at Westdale

before moving on to Shaftesbury High School which offered English instruction to students in Senior 2 to

Senior 4. Like Charleswood, Shaftesbury was situated in a very affluent community; however, Shaftesbury

had more students from different ethnic origins. There were ltalian, Greek, Philippine and East Indian

students. With a reputation for a strong academic program, Shaftesbury teachers prided themselves on their

high expectations for learning. I held a number of positions at this school and this included a continued role

in working with the nine and a half class or as, it was re-named, the Senior I Extended Program. After

several years at Shaftesbury, I returned to Westdale as vice-principal.

Having described the various schools and comrnunities in which I have held positions during the

implementation of the Blue Book, I will turn now to a description of my experiences with market-based

notions of schooling. I believe that each of these stories illustrates the varied implications of market reform

for students, parents and teachers. I begin with four stories that are related to a return to traditional notions

ofteaching and learning. The first story describes a pivotal event that focused rny attention on school

refonn. The second story relates my concern for students who were caught in the restructuring of the school

system. The third story tells of my frustrations with standards testing, and this section concludes with sorne

general reflections on the changes that have occurred in curriculurn, instruction and assessment.

2.1 A Return toTraditional Notions of Teaching and Learning

Back to "the Basics"

In September of 1992 at a "Meet the Teacher" night, I had my first encounter with the tumultuous

political and social climate that was brewing outside rny junior high classroom door as a result of the

Manitoba government's decision to implement school reform measures. This was an experience that

caught me completely by surprise because I was largely unaware of the changes that were being made in

education. During this particular evening, after I had finished a general discussion of what and how I would

be teaching in my Grade 8 English class, a parent asked about the teaching of grammar. I explained that, at
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our school, we followed a writing process where grammar was taught within the context of what the

sfudents were writing and that we dealt with grammar concerns as they emerged from student writing. The

parent who had asked the question became quite angry at my response and stated that during her school

years, grammar was more of a priority and students could read and write -- unlike today. Before I was able

to interject, a parent, whose daughter I had taught the previous year, began a voracious defence ofmy

teaching style. She claimed that as a result of my methods, her daughter's confidence about leaming had

increased and that she was reading and writing more than before. My lack of experience left me unprepared

for this unexpected outburst ofemotion from the parents. A heated debate ensued about the "back to basics"

movement - some people for it and some opposed. It was with some relief that we ran out of time and I had

to cut the dialogue short.

This event marked the beginning of my awareness of the sharp, rigid polarizations that were

building within our school cornmunity and the province as a whole as a result of Manitoba school reform.

The "back to basics" rhetoric was stirring emotions and causing parents to doubt the quality of education

that their children were receiving and more parents were demanding that teachers return to ¡nore traditional

methods of teaching. Progressive teaching and learning was also undermined by a return to the practice of

retention and, as I was to learn, the introduction of the credit system at the Senior I level was to produce

candidates for retention that I would have the pleasure of teaching.

Reorganization of the School Program

One of the school restructuring measures that was put into effect by the Manitoba government was

the re-organization of schools into Early, Middle and Senior Years programs. I became quite familiar with

some of the implications of this change when I was asked to teach Senior I, mathematics, science, English

and social studies in a self-contained classroom to all of the students in the school division who had failed

two or more of these core subjects at Westdale Junior High. This position was created as a result of the re-

organization of schools into Early, Middle and Senior Years programs. Many schools across the province

were not structured according to the grade levels associated with these programs. Thus, funding and facility

issues arose and various rneans of reconciling these dilemmas were ernployed. In our school division,

neither of the two high schools was staffed to teach Senior I classes. The students who were dee¡ned to
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have too few credits to move on to ahigh school were placed in this nervly created class. Tlie students I

was to teach were caught in the system change and there was nowhere for them to go.

While some of my colleagues pitied me because of the position I was to fill, I decided that I was

going to try my hardest to make it work. Little did I know that this was going to be the most difficult and

profound challenge of my teachingcareer. These students helped me to grow as a teacher, and this is

something for which I will be forever grateful. The fact remains, however, that these students should never

have had to endure the injustices and lack of hurnanity that resulted from being pawns in a financial cut

back game.

On the first day of school, l7 boys and I girl bravely entered Roo¡n 203 on the second floor of

Westdale, having awkwardly made their way past much smaller and younger students. My review of the

cumulative records showed that rnany had been former recipients of funding for extended support in the

classroom. Due to financial restraints, previously connected teaching assistant suppoft, divisional

psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers were officially discontinued. Essentially, the class and I

were on our own all day long, under the watchful eye of the principal whose suggestion it was to create the

class rather than leave the students out ofthe school systern altogether. Having been labelled "failures", the

students lacked the confidence needed to engage in learning activities and they resisted many of rny early

attempts to peak their interest. Not surprisingly, our lone girl dropped out of school. Battles with drug

addictions and social-ernotional difficulties regularly threatened student attendance. Of those students who

were able to attend, many nursed bitter resentments toward their former teachers and the school system. For

sonre students, they thought being put in the class had been a punishrnent for not being sufficiently

compliant the year before. Other students attributed their having to repeat Senior I to never having been

good at school.

As my time with the Senior I class drew to a close, the principal began to involve me in board

office meetings to discuss and make reconrmendations for the next year's class. Assiniboine South valued

the opportuniry to think out loud with teachers about issues and dilemmas tliat arose within the school

communify. This conversation at central office further contributed to my understanding of the impact of

school refonn.
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The first recommendation I made to the superintendents and program directors was to cancel the

class. I explained why I felt that the formation of the class was a "Band-Aid" solution to a system problem.

I related rny belief that it was not in the students' best interest for the class to continue. The degradation and

isolation that the students experienced was avoidable. I asked the superintendents and directors to consider

the image of the l6-year-old boys in my class, many of wholn were already shaving, driving up to our

junior high school. They parked in the parking lot beside the teachers'cars each rnorning and walked, with

their heads down, into the school, past the other students. It was a daily hurniliation that was painful to

watch. Itreinforced the students'perceptions ofthemselves as "losers". I sensed that the superintendents

were listening closely and that there was support for what I was saying. To my dismay, however, I later

found out that my suggestion to have the class disbanded was rejected. Furthermore, the superintendents

denied the request for the class to have access to school-based resource and counselling support and a

teaching assistant. It was later explained to me that rny recomlnendations were refused due to the funding

limitatiotls. Some of rny suggestions, however, were implernented. For instance, the class was renarned

Senior I Extended and moved into a high school setting. The students were able to take sorne option

courses at the Senior 2level while repeating previous courses and divisional specialists were assigned to

the class.

Aftersome deliberation, I agreed to teach the class again. Although I fundarnentally disagreed

with it, my rationale was that if the class had to exist, I rvas determined to do what I could to make it the

best experience possible for the students involved. I have wondered whether or not I made the right choice.

If I had refused on principle to take the class, would it have been disbanded? Deep down in my heart, I

know it wouldn't have been. Someone else would have been found to teach the students. Taking the class

for another year enabled me to continue to fight for its dissolution.

My second year of teaching the Senior 1 Extended class was somewhat better as a result of the

changes that were implemented; however, it continued to be a dehumanizing experience for rny students.

Moving into the high school did not end the marginalization we felt from the rest of the school. We were

unable to access suppoft from the school-based guidance counsellors and resource teachers who had been

given a "hands-off directive" by the principal. This caused agreat deal of anger and animosity frorn

teachers in the school toward the class and toward me. The resource and supporf teachers were furious with
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the principal's decision because of the impact it was having on the students and the rest of the school.

When I asked the principal about this, she agreed that the lack of suppoft was wrong but that a clear

message needed to be sent to central office. She believed that the superintendents needed to knorv that the

lack of funding support was having serious implications for the students and the school. Once again, these

needy students became pawns in the financial cutback game. By October, we had won a small victory. The

students were given a parf-tirne teaching assistant. When central office again asked for a review of how the

class had been working and for proposals for the following year, I went ready to plead with our

superintendents to disband the class for the next year. The decision was finally rnade to do just that.

Staffing allocations were assigned to both high schools in order to offer Senior I level courses and the next

year, the program was cancelled.

This experiertce with school reform led me to question the intentions behind system restructuring.

I also wondered about the governrnent's reasons for not providing adequate funding for schools to support

the school system's transition to the new structure for school programs. It appeared that the students who

were implicated in the systern-wide changes by being retained and by being denied access to school

supports mattered Iittle to the government's goals of school improvement. This both frustlated and angered

me. Retention had been a school practice that had thankfully waned over the years and I was happy to see it

pass out of favour with educators and policymakers. As I became more involved with the implernentation

of the BIue Book, and in particular, the preparation of students for tlle provincial standards tests, if became

evident to me that schools were about to adopt a number of more traditional teaching practices and

methods.

Standards Testing

A second lestructuring measure put into effect during the 1990's was the re-introduction of

provincial testing. In this section of the narrative, I will reflect on a personal experience with administering

an English standards test to a group of Senior I students at Westdale, where I now work. I will then

describe a second experience that occurred several years earlier while working as an English teacher at

Shaftesbury High School. In this second example, I will tell the story frorn rny perspective as a colleague of

teachers who were preparing Senior 4 students for writing the provincial standards test for the first time.
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During the 1999-2000 school year, I was assigned to teach a Senior I English class and my

students wrote the provincial standards test. In the weeks leading up to the Senior I standards test, everyone

-- students and teachers alike -- was very edgy. My students acted out in ways that were highly unusual for

them. I witnessed behaviours that I had never seen before from this group of students. They were unusually

boisterous. It was more than the typical rowdiness teachers come to expect in June. During conversations

about their work, sorne of the students burst into tears. They talked about their feelings of the pressure of

doing well in school and their worries about the standards exam. I was not the only teacher who observed

this change in behaviour of students. Student rowdiness was a daily conversation among Senior I teachers

of students taking the exam. I agreed with my colleague's observation that this was a different, more intense

kind of stress than usual for this time of year.

Teachers also commented on the stress that they were feeling and this was delnonstrated in

untrsual ways. Some of my colleagues expressed suspicions of other teachers and wondered if they were

following the curriculum, doubting the strength of teaching in certain classrooms. It was feared that if some

teachers weren't doing their job properly, the school would suffer the ernbarrassment of poor results. The

government had dropped the practice of publishing results in the paper, but the school division still

published results within the division and these were shared with teachers. Teachers measured the

achievernent of their students against the achievement of other classes. We prepared ourselves for rvhich

classes would do well and which classes were likely to have difficulty. Preparing students for "the test"

became the sole focus for several weeks prior to the dates scheduled for testing.

The climate within the school changed during these few weeks prior to the standards tests, and the

change was not good for anybody. Activities that had previously been supported by teachers, such as band

tutorials, thematic units, gifted art sessions and other wonderful curricular experiences, came under attack

as the standards test approached. Teachers refused to allow students to participate in these curricular

opportunities as they felt pressure to get the students ready for the exam. They woruied that the students'

absence from the class would disadvantage the student frorn doing well on the test.

After the first day of writing the English standards tests, my students would ¡nake comments such

as: "lf we fail, it will be all your fault". Others demonstrated considerable frustration with the fact that I

followed the provincial test administration instructions that forbade me to answer questions during the test.
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Little did the students know that being unable to answer their questions caused a real dilemma for lne as a

teacher. I believe in re-framing questions for students so that they understand what is being asked of them.

If a student doesn't understand the question, their answer doesn't accurately reflect what they know or don't

know. Re-frarning a question would have helped put the students at ease and would have resulted ùl

answers that were more reflective of what they actually knew. On the other hand, I didn't want to be one of

the teachers who "cheated" on the test and gave her students an unfair advantage by answering questions.

My colleagues and I had agreed to follow the rules, and I honoured this agreement, even though it caused

me some discomfort.

The year rny students wrote the provincial standards test, teachers from within the division marked

the exatns. The province had discontinued the practice of rnarking the tests under direct government

supervision, and they had passed this responsibility onto school divisions. Teachers from various schools

gathered at the board office and marked the papers that were numbered to maintain the anonymity of the

student. Once again, I found myself atodds with the purpose of this practice. In real life, the people who

know my work evaluate me. Did students not deserve the same treatrnent? Could teachers not be trusted to

provide a reasonable measure of wllat their students have leamed? What purpose rvere the evaluations to

serve?

When the results of standards tests were published within the division, school by school, the

reaction among staff was varied. One teacher whose class did well was suspected of skirting the rules.

Another teacher who had many students in her class who struggled acadernically was pleased that her

students did what she thought was reasonably well - for them. I felt fi'ustrated when I read my students'

responses and could tellthat they had misread questions or answered only part of the question. My first

reaction was a vow that, for the following year, I would teach my students how to take tests better -- how to

give the answers the test makers wanted to see. This was not a very satisfying resolution to the problem.

The mark received by sorne students was not an accurate or fair representation of what they knew or could

do. Tlleir performance on the test did not fit with the series of assessments I had made overthe course of

the year. Consequently, the results seemed confusing and unfair to the students. The arbitrariness of the

staltdards testing process rnade it difficult to understand once again the reasons for subjecting students and

teachers to this new regime of accountability that had begun with the Blue Book. It was evident to me that
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student learning had not improved as a result of standards testing nor was it a very accurate reflection of

what students had learned throughout the school year.

An earlíer incident that occurred at Shaftesbury High School provides another example to

illustrate this point. In this case, I was not the student's teacher, but a colleague of his teachers. "David"

was a gifted English student. His writing, a delight to read, was often passed around the English department

office. Inevitably, it was clever, well-written and filled with the kind of nuances one might see in a more

experienced and rnature student. His participation in class discussions on selected readings was reported to

be insightful and, at times, astounding. Thus, the news that David did more poorly than expected on the

Senior 4 standards test came as quite a shock to all of us in the English departrnent.

At this time, the provincial governrnent seconded teachers from school divisions in order to mark

the provincial standards tests. Given that we had teachers on staff who had participated in the marking, it

was well known that at times the marking could be quite challenging as teachers had difficulty agreeing on

horv ceftain answers should be evaluated. All of David's teachers commented that they believed that an

oversight had been made in the assessment of his provincial exam, and they encouraged him to challenge

his mark at his expense. Much to David's teachers' surprise, he lost. The decision was incomprehensible to

all of us in the Englislt depaftrlent. For a school that had taken great pride in the academic rígour of its

programs, David's test results indicated to us that there was a fundarnental flaw in the testing process.

School refonn efforfs prior to the Blue Book had rejected provincial standards testing and I was dismayed

by its return, given the potential for punitive repercussions for students. At the time, there was talk of the

standards tests at the Senior 4 Level accounting for 50 o/o of the student's final mark.

While David's teachers trusted their professional judgement, his performance on the standards test

caused us to question whether they should be teaching rnore directly to the test. The teachers involved in

this situation did not view this question lightly. At issue was professional integrity, narnely what they

believed was in the best interests of their students. Vy'as it better to teach in a way that they valued or teach

what students needed to know for the test to enable them to gain access to other opportunities?

I conclude this section on the Blue Book's restoration of traditional notions of teaching and

learning with some general observations about how the Blue Book changed teaching and learning. First, I

will begin with a description of a shift in the kinds of courses students selected in high school after the Blue
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Book was published. From there, I slrare sorne examples of how school reforur has altered teaching and

learning both in my classroom and the school division.

Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment

After the Blue Book was published, I noticed some gradual changes in the kinds of courses that

students were electing or avoiding to take at Shaftesbury High School. Art, music and language classes

were dropped or replaced witli extra courses in mathematics and English classes. I was teaching Spanish at

the time and students would come to me with sad faces and explain that they could not continue in the

course because it conflicted with the scheduling of a second or third mathematics or English class.

Conversations with the students and their parents typically did not alter the students' decisions to

drop "option" classes for more "core" classes. Teachers gave nurnelous leasons, such as: manyjobs

required another language; Iife was not just about ernployment; and, rnost irnportantly, the student enjoyed

the course. Many students and parents, however, simply could not conceive of continuing with option

courses because tlrey feared that this would interfere witlr their child's acceptance into a university. Given

the affluence of the Shaftesbury school communify, students would drop option classes and take private

music, dance and language lessons instead. Private lessons were substituted for other areas ofschool

involvement as well. Teachers had observed tlrat participation in extra-curricular activities was dropping.

Cornpared to their previous experiences in other schools, the students at Shaftesbury appeared to be

reluctant to get involved in after-school programs. Teachers also noted that there was a corelation between

the lack of extracurricular involvernent and a lack of spirit and vitality in the school.

Course selection, beliefs about the importance of so-called core classes over option classes and the

expanding notion that what was dropped from a student's experience of school could be paid for privately

all signal to me subtle, but significant, changes to the teaching and learning process. A student's experience

of school had become tnucll narrower in recent years. The effects of curricular reforrns on instructiolt and

assessment fu¡ther transformed this process.

After the Blue Book was introduced, a period of frantic work began as teachers re-aligned

instructional aud assessment strategies with the outcomes designated for our particular grade levels and

subject areas and we prepared students for the provincial standards test. It was my experience that teachers

were prepared to work hard at implementing the departmentally mandated curricular reforrns, but at times
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we found ourselves in situations which challenged our beliefs about teaching and Iearning. Many of us

discovered that with the new school reforms came reduced flexibitity in adapting curricula to fit the needs

and interests of students and thatwe had diminished professional authority for making decisions about

student learning.

It may appear contradictory to some readers of this study that I would make this observation given

the increased attention to instructional diversity in school reform underthe rubric ofdifferentiated

instruction. Expanding the repetoire of instructional strategies used in classrooms across the province has

been both important and necessary. What has been reduced is the space within which teacher and student

can initiate starting points for learning. Outcomes and standards are forernost in what we do in the

classroo¡n and the needs and interests ofstudents are pushed to the sidelines. On one hand teachers are

asked to diversify how we present information and how it is assessed in the classroorn, but the content of

learning is largely directed by the prescribed outcomes and standards that must be completed in preparation

for "the test". Ever conscious of the competing forces of time and the perceived need to cover all these

curricular outcomes, teachers have reduced flexibility in rnaking Iearning be genuinely responsive to the

students.

An example of this occurred during rny last year at Westdale befole I left for rny maternity leave.

A national election was being held in Canada tlrat year and I decided to incorporate the teaching of election

issues, in particular, the way elections are handled in the media. After first checking with several teachers

on tny Senior I tearn to see if they were interested in planning the unit together, I planned the unit with my

students. I decided to split the class into different political parties. Each party was responsible for

decorating their party headquarters, assigning roles to members of the group, and researching the various

political platforms. Every day, we scanned the newspapers for colum¡rs, editorials, and caftoons and

monitored the progress of the election. In addition, students were assigned the task of exploring their local

community to learn which political parry was most represented by the signs in people's yards, the names of

Iocal representatives and to talk over election issues with their parents and friends.

There were many lnore of these kinds of activities -- allof which were generated by the

brainstorming that my students and I participated in prior to the start of the unit and as the unit progressed.

Because of my students' exciternent with the project, the three weeks I had planned to use for the unit
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expanded into six. However, I was confìdent that the students were Iearning rnany valuable and important

skills and therefore, I made a conscious decision to continue with what we were doing. At the end of the

unit, I began to match outcomes and standards with what the students had learned and discovered that while

I was able to connect the learning to some of the outcomes, there were several that I didn't teach. Moreover,

a reporting period was approaching; thus, I was in a dilemma.

My teaching prior to the elections unit had addressed sorne of the outcomes that I had missed, but

not to the extent that I was comfortable communicating to parents that these outcomes had been taught.

Moreover, the school division's prescribed weightings for the provincial outcomes furtlrer added to the

situation. At that tirne teachers were instructed by central office to weight eaclr provincial outcome

according to a percentage that had been specified by the school division.

For that term, in consultation with the school principal, I decided to weight the outcolnes

differently and the next term I concentrated more closely on attending to the outcornes that I didn't teach. I

also made a more conscious efforl to ensure that I didn't get rnyself into a similar predicarnent by the end of

the next reporting period. However, the implications of this were suclr that I would begin with the Iist of

outcomes and standards and plan the units that I taught accordingly. While the students were not left out of

the process entirely, my instructional planning began differently than it had with the election unit and I

believe tliat the effectiveness of both the instruction and student learning was negatively implicated by this

change. However, I believed that it was my professional responsibility not to continue teaching the way I

did with the elections unit. This was a difficult decision to make because I do not think that my teaching

has improved by adhering closely to the teaching of outcomes and standards.

In addition to the changes in instruction, assessmenthas taken on a new level of importance.

Before the Blue Book, instructional and assessment priorities were more balanced. We now spend more

time on assessrnent and reporting and attach more irnpoúance to the assess¡nents that we make. A few

years ago, our school division introduced new repoft cards aligned with the provincial outcomes that had

been developed at that point. In conversations with some teachers, I have heard them state that neither the

students nor their parents can expect students to do as well in school as they might have prior to the repoft

cards being introduced. These teachers have interpreted the new repofting system using the language and

beliefs reflected in governrnental refor¡ns. The standards for "Outstanding", the highest category of
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evaluation, is perceived by teachers to be so advanced that few students could ever hope to attain this level

of excellence. Some teachers share this infonnation with both students and parents at the beginning of the

year so as to avoid raising false hopes about doing well in school.

As already noted, the school division has also designated weightings for each outcome in several

subject areas. The weightings must be followed when grades are calculated at the end of a term. As a

teacher I find this directive from the school division to be very restrictive in both planning instruction and

evaluating my students' progress in their leaming. At each of the three schools where I have worked in the

division, teachers would work together as part of a team, planning instruction around the needs and

interests of the students. As a team we would set learning objectives and agree upon how we would weight

them in the final report. Depending on how particular units and lessons were taught, we occasionally

changed our minds in order to be fairer to the students.

The absence of this flexibility has changed things. Some teachers refuse to follow the school

division's directive on weighting objectives, both covertly and overtly. Others follor.v the directive, butwith

reluctance. Most of the tirne, I a¡n in the latter category because I arn torn between following the school

division's directions and the loss of my ability to adjust weightings of grades to reflect the needs of rny

students and the curricula that has been taught. Over the years, the school division's decision to mandate the

weightings of outcomes has been a source of considerable friction among teachers, breaking down formerly

well functioning tearns. Teachers retreat to their respective classrooms and do what their conscience

perrnits.

Students'selection of courses, reduced flexibility in the classroom and an increased emphasis on

assessment are just a few of the irnplications of the Blue Book on teaching and learning. In addition, the

Manitoba government also redefined the role of school adrninistrators and I believe that this significantly

changed the role ofeducational leaders.

2.2 Leadership Redefined

For the past four years, I have been privileged to act in the capacity ofvice-principal at one ofthe

junior high schools where I was forrnerly a teacher. The final section of this narrative is reflective of my

perspective on school reform from my new position as a school administrator. I will begin rvith a

discussion of some issues that have arisen as a result of my work with the nrathematics teachers in our
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school. What will follow is a story about a professional development opportunity that was sponsored by

Manitoba Education and Training and a related conversation with a parent. Finally, I will conclude the

narrative with an observation on schools of choice.

Perhaps one of the biggest challenges I have had as a new administrator was in rny work with our

mathematics teachers and their implementation of new mathematics curricula. Since it first arrived at the

school, teachers have been asking for more time to teach nrathematics, believing that the curriculum as it

stands is too lengthy and too demanding for many of our students. In frustration, some teachers have

resofted to giving students units to work on independently at home, while others have significantly

compacted what is taught so that they can say the curriculurn has "been covered". Requests have been made

by teachers who teach mathematics and science to just teach mathematics prior to the standards test and to

focus solely on science after the test has been written. Sorne students cornplain that they have to teach

themselves concepts they don't yet understand, and that the whirlwind pace of some units is frustrating for

many others. Students correctly perceive that these teachers are trying to "cram" in the teaching of skills

before the compulsory standards test has to be written.

For the mathernatics teachers, the perceived pressure of covering the mathematics curricula before

the standards tests is so great that requests are rnade of me to linlit the "disruptions" to their classes by

cancelling student parlicipation in the so-called "extras" in a school day such as choir practice, band

tutorials, gifted sessions in art or writing, attendance at student workshops, etc. If a student is struggling in

mathematics, teachers object to these activities more strongly. In either case, teachers cite the degree of

difficulty of mathematics curricula and concern over teaching all of the standards and outcolnes before tlie

staudards tests as the reason for wanting to keep students in class.

In the course of my supervisory work with the mathematics teachers, I find that when faced with a

lack of student success with prescribed standards and outcomes, I fall back on my central beliefs about

wlrat is right for students. Teachers have to begin with what studeltts already know and are able to do, help

them experience success and then move forward. Sornetimes this attitude is a source of relief for teachers

who are struggling with student achievernent, and at other times, it presents additional diffìculties. There

are soûÌe teachers who refuse to consider what rnay be right for their students outside of a standards and

outcomes framework. They cite fear of lawsuits and abandonment of professional ethics as reasons for
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inaction to my suggestions to begin with what the students know and to diversify instruction to meet the

needs ofthe students. For these teachers, the situation is straightforward and conclusive. Standards and

outcomes are read with as little liberal interpretation as possible. Furthermore, this holds true even when

teachers see students who are typícally very strong mathematics students struggling. They explain that it is

not their job to question departmental curricula no matter what the cost may be to students. While I believe

that this is probably an excuse for some teachers not to diversify instruction, given that the Blue Book

states thatteachers can adapt up to 50% of a curriculum, these same teachers use the language of the Blue

Book to suppoft their arguments.

Mether the Blue Book intended for the outcomes and standards to be applied with such black and

white thinking is not relevant. What is critical is the fact that sorne teachers have adopted the language of

the Blue Book to support teaching practices that exclude some students. For exarnple some teachers have

endeavoured to reward students with the particípation in science labs at Iunchtime if students are compliant

and do their homework.These teachers adrnit that lack of student success is cause for concern, but they state

that no otlrer choice is possible. Neither poverty nor-race and its accompanying social issues is cause for

differentiating instruction. These teachers reportthat all students have to meet standards and outcomes

regardless of the fact that the playing field may not be level. If outcomes are not met, then students will fail

the grade. The fact that students are having difficulty with learning the new outcomes and standards is

blamed on the students' unwillingness to work hard or on a departmental/divisional rnandate over which the

teachers are powerless.

As rnight be expected, the number of students who failed courses at Westdale was very high. We

have made marly responses to this situation and some of the things we have tried have worked very well for

our community. Innovative and exciting programs have arisen from initiatives generated by the school staff

and sometimes these innovative programs demand that we not comply with system requirements.

Whenever this causes difficulty for central office, we state our case confidently that we believe that what

we are doing is in the best interests of students. Unfortunately there are many students that we are still

unable to reach. They have stopped attending school or classes or sit passively in class and refuse to engage

in classroom activities. While the school staff has tried a number of things in an effort to conrlect students,
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sadly, there are still too many students that we don't reach. Many of these students aboriginal and all come

from low incorne families.

Yet another practice that some teachers discuss more frequently and more insistently is the notion

of creatinghomogeneous classrooms, and I believethatthis too has been as aresultof the Blue Book.

Every spring I ¡neet with all of the teachers to begin creating class lists for the following year. In the first

couple of years that I was at Westdale, the mathematics teachers would plead with me to permit them to

group students according to ability. The fact that the mathematics teachers were asking for this type of

grouping was not unusual. Each yearthere were always teachers who sincerely believed that student

achievernent outcomes would irnprove by grouping students of similar abilities, and of course, the belief

that teaching such classes would make the work of teachers easier was also a consideration. Teachers

would cite that grouping students of exceptional abilities with students of average abilities was unfair to the

brighter students whom the teachers argued were held back by the students who struggled. Furthennore, by

having all of the students of average abilities or lower in the same class, the teachers could teach atthe

level of the students and cover more curricula. This request contradicted earlier statelnents from the

mathematics teachers who had stated that they were reluctant to diversify instruction by starting with where

the students were at in their learning because this meant they were not teaching to provincial standards.

Nonetheless, since the publication of the Blue Book I believe that the cries for grouping students of

homogeneous abilities have grown stronger.

Manitoba school reform also had irnplications for diversifying instruction in other ways. My role

as an instructional leader often requires me to attend sessions sponsored by Manitoba Education and

Training, so that I arn clear about changes that are being implernented across the province. I recall one of

these sessions during my first year as an adrnínistrator that was intended to clarifo guidelines for

differentiating befween modified and adaptive programming. With copies of Individual Education

Planning: A Handbook for Developinq and Implernenting IEPs, Earlv to Senior Years (1998) in hand, we

left for the workshop hoping to better understand which students would be candidates for modifìed

prograrnming according to the descriptors provided by the department. After three hours of presenting the

Student Educational Plans, case by case, the ministry official either confir¡ned or denied the fit of each plan

with the guidelines provided by Manitoba Education and Training. The experience left me feeling
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frustrated and angry because I found that I was more confused than when I began. Furthermore, some of us

had the feeling that even the consultant was unclear about the criteria for identifying the students on a case-

by-case basis.

One of the things I learned from the session that day was that the muddle and confusion of using

tenns like "adaptation" and "modification" were Iikely to continue. I also sensed the need for schools to do

extensive, costly and time-consurning assessrnents on the small percentage of students that the province

believed needed modified prograrnming. Since that day, the befuddler¡ent has dissipated sornewhat. What

has taken its place is one of three things: courage to carr] on and do what school staffs, in collaboration

with parents and the child, feel is right or passivity and reluctance to address this issue altogether. The

following conversation illustrates what I perceive is an example of the latter response.

One of the concerns that I have about Manitoba Education and Training's new preoccupation with

accountability can best be illustrated by a personal conversation that I had with a friend's sister who does

not live in our school comrnunity. Because my friend's sister knows that I am a vice-principal, she called to

ask for my advice in working through a problern that she had with her son's school. Sandra said that she liad

a conversation with teachers from her son "Sam's" school and was told that he would never do well

acadernically. Sarn is in Grade 4. The teachers claimed that he would probably find employlnent as a

skilled wolker and that she shouldn't worry about his grades or what he was learning. He would always be

"slow". Sandra came to me and asked two things: Did the school have a right to treat her son in this way?

Could I give her some ideas about how to work with the teachers?

My first response was to tell Sandra to take her son out of the school; however, she didn't want to

do this. She said all she was looking for was a way to work through the problem because her son enjoyed

school and she wanted it to stay that way. Sandra also said that both she and her son were connected to the

school community and she wanted to first try and resolve the issue with Sarn's teachers. I suggested that she

speak with Sam's teachers and ask about making adaptations to his instructional prograrn. Afterthe

meeting, Sandra called me to say that Sam's teachers had said that he didn't qualify for making the

necessary changes. In fact, she had used the word "modify" instead of "adaptation" and was corrected by

the teachers in what she described as a haughty tone.
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I believe that it is also relevant to this story that Sandra is a single, working class mom of nvo boys

and she struggles to put food on the table. From my experience, I believe that sornetimes parents with less

influence and financial resources are not always treated with the respect that they deserve.

The last observations I make about school reform in my capacity as an instructional leader relates

to the schools of choice legislation that was introduced by the Blue Book. First, I need to state that parents

should have the option of placing their child in a different school when they are concerned about the well-

being of their child, as in the story of Sam. In this way, schools of choice has been beneficial for students.

However, I also believe that there are several drawbacks.

When students in our school choose to attend another school, conversations are often held between

administrators which are meant to be a quick calculation of how much time, energy and money the student

is going to cost the school in terms of in-school, divisional or out of division supports. I know tlrat a great

deal is riding on my responses. If a student is academically strong, has parental support and does not place

a demand on valuable resources such as time, energy and personnel (which adrninistrators guard so

fiercely), then the student is almost always accepted. If, however, the administrator senses that the student

applying rnay have social-emotional or academic needs that will put a demand on these resources, tlre

responses can be quite different. Sometimes that ends the conversation and I arn not surprised to learn that

the student was not accepted at that school. Other times, this kind of infonnation leads to the beginning of

some genuine, constructive dialogue about how this student needs to be supported.

The outcome of conversations about schools of choice applicants depends on the disposition of

the principal, the resources that she has at her disposal, and whether the school board or superintendent

directs the school administrator to take a particular student. However, that being said, the school

administrator has considerable influence in making decisions about a schools of choice applicant.

Schools of choice programs were sold to the public on the premise that parents would have more

power to choose which school their child attended; however, this can be misleading. From my experience,

it is tlie schools that have the power to say "yes" or "no" to a particular child, depending on whether

attending to the learning needs ofthe student rvill draw on school resources and whether or not there is

space available in the school. Parents are becoming aware of this and are so¡netimes outraged by the lack

of "real" choice that they have. Some parents have resorted to hiding inforrnation from the schooI in order
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to increase the chances of their child's acceptance into the school. Thus, even though the Manitoba

government intended school reform to be beneficial for parents, sometimes this was not the case.

Schools of choice legislation also exerts pressure on school staffs to demonstrate their abiliry to

produce students who excel on provincial standards tests. Westdale Junior High was a school where there

were a number of students who were not able to meet provincial outcomes and this resulted in a large

number of students being recommended by their teachers for retention. The Blue Book sfated clearly that

the Manitoba government supported retention and several teachers in this school supported this belief.

Teachers have commented that as school administrators we give too much attentíon to the difficulfy that

students have in meeting provincial standards and that we should invest our tirne in publicly highlighting in

the local newspaper the perfonnance of students who score well on standards tests. Recently, a student

scored 1000/o on a standards test and the staff insisted that we advertise this accomplishment. In the minds

of some teachers, this would reverse public and divisional perceptions of our school as a failing school.

While we refused to advertise in the local newspaper individual student accornplishrnents, our

school division has responded to the competition for students in other ways. We have used adrninistrator

meetings to learn how to prepare school brochures to advertise our school programs. The title, "Gifted

prograrnrning" was resurrected to replace what we had fonnerly called "Clrallenge Plogramrning" so that

we would attract parents who were looking for this kind of curricula. Moreover, we spellt more time talking

about gifted instruction and finding ways to increase the visibility of the kinds of gifted instruction that our

schools offered. Lastly, a group of admínistrators went on a tour of neighbouring school divisions to

investigate the possibility of adapting their school programs to meet the needs of our students. While I

acknowledge that inter-school visits have value, the reason behind these tours was to aftract more students

to our schools. I believe that all of this activity can be attributed to schools of choice and I find this use of

our time as school administrators quite frustrating. In the past, we spent rnore time directly related to

supporting teaching and leaming and I believe that this was a more valuable and irnpoftant use of our tirne.

In addition to the changes that have occurred to curricululn, instruction and assessment since the

publication of the Blue Book, the Manitoba government's plan for school reform had implications for

parental involvement in schools. The government created Advisory Councils for School Leadership and

directed schools to expand the involvement of parents in school decision nraking.
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2.3 The Role of Parents

When the directive came from the govemment that every school in the province was to have a

parent advisory council, Assiniboine South School Division was already there. Although we did not call

our parent organizations, Advisory Councils for School Leadership, they essentially had the same

responsibilities. For years, our schools had enjoyed strong relationships with active and involved parent

councils. In the schools where I worked, many parents were already active in important aspects of school

activities and decision-rnaking. They provided input on topics such as the development of new courses,

attending to social-ernotional issues and the setting of directions for their schools. Moreover, parent

councils had a voice in school-based and divisional budgets. We had rnoved beyond pareut councils' acting

in a fund-raising capacity or rubber stamping ideas generated by educators. With the Blue Book, however,

our parent councils were asked if they would like to become Advisory Councils for School Leadership and

realign their role with the governtnent's description of what this organization should be doing. All but one

ofour parent councils rejected this offer. The reason cited by the presidents ofour parent councils was that

they were uncomfortable with what they perceived to be an adversarial role for parents in the government's

vision.

Also with the publication of the Blue Book, tlie school division began asking parents to join a

number of school and divisional cornrniftees. Sometimes this parental involvement was helpful and at other

tirnes, the school division realized that the inclusion of parents on a comrnittee was not appropriate.

Perhaps the exarnple that stands out the most had to do with the selection of school administrators.

In 1996 central office decided that parents would have more of a voice in the selection of

administrators. A panel of senior admi¡ristrators, trustees, school administrators and parents intervierved

any teachels or current administrators who submifted their names as candidates for administrative

positions. Teachers were also included as a new addition to the interview panel and student participation

was sought through surveys. I became interested in the selection of new administrators because I had been

thinking about applying for an administrative position, and I was curious to see how this new role for

parents would unfold. The practice of involving parents directly in the selection of school administrators

lasted two years.
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This new parental role was short lived for several reasons. Some administrators believed that

parents influenced the decision making in ways that were not ultirnately beneficial to the selection of a

suitable school administrator. The popularity (or lack of it) of teachers among selected parents and students

influenced the deliberations more significantly than it was felt it should have. Parents were easily swayed

by the opinions ofothers, and they mounted pressure to choose or not choose a particular candidate. In one

instance, the confidentiality of a candidate's participation in the interview was breached when a parent

involved in the process was overheard talking about the interview at a local supennarket check out line.

Moreover, with the addition of parents and teachers, the selection panels were quite large and the process of

making a decision became quite cumbersome. Decisions about appointrnents often took several weeks

longer than had been the case previously.

Direct parent and teacher involvernent in the interview and selection of administrators did not last.

When consulted, parents responded strongly that they wanted to be kept inforrned and to be able to offer

suggestions and advice as to adrninistrative appointrnents, but that final decisions should rest witlr the

teachers and administrators in the schools and central office. This experience with a re-defined role for

parents was problematic because tlle Blue Book ostensibly made some negative assumptions about parental

involvement in schools that were unsupported by Assiniboine South's experience in working with parents.

However, our school division followed the directive by the government to involve parents more and this

was to the detriment of parent-school partnerships.

I co¡rclude this narrative with a description of two events that are related to the government's

process for the development and implementation of school reform. The first experience describes my

involvernent in the creation of a common curricular framework for the teaching of language arts and the

second event recounts a secretive meeting with a Minister of Education who requested some informal

feedback from teachers about the Blue Book.

2.4 Formal and Informal Public Consultations

Shortly after I began working at Shaftesbury, I was asked to participate in a two-day session for

teachers from across the province to review a ¡rew framework for the teaching of English Language Arts.

The Cornrnon Curricular Framervork for English Language Afts (1998) was one of several docurnents that

an inter-provincial group called the Western Canadian Protocol for Collaboration in Basic Education
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produced in accordance with school reform initiatives that were cited in the Blue Book. Participants were to

read the document and, along with other teachers, make recomrnendations for changes.

My colleagues at Shaftesbury were quite cynical about the development of a common curricular

frarnework for teacliing English Language Arts, believing that it was another layer of bureaucracy and a

waste of taxpayers' money. We had been excited about the prospect of new curricula for the teaching of

English but, as due dates for the curricula's intended release were long past due, we had becorne somewhat

jaded. At the fìrst of two sessions held by Manitoba Education and Training teachers were given

instructions to review the cornlnon curricular framework for repetition, sequencing of skill development

and ambiguity of wording. We were told that the goal was to make this document "teacher-friendly". We

were also told that the provincial government valued collaborating with teachers and that this session was

evidence of that commitment. After editing the framework document, we began to look deeper into the

curriculutn guide to make recommendations on content. Teachers in our group began to discuss the various

skills that had been assigned to corresponding grades levels. We had a Iively discussion about rvhich skills

constituted a more sophisticated demonstration of a skill. There was a wide range of opinion and I believe

that teachers supported their opinions with solid arguments. We came to the conclusion that a more general

Iisting of curricular objectives would allow teachers, in collaboration with their school cornmunities, to

make decisions about curricula that were right for them. In addition, a lnore general listing of objectives

would be tnore useful than the highly repetitive orgarrization thathad been proposed.

On the second day of our session at the offices of Manitoba Education and Training participants

shared any further insights gained from deliberations with colleagues in the field and began the job of

recording this input. At the end of the day, however, the session leaders infonned us that, regardless of our

input, only rninor editing changes to the original document would be accepted. A cornrnittee of people

representing the western provinces had already approved the document and it was too late to incorporate

an1, ofthe feedback we had generated.

When I returned to my scltool, I was embarrassed to report to my colleagues that the opportunity

for providing any meaningful feedback never really existed. I wondered what was the point of going

through all this? It was something that was done at considerable expense. Teachers were brought in from

across the province. Out of town teachers were guests at various hotels in tlie city and there were costs
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associated with substitutes, mileage reimbursement and meals. I was frustrated by this experience because

what I had been led to believe was that this was an opportunity for teachers to critically review the

curricular frarnework, make suggestions for changes and that these changes would be considered in a

revised fo¡rn of the document. The fact that this last step didn't happen was fodder for the cynicisrn of my

colleagues at Shaftesbury. That being said, horvever, the experience was an instructive one as the

discussion that I had with the other teachers from around the province supported my belief in the value of

teachers sharing their respective ideas about education and schooling.

My involvement in the developrnent of a comrnon curricular fi'amework was not the only time that

I felt shut out of the process of providing the government with feedback on the BIue Book. A second

experience occurred a short time later. Shortly after the Blue Book's publication, an informal opportunity

for discussing the Blue Book's implications arose at the school where I am currently vice principal. One of

the teachers on staff informed me that the Minister of Education at the time was coming to her house for a

secret meeting. She said that she had been asked by the Minister to gather a group of educators to provide

him with some information about the effectiveness of school reforms, but that the meeting needed to be

kept in the strictest confidence. She then told me the names of some educators she had invited to her house

and apologized for not inviting me. She didn't give a reason as to why I was not invited. When I heard the

names of those who were invited, I drew my own conclusions. It was rny opinion that I had been excluded

from tliis dinner because I had voiced my objections to the Blue Book on several occasions. This

experience reinforced for me the notion that anyone who disagreed with the direction of school reform

went unheard and that the government was not interested in listening to citizens who were in disagreement

with the Blue Book.

In summary, f believe each of these experiences provides an example of how Manitoba school

reform did not, in my mind, improve teaclring and learning. Instead, ideas and practices that I thought had

waned and been discarded were revived. In the next chapter, I will turn to the Blue Book itself and seek to

discover its message about why the government believed that market notions of school reform were

necessary and how teaching and learning rvould irnprove.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE BLUE BOOK

Having narrated a selection ofstories, conversations and observations that I believe are pertinent

to a discussion of the effects of market reforms in education, I will tum now to the Blue Book's explanation

of what needed to be restructured in Manitoba schooling. What was the rationale given in the Blue Book to

support the changes that were made? After examining the Blue Book's justification of school reform, I will

then describe the government's position on how school restructuring would improve teaching and learning

and meet the needs of individuals and society. Lastly, I will examine the BIue Book for its' description of

the role ofgovernment and citizens in bringing about both educationaI and societal change.

The Blue Book, or what was formally called A Blueprint for Action (1994), was one of several

blue paperback books that were published during the 1990's to outline the Manitoba govemment's

educational policy. These books included titles such as: The Action PIan (1995); and A Foundation for

Excellence (1995). Each ofthese books detailed the goverrunent's rationale and plans for school change;

horvever, the Blueprint for Action (1994) or Blue Book was the first to set school reform in motion. It gave

a clear indication that the goals and philosophical underpinnings of the government's agenda for school

reform were aligned with a market imperative for schools. Coincidentally, blue is the colour associated

with the Conservative Parry that introduced the Blue Book.

3.0 Three Claims to Justify School Reform

At the beginning of the Blue Book was a letter frorn the Education minister at the time, Clayton

Manness, to the citizens of Manitoba. In it, the govemment stated several reasons for making changes to

the education system. First, the govemment declared that if young people were to be prepared to "compete

successfully in today's competitive world" (p.l), Manitoba schools needed to change. The reason, although

not directly stated as such, Iay in the fact that schools were not more closely aligned with serving economic

functions. Concerns about schools and schooling that were expressed in the opening letter, and later in the

body of the Blue Book, were about individual and societal prosperity, preparation for work and the ability

of the students and the province to compete for employment. The letter cautioned that without the changes

proposed by the Blue Book, both Manitoba students and the province as a whole would experience serious

repercussions in the future. Second, the Minister of Education clairned that he had spoken with many
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Manitobans who had expressed Çoncern about the quality of the province's educational system and these

people supported school reform. Finally, the Minister stated that he knew that many citizens shared his

vision of education; thus, giving the government a mandate for school reform.

The government's vision of education was described in the Blue Book under six headings called

"New Directions". The areas targeted for renewal included: defining essential learning; setting educational

star.rdards; improving school effectiveness; increasing parent and community involvement; implementing

distance education and technology; and restructuring teacher education. During the Conservative

government's term in office, four of the six New Directions were implemented. A turnover of government

from the Conservative Party to the New Democratic Party in the late 1990's led to many of the

Conservative government's plans for school reform in the areas ofdistance education and technology and

teacher education not being fulfìlled.

Throughout each explanation of the six "New Directions" are the government's notions of the

school system's difficulty with consistency, clarity and accountability and low expectations for student

achievernent. In the sections that follow, I will use the Blue Book to expand on the government's view of

problems facing the Manitoba school system and explain how school reform would address these concerns.

I draw information from each of the "New Directions" to answer the following questions: What was the

government's position on how school reform would improve teaclring and learning? What needs of

individuals and society did the Blue Book identify? How would students, parents, teachers and society as a

whole benefit from school reform? According to the Blue Book, what did the government see as its role

and the role of Manitoba citizens in bringing changes to Manitoba schooling?

3.1 Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment

Many of the actions undertaken by the Manitoba government were done under the umbrella goal

of reforming teaching and learning. For example, efforts to irnprove parent-school relationships are

intended to strengthen the quality of education students receive. For this next section, however, I will focus

specifically on issues and actions identified by the Blue Book that related to curriculum, instruction and

assessment.

"New Directions l: Essential Learning for Today and Tomorrow" stated that teaching and learning

in Manitoba was problematic for the following reasons:
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applied or universallv accepted definition or basic or

o there were no unifonn expectations of student achievernent

. some schools motivated students to learn, others did not

c some schools provided unsatisfactory learning experiences

. some teachers continued to use unsatisfactory ways of teaching and learning

. some schools did not fully integrate technology and distance education into
schooling, resulting in a Iimited use of technology by some students

. not all students were prepared for using technology in the workplace or in post
secondary education and training

. more students needed to have access to learning opportunities through distance
education

The Blue Book suggested that these challenges would be remedied by improvements to

curriculurn, instruction and assessment.

The Manitoba governlnent's plan to irnprove curriculum involved defining the basic skills,

attitudes, knowledge and behaviours that all students should have upon completion of Kindergarten to

Senior 4. It was stated that by completing this task there would be more consistency and clarity about what

Manitoba students were learning. A basic education, as described by the BIue Book, was one that focused

on skill developrnent and achievement through both traditional and "enhanced basics ". Enhanced basics

included cornmunication, problem solving, hunran relations and technology. The "enhanced basics", or

"foundation skills", were said to be fundamental to the teaching and learning process. Thus, the Blue Book

announced that these foundation skills would be part of instruction in every subject area and at each level.

In addition to defining foundation skill areas, the Blue Book declared that school subjects would

be designated as "Compulsory Core Subject Areas", "Complementary Subject Areas" or "Supplementary

Subject Areas". Cornpulsory Core Subjects included; Ianguage afts, mathematics, sciences and social

studies from Kindergarten to Senior2. Increasedtirnewas given to the core subjects in the early and middle

years, pafticularly language afts, to improve literacy skills and build a foundation of knowledge. The Blue

Book stated that there would be more flexibility in school programming at the senior years, where at the

Senior 3 and 4 levels, the compulsory subject areas were reduced to two subjects, language arts (in both

English and French) and mathematics.
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Some courses were deemed less impoftant because they were not designated as "core subjects"

and because less time was assigned to the teaching of these courses throughout the ínstructional day. These

courses included:

. second languages

o the arts

. physical education

. additional sciences, social studies, mathematics and language arts

There was no mention of teachers attending to antiracist, multicultural or citizenship education in the Blue

Book, nor to ensuring that curricula were gender inclusive.

Other curricular priorities included integrating technology into all subject areas and expanding

apprenticeship opportunities. Students who wished to complete a technology program during the senior

years were given a special status in that the courses listed as non-compulsory could be completely replaced

with technology education courses. It was noted that more of a focus on technology would help Manitoba

to be more competitive in a global economy and apprenticeships in school programs would make learning

more relevant for students, add flexibility and strengthen the transition frorn school to work.

The second objective for curriculurn reform involved demanding acadernic rigour frorn all schools

across the province through the setting ofcuricular standards and policies, as they related to student

achievement. As noted earlier, the Blue Book suggested that many schools did not have high expectations

for their students. Thus, the Manitoba government decided to implernent province-wide standards that

would state consistent expectations for student achievement that were "uniformly applied" (p.6). The Blue

Book claimed that the standards, stated as expected outcomes for student achievement at Grades 3, 6,

Senior I and Senior 4, would reflect instructional rnaterial covered in the core subject areas, the foundation

skill areas, the needs and demands of society and tlle developmental abilities of students.

The Blue Book declared that a universal set of curriculum standards in public education would

hold students accountable, providing "uniform checkpoints for assessing student achievement" (pl7). The

standards would ensure that all students were able to read, write, think, collaborate and compute at a "high

level" (p. l7). The governrnent repeated throughout the Blue Book that the same high expectations for

learning should be applied to all students within a supportive learning context. Because of this belief, the

Blue Book declared that " less than five percent of the student population" (p. l4) would require modified
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programming. These actions on behalf of the government indicated that uniformity across the school

system was both desirable and possible.

A third objective was that the Manitoba government wanted to develop curricula that were

"universally accepted" (p.6). To that end, the Blue Book announced the governrnent's cornmitment to the

development of common curricular frameworks that were aligned with other western and national

initiatives, such as the Western Canadian Protocol project. It was noted that the western provinces and

territories would be collaborating on projects related to the development of English and French curricula,

distance education and technology, aboriginal education, teacher preparation, special education, student

assessment and other areas.

In summary, curricular refonn in Manitoba centred on specifying what students would know and

be ableto do, placing more of afocus on core subjects such as language arls and mathematics and sefting

high expectations for all students to meet the standards set by the province. Both technology education and

apprenticeships were given increased emphasis and the governtnent stated its commitrnent to developing

common curricula. The Blue Book also announced that a process for revising curricula would be

established that was "consistent with the goals of the larger society, econornic, and intellectual milieu of the

"information age" (p. l5).

I will turn now to examining the notions of instruction in the Blue Book. As stated earlier, the

government suggested that unsatisfactory teaching and leaming experiences were causing students to lose

their motivation for learning. Teachers, schools and the system as a whole were identified as helping to

create a situation that stifled a student's desire to learn. To engage students more in their learning, the Blue

Book identified specific teaching practices that needed to change and pledged to provide teachers with

more appropriate teaching resources. Principals were called upon to provide what the Blue Book ter¡ned

"instructional leadership" through monitoring the implementation of the government's vision of teaching

and learning. Highly detailed directives were given to school principals to ensure that the instruction of

students followed a certain protocol.

The Blue Book named several teaching practices that needed to change in order to better motivate

students. First, teachers should stop teaching to large numbers of learning objectives without determining

whether they held all students accountable to high expectations. Second, teachers must decide whether or
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not students were actually learning. If students were learning, what and how were they learning? Third,

active learning was not being used as often as it should be in classrooms. Teachers emphasized low level

thinking skills such as knowing, recalling and comprehending, whereas high level thinking skills should

have been the focus. Finally, teachers were not giving students enough opportunities to practise what and

how they were learning.

The Manitoba government responded to these perceived difficulties in teaching and learning by

declaring that it would be involved in making improvements in the materials teachers used in the classroom

and in the methods used to teach students. Teachers needed to be told what and how to teach. The Blue

Book announced that the new curricula produced by Manitoba Education and Training would set high

expectations for students and clarify outcomes and standards for learning. Using the new curricula, teachers

would then incorporate best practices, such as active leaming, into their teaching methods. The Blue Book

noted that the instruction students received should enable them to assimilate, construct and reconstruct what

and how they are learning. It was not sufficient for students to just acquire information, facts, concepts,

ideas and knowledge.

According to the Blue Book, the principal's role in school reform was to çreate a school

enviroment where students would be motivated to learn, providing them with more satisfactory learning

experiences. The Blue Book noted that motivating students was sometimes difficult work, but that the

solution lay in focusing on a student's desire to learn. The Blue Book stated:

Schools are challenged to provide learning environments which recognize
that students come from diverse cultural, linguistic, and socio-economic
backgrounds. While many students come to school with numerous and
complex needs, increasingly, schools must recognize these students' desire
to succeed and achieve their highest potential. (p.20)

As primary instructional leader of the school, the main task of school principals was to set diversity aside

and "target"(p.20) astudent's desire to learn through establishing effective learning environments. The Blue

Book suggested that any student could be motivated through the use ofeducational content, teaching

practices and relationships among school staff, students, parents and the community. Students would

become rnotivated when school staff sought to "nurture, empower, challenge, and connect students to the

past and present as well as prepare them for the future" (p20). The principal was to support the
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the development of this kind of learning environment, while ensuring that schools were "effective ...

unifonn... and consistent... " (p.20).

The school principal would initiate rnajor projects in creating effective learning environments and

the plans for these projects would be submitted annually to the Minister of Education and Training. A list

of what was to be attended to by school principals was provided in the Blue Book. Among the items on this

list were the following: the school's mission; goals; code of behaviour; strategies for creating a supportive

learning environment; plans to deal with discrirnination and violence; and initiatives for including business,

industry and labour partnerships.

The Blue Book also stated that the government would communicate expectations about

instructional delivery and school learning environments to principals in order to ensure that schools were

kept accountable. School plans would provide a measure of whether or not the school was rneeting these

expectations. If the province determined that schools were "consistently underachiev(ing) " (p.22),

principals were expected to correct the situation. The BIue Book reasserted a hierarchy of authority for the

implernentation of school reform. The government served notice that a failure to reform teaching and

learning along the guidelines proposed by the province would result in consequences.

Assessment practices were another objective of Manitoba school reform. The problem with

assessment, as noted earlier, was that expectations ofstudent achievernent varied from school to school and

student to student. Some schools demanded a great deal from students and expected them to meet high

standards for learning, while in other schools the qualiry of student work was questionable. The Blue Book

indicated that this flaw in schooling would be corrected through establishing four "uniform checkpoints"

(p.17). At grades 3, 6, Senior I and Senior 4, student achievement on the provincial standards and

outcomes would be measured by student performance on tests at each of these levels.

The Blue Book announced that each of the tests, with the exception of one at the Senior 4 level,

would be used for diagnostic purposes in order to improve student achievement. The test results would

form a sizeable percentage ofa student's fìnal grade. The apparent reason for this was to ensure that both

students and teachers adhered to the accountability measures put in place by the province. Although the

weightings given to the provincial tests have changed since the publication of the Blue Book, the proposed

weightings at the time for Grades 6, Senior I and Senior 4 were 25o/o,35yo and 50%o respectively.
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Recognition was given to students with differing abilities and a list of possible responses to

students who were having difficulty was provided. Included in the province's list of suggestions of how to

help students meet provincial expectations were the notions that students rnay have to spend more tirne in

school, be assigned lower grades, be provided with supports, and fail a course and/or repeat grades. It was

clear that assessments of student performance as they pertained to the standards were to be applied

consistently to all students regardless of cultural, linguistic or economic privilege.

The Blue Book also declared that schools would be required to assign grades to students beginning

in Grade 6. These grades would reflect student achievement in the core subject areas oflanguage arts,

mathematics, sciences and social studies. These grades would be supplemented by anecdotal comments

from teachers about student growth and achievement. This decision, once again, was explained as a

response to the need for consistency and accountabilify in reporting.

Another assessment reform involved transcripts for Senior Years students. It was stated in the

Blue Book that all ofthe courses a student had taken from Senior I to Senior 4, and the grades assigned to

these courses, would be included in a high school transcript. As well, auy courses that were not completed

would be noted on this transcript. These guidelines signalled a change from past practice where students

could re-take a course to better their mark and have that better mark be the one officially recorded. Courses

that had been dropped by the student simply did not appear on their written record. The Blue Book claimed

that by detailing all of the courses a student had taken or attempted, student achievement was more likely to

be assessed and reported effectively and accurately.

Manitoba assessment refor¡n included public reporting of student achievement on standards tests.

Teachers and schools would be open to public scrutiny and held accountable forthe education that a

student received. Unsatisfactory ways of teaching and learning would be forced to change because of this

public scrutiny. Should parents not be satisfied with the schooling their child received, they could exercise

the right to change their child's school through the new schools of choice legislation that was announced in

the Blue Book. More will be said about schools of choice later in this chapter; however, it will suffice for

now to note that schools of choice was an integral part of the government's plan to improve the school

system's accountability.
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In conclusion, the Blue Book claimed that it would improve teaching, learning and schools

because it was their mandate to do so. The Blue Book was a means for the goverrunent to meet their

commitments to the public for reforming public education. Schools would be improved by defining a basic

education, setting high standards for student achievement, telling teachers what and how to teach and by

measuring the performance of students, teachers and schools in meeting provincial standards. Uniform

expectations for student achievement were held for all students and the school system was opened to public

scrutiny. The failure of schools would be judged by the public, and as a result, provide the incentive for

schools to align themselves more closely with provincial standards and outcornes.

The Blue Book, however, went farther than only making claims about irnproving teaching and

Iearning. It argued that the changes that were about to be introduced would advance the qualiry of Iife for

individuals and for all of society. The following sections will examine in more detail what the Blue Book

had to say about the goals of schooling. Wrat pu¡pose did schools serve in preparing young people for the

future? I will then explain how the government defined the specific needs ofparents, students, teachers and

society and how school reform would address these needs.

3.2 An Economic Imperative for The Purpose of Schools

The Manitoba government's agenda for school reform proposed to lneet the demands of

individuals and society by sustaining econolnic viability within the province and by providing the rneans

for individuals to prosper financially. In reviewing the Blue Book's statements about the purpose of

schooling, the following uotions suppon the idea of schooling as preparation for work. Students needed a

basic education so that they might:

. achieve individual success and prosperity through cornpetition with others

. expand employment and self-employlnent opportunities

c contribute to a strong, prosperous economy

. prepare for the future and the new millenniurn.

. become life long learners

. develop a student's ability to accept and manage change

The Blue Book declared that skill developrnent and acquisition were the means by which all of the

above goals were possible. The reforms cited in the Blue Book would enable all students to acquire these

skills and participate in economic growth. The government argued that the diversity of backgrounds from
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which Manitoba students came was irrelevant to individual success, provided students had the desire to

learn (p.20). Collectively, all of society could benefit from the proposed school reform.

Having described the Blue Book's statements about the purpose of schools, I will turn now to

examining how the Manitoba government during the 1990's applied its beliefs about the purpose of schools

to school reform in addressing the needs ofparents, students, teachers and society.

3.3 Meeting the Needs of Individuals and Society

In the Blue Book, the government of Manitoba responded to what it suggested were the changes

that parents, students, teachers and society required most from school reform. The Blue Book informed

each ofthese educational paftners ofthe benefits that a new educational policy for the school system would

bring once it was aligned more closely with the government's objectives. Throughout the Blue Book's

descriptions of the needs of the educational community we are reminded of the government's plan to

improve the school system's openness, accountability, effectiveness and cornpetitiveness.

There are several statements in the Blue Book which indicate what parents should expect from

teachers and schools, but three school reform actions were clearly the most significant: forming parent

advisory councils; initiating a school choice system; and increasing access to information about student

achievernent and other matters.

The formation of parent advisory councils attended to the needs of parents because the Blue Book

suggested that parents and community mernbers were frustrated by the lack of participation in school

decision making. The Blue Book noted that parental involvement in schools varied widely and that in some

schools parental involvement was "superficial or even discouraged" (p.21). The government observed that

parental involvement in a child's education was often critical to school success and thus, argued thatparents

either wanted to be or should be more involved in schools. To that end, the first action the Blue Book

declared on behalf of the needs of parents was to establish Advisory Councils for School Leadership. The

responsibilities of these councils included:

. developing school plans

o taking part in setting school budgets and conducting school reviews

' making recommendations to the school board about the appointment of principals

. consulting with the school principal on school matters

' communicating issues of importance to other parents in the communiry @.29).
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With the introduction of Advisory Councils for SchooI Leadership, parents were provided rvith a

govemment-sanctioned structure for involvement in school decision making. The fonnation of these

councils had a significant impact on extending the role of parents as educational partners, expanding

parental and comrnunity responsibilities to include forrnerly uncharted territories.

The second action, implementation of a school choice system, was intended to meet the needs of

parents who were dernanding increased flexibility in choosing their child's school. The Blue Book claimed

that parents should be able to choose the school that they thought best met the needs oftheir child. Thus, if

a parent was dissatisfied with their local school, he or she could "shop around" for a school that was better

suited to the child. This action implied that parents were not getting all to which they were entitled as

taxpayers and that parents deserved to have the right to choose their child's school, "within lirnits" (p.2S)

Those limits, however, were not defined in the Blue Book.

Lastly, the Blue Book stated that parents needed to have more infonnation about student

achievement, both with respect to their child and the collective achievernent of students in thei¡ child's

school. The government stated that parents also required rnore information pertaining to other matters

related to their child's schooling. The Blue Book responded to the perceived need for parents to have more

information in two ways. First, as noted earlier, student achievement on standards tests would be made a

matter of public record through the publishing of school results in the newspaper. Second, the Blue Book

included a description of parental rights regarding their child's schooling. The Blue Book defined for

parents their right to receive information about their child, the programs available to them and school codes

ofconduct. It also indicated that parents would now be entitled to access any records generated by the

school about their child and challenge the contents of these records. Finally, parents were to be informed of

any steps taken by school authorities that would infringe on the rights and freedoms of their child.

Both public reporting of student achievement on standards tests and the Blue Book's statement of

parental rights indicated that schools sometimes rvithheld information about student achievement and other

processes ofschooling from parents. The publishing ofschool results on standards tests demonstrated that

ostensibly the governrnent believed that parents were both entitled to cornpare the performance of students

and schools and had the appropriate resources to do so. As for the staternent ofparental rights, it appeared

that this school reform addressed a concern with parents having poor relationships with their child's
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schools, thereby rnaking it difficult for parents to get access to the kind of informaf ion they needed to make

infonned decisions about their child's schooling.

As already noted, the Blue Book cited that students needed an education that would give them the

"knowledge and skills required to participate in, and contribute to, a vigorous and prosperous society"

(p.33) Manitoba school reform would enable students to be prepared for the future by assisting them in

competing for a variety of employment opportunities. The knowledge learned in scllool would be more

applicable to real life than it had been in the past. School reform would give students the schooling required

to fulfill the demands of employers through changes to the curriculum and by having high expectations of

student achievement.

If schools were to be more aligned with a vocational purpose for schooling, then school refonn

would ready students in several ways. As mentioned earlier, the new curricula would place more of an

emphasis on traditional basics and skill development, particularly literacy and numeracy. These two skills

were said to be sorely lacking in high school graduates (¿lSUS_Lge¡n, 1992) by advocates of vocational

models of schooling. Students would also leanl to compete through the setting of standards and the writing

of standards tests. Students would be better prepared for the transition to work because of the integration of

technology in all subject areas.

As previously noted, inrproving student rnotivation was deemed by the Blue Book to be sornething

students needed. It was irnplied that some students did not have a sufficient desire to do well. Cornl¡on

rhetoric at the time stated that students were not motivated to succeed in school because "no fail" policies

existed, causing students to become disengaged fro¡n schooling. School reform would address this issue

through creating a system in which a lack of student motivation and unwillingness to work hard would

result in failure. It was irnplied that the fear of failure would prompt students to work harder at their studies

and be more motivated to succeed.

School refortn in Manitoba would prepare students for the world of work through strengthening

their work ethic. Because students would be required to strive for excellence, they would be more likely to

reach their potential and have a desire for Iife long learning. Furthermore, school reform would enable

students to be better equipped to accept and manage change. It appeared that the govemment believed that
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all of these qualities were desirable in students, making it more likely that they would be prepared for the

future, achieve individual prosperity and contribute to the overall economic performance of the province.

The Blue Book noted that school reform would meet the needs of teachers because it would tell

them what and how to teach and provide them with a consistent, reliable measure of student achievement.

FuÍhermore, the Blue Book suggested that teachers required support through government recognition of

schooling being a shared responsibility and by giving them increased control over student discipline.

According to the BIue Book, the proposed reforms for teaching and learning held many benefits

for teachers. For example, the promise of new curricula was a welcome one. Teachers needed new

curricula, as the current guides to teaching and leaming were outdated. The curricula that teachers had been

using were published during the late 70's and early 80's. The Blue Book indicated that the new curricula

would be less prescriptive and would have fewer learning objectives than the curricula teachers were

presently using. Yet, given that the Blue Book also stated fhat teachers would be told what and how to

teach, this is contradictory. For some teachers, the idea of a standardized teaching and learning process was

undoubtedly reassuring, as they preferred to work within tight parameters such as those set by tlre province.

Futthertnore, we can infer that the Blue Book ostensibly proposed to meet teacher needs by

reducing the number of instructional programs that they would have to prepare. The Blue Book indicated

that only set a number of adaptations could be made to the curriculum. Thus, very few students would be

eligible for progratns that required significant changes to the outcomes and standards. Students who did not

meet the standards would simply re-take a course or repeat a grade. Following this logic, we would expect

that eventually all students would enter a particular grade with a certain basic skill level, and presumably,

there would be less diversity in the range of student abilities. Teachers would have fewer prograurs for

which to plan within the same class, making their work less dernanding.

The Blue Book stated thatteachers needed help with irnproving the kinds of instruction used in the

classroom. Teachers required assistance with applying learning objectives, identifying and using best

practices and learning how to integrate technology and distance education. It was indicated in the Blue

Book that the government should take a more active role in monitoring teaching practices in order to ensure

that best practices were used. Teachers needed to be held accountable for teaching the standards and

outcomes set by the province. Moreover, the Blue Book indicated that teachers should be more involved
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with updating their skills and training to ensure that instruction practices were current and relevant. A

commitment was made by the government to review teacher education and ce¡tification.

In addition to meeting the needs of teachers through changes to curriculum and instruction, the

Blue Book stated that teachers required a reliable source of information about student achievement that

would provide them with a measure of student performance that was consistent across the province. To that

end, the government noted that Manitoba Education and Training would develop "evaluation tools, tests,

and protocols for standards testing" (p.l8) at each ofthe four grade levels where standards tests would be

administered. With the governlnent taking on such a large and costly role in assessment, one could

speculate that teacher constructed means of assessment were deemed by the government to be an unreliable

measure of student learning and that government-constructed assessments would be more objective

evaluations of student performance.

It was noted that teachers would supplement scores on the provincial standards tests with evidence

of student leaming through the use of "portfolios, demonstrations, exhibitions, and teacher observations"

(p. l8). In this way, an "accurate, balanced, and well-rounded profile forreporting studentgrowth and

achievement" (p.18) would be provided to students and parents.

The Blue Book stated that teaching was a shared responsibility; thus, the government clearly

defined the roles ofparents, students, teachels, principals, advisory councils, school boards and the

Minister. By stating the various duties of the educational partners, the government hoped that each of the

partners would honour their respective responsibilities for making schools work better. Parents would

become more involved, students work harder, teachers teach better, principals lead better and so on.

In addition, the Blue Book provided teachers with the power to suspend disruptive students. Under

the heading of Responsibilities and Rights of Teachers, teachers were given the right to suspend students

from the classroom for two to five days. Reasons for suspending the student had to be documented and the

principal could direct the teacher to a different course of action. One can assume from this action that the

government believed that teachers should have access to more ways to control student behaviour. This

action also suggested that teachers may have lacked administrative suppoft in disciplining unruly students.
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In surnmary, the Blue Book suggested that teachers would benefit from the school reforrns listed

therein because:

¡ the province would tell teachers what and how to teach

o tools would be provided for teachers to do the job

. standards would be prescribed for student performance

¡ the standards for student performance would be inclusive

o consistency would be expected

¡ the division of labour in the education of students was more clearly defined

. teachers would have the power to suspend disruptive students

For all of these reasons, the Blue Book purported to make the work of teachers more focused, manageable

and rewarding.

Lastly, I will examine what the Blue Book had to say about the needs of society. V/ith the

approach of the twenty-fìrst century, the government warned that changes would need to be made to the

school system that would better prepare students for the future and secure the economic well being of the

province. The Blue Book claimed that the quality of life for individual citizens and society as a whole on

both a global and national level would improve with school reform. Student exposure to "world class"

(p.15) curricula, the best practices ofteachers and rigorous standards ofaccountability were essential to

ensuring that a student had access to individual econornic prosperity. Manitoba students would be better

trained and prepared for the transition to work and this preparation would lead to a healthier and more

vigorous economy.

The Manitoba government indicated that public confidence in education needed to be restored. To

that end, the government planned to approach school reform "prudent(ly)" (p.2). Schoots would be made to

answer to public accountability and new opportunities would be created for parents and community

members to have a more meaningful role in educational decision making. School reforms would change

schooling so that it was more uniform and consistent, enabling Manitoba to have the best educational

system in Canada, if not the world.

In this last section, I will describe what the Blue Book outlined about the role of govemrnent, and

individual citizens in bringing about school reform. I will review how the Blue Book described each of

these roles and explore how fulfilment of these roles would provide for successful implementation of
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have in enacting school reform by looking at the role of govemment and then at the roles of parents,

students, teachers and society.

3.4 Tl¡e Role of Government, Individuals and Society in School Reform

With the publication of the Blue Book, government actions were set in motion across the province

that would infonn educators and parents of the direction school reform was about to take. The Blue Book

stated that it was the government's role to ensure that Manitoba had the best education systern in the world

(p. l) and tl.rat in order to meet this goal, the government would have to "set strong directions" (p.3) for

Manitoba citizens to follow.

There were three priorities for school refonn that stood out prominently in the Blue Book. First, it was

stated that education was a shared responsibility and that schools and communities needed to have greater

decision making ability. To that end, the government undertaking the task of defining the rights and

responsibilities of all the educational partners and would establish this through Advisory Councils for

School Leadership. The Blue Book was particularly concerned with ensuring tlrat parents were rnore

involved as educational paftners, noting that the governrnent would be comrnunicating to parents '"vays to

"irnplernent mean ingful parental prograrns" (p.28).

Second, the governrnent indicated that its role was to ensure that students had the necessaly skills and

levels of literacy needed for employment. Curricula were developed, educational standards were set and

provincial standards testing was initiated. Expectations were stated regarding instructional delivery,

"anticipated levels of student performance" (p.18) and school learning environments. The government also

made an offer to assist schools in gathering information such as drop-out and graduation rates, so that a

"school profile" (p.22) could be developed.

Third, the Blue Book reiterated the governrnent's commitment to making the school systern

accountable through school plans and reviews, schools ofchoice, standards testing and the public reporting

of student achievement. Thus, the government decided what constituted an effective leaming environment,

and it indicated that it would ensure tltat these learning environments were uniform and consistent.

Finally, the Blue Book indicated that it was the government's role to work with the citizens of

Manitoba to provide quality education. The Blue Book stated that it had consulted with Manitobans
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regarding school reform and that officials of Manitoba Education and Training of education would continue

to rnake themselves available to parents who wished to discuss schools or schooling.

Given that education was acknowledged to be a shared responsibility, the govemment determined that

itwas necessary to prescribe the roles, responsibilities and rights of others when coming together as

educational partners. All of the roles, except for the role of students, were written as separate statements in

the Blue Book. In this section, I surnmarize eacll of these statements and expand on the government's

description of roles by adding ideas culled from the body of the Blue Book.

The role of parents as defined by the Blue Book was to meet the governrnent's expectations in

getting tnore involved in schools and schooling. As noted earlier, parents were to work with schools in

setting directions and priorities for their child's school. Advisory Councils for School Leadership were

established and the responsibilities for these councils were described in the Blue Book. Parents were

expected to get lnore directly involved in their child's educational programrning. Parental responsibilities

with respect to their child included: building a foundafion for life long learning; ensuring that tlieir child

attended school; and assuming liability for any darnage to the school caused by their child. Lastly, parents

were expected to consult with the school regarding their child's prograrn if the school made the request to

do so.

Through each of the above statements, the BIue Book clearly delineated parental rights and

responsibilities. Froln the inforrnation given to readers of the Blue Book, the governlnent indicated that it

perceived both a deficit of parental involvement and a lack of parental authority in schools. The Blue Book

was about repairing this situation by calling on parents to assume their responsibilities as they pertained to

schools and their children and by giving parents more control over decisions that were made in schools.

Interestingly, the BIue Book did not offer a specific statement of responsibilities for students,

whereas it did so for all other educational partners. The role of students can be stated briefly and simply, for

there was little mention of the part students would have in school reform. In summary, students were to

rvork hard and be prepared to devote considerable time to the individual pursuit of excellence.

According to the Blue Book, the task of teachers and other instructional leaders in bringing about

school refortn was to ensure that teaching and learning followed the means and methods prescribed by the
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government. Schools were held accountable to parents, the community and the Minister, with the

expectation that they would provide responses to any concerns that were raised.

A staternent of the responsibilities and rights of teachers was provided in the Blue Book. Many of

these responsibilities have already been stated earlier in this chapter. Included in this statement was the

following: establish an effective learning environrnent in the classroom; implement the curricula developed

by the province; review with students and report to parents assessments on student achievement and

progress; participate in planning educational policies, and upgrade professiona[ competence. The BIue

Book also stated that teachers should hold high expectations for student learning and deliver curricula using

best practices. Standards tests and teacher-constructed assessment tools were to be used by teachers to

provide information about student achievement to both parents and students. Finally, teacher concerns

about student perfortnance were to be addressed through teachers contacting parents and working with

them on irnproving student performance.

The statement of teacher responsibilities and rights also declared that teachers would maintain

order and discipline in the classroorn, school, playgrounds or on school-sponsored activities. Presurnably, it

was to this end that teachers were given the powerto suspend students from sclrool.

Other instructional leaders, such as the principal, had a role in implernenting school reform. This

role was already largely described in an earlier section of this chapter. As noted, the primary task of the

school principal was to establish an effective leaming environment and manage the implernentation of

school refortn. The Blue Book declared that effective school environments would be created in part by the

principal fulfilling various duties. Some of these duties were:

¡ taking parental and community feedback into consideration when hiring teachers and
assigning them to their positions

¡ evaluating teaching staff following the model of instructional leadership provided by
the province

. developing and irnplernenting school plans

. tracking and communicating school achievement results

. establishing Advisory Councils for School Leadership

School principals would also be expected to participate in school reviews if Manitoba Education

and Training deemed that such a review was warranted. The BIue Book cited that the grounds for initiating

a sclrool review would be "schools that consistently underachieve (d)" (p.22).
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According to the Blue Book, the central function of society was to ensure that present and fufure

generations of Manitobans would have access to an educational system that was working well. The

govemlnent reminded citizens that successful implementation of the school refornrs that were proposed

rvould take time, commitment and a willingness to work together. All of society was deemed responsible

for helping students to become life long learners. The Blue Book called on citizens to becorne more

technologically-able and to get more directly involved ín educational prograrnrning.

In conclusion, the Blue Book provided information to Manitoba citizens about why school refonn

was needed and the direction that this reforrn would take. The governrnent's ideas on irnproving teaching

and learning, meeting the needs of individuals and society and the role that citizens and government play in

bringing about educational change supported schooling for economic purposes. In Chapter four, I will

contest the governrnent's rationale for making changes to schools and show how Manitoba school reform

was non-educational, dehumanizing and undemocratic. Once again, I believe it is worth noting that the

criticisms presented here are not intended to support maintaining the status quo in schools and schooling. I

believe that the school systern could benefit from restructuring and in Chapter five, I will demonstrate this

by proposing some ideas for the reader's consideration.
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CHAPTER FOUR

AN ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION OF THB BLUE BOOK

The Blue Book rhetoric made ceftain claims about the state of the Manitoba education system in

the 1990's and plans for making significant changes to schools were unveiled. In this chapter, I will analyze

both the rationale and the proposed actions or "New Directions" in the Blue Book. The chapter begins by

revisiting the three reasons that the government gave to garner support for school reform in his letter at the

beginning of the Blue Book. To review, the government indicated that Manitoba schools were failing both

students and society and that schools needed to be reformed. The government also stated that the majoriry

of citizens in the province agreed with the government's claim that school improvement was necessary.

Lastly, the government argued that its vision of school reform was one that had broad support frorn

Manitoba voters. I will show that none of these stated reasons in the Blue Book could be substantiated and

that by following a market imperative for school reform, the Manitoba government adopted what was more

of a restoration than school improvement project.

The Blue Book was problematic from educational, human and democratic perspectives. By

educational standards, the Blue Book did not improve education because teaching and learning revived a

behaviourist view of curriculum, instruction and assessment that focused on the acquisition of skills and

knowledge at the expense of other capacities for learning. Accountability measures reduced the flexibility

with which teachers could respond to student needs and fostered poor pedagogical practices. While

proclaiming that school administrators were instructional leaders, the Blue Book implemented school

reforms that led to managerial, ratherthan instructional, responsibilities. Finally, notions of assessment

were both punitive and arbitrary. The Blue Book also led to the dehumanization of students, teachers and

parents. With a vision of schooling that promoted competition, commodified students, and attributed

student achievement to effort and ability, the Manitoba government exacerbated systemic and political

inequities. The Blue Book encouraged the withholding and awarding of privileges and thereby contributed

to schooling practices that strengthened a sense of entitlement. Lastly, I will argue that both the educational

and societal implications of the Blue Book threatened the foundations of democratic society. Following an

irnplementation process that undermined democratic decision making and dialogue, the Manitoba

government relied on economic rationality to guide the development of school reform and consequently,
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repressed critical thinking, weakened relationships between educational paftners and contributed to a loss

of our common needs.

4.0 Challenging the Rationale for School Reform

The first claim made by the government in the Blue Book to substantiate its school reform was

that schools were failing Manitoba students and the society as a whole. Mr. Manness stated in his July 1994

letter that "Renewing education [was] necessary if our students, in greater numbers, [were] to be prepared

for the future" (p.l) and that "Our future well-being and our children's future well-being [was] dependent

upon our efforts" (p. l). These emotionally charged words lead one to think that Manitoba schools were in

desperate need of reform and that if the changes proposed by the government were not made, we would put

our children and our province at risk for the future. Yet, because the statement was a "motherhood" one, the

government made it difficult to challenge these assumptions.

In what ways were schools not preparing students for the future, according to the Manitoba

government during the 1990's? To provide some insight into this question, I turned to the one source that

was quoted in the Blue Book, the Economic Council of Canada's publication, A Lot to Learn (lgg2).I

believe that the government cited the study A Lot to Learn by the Economic Council of Canada to lend

credibility to it's argurnent that teachers and schools were not providing students with a satisfactory school

experience. If the claims made in A Lot to Learn had rnerit, then the provincial government's concerns

about the school system were certainly warranted.

There were many issues raised by A Lot to Learn that focused largely on the assumption that individual

and societal economic prosperity was at risk because of the lack of coherence between Canada,s education

system and the work force. The report appealed to economic anxieties of the time - anxieties related to

globalization' a preoccupation with being competitive on a world stage and a fear of dwindling economic

prosperity. The introduction to A Lot to Learn was entitled "Leaming to Cornpete", and I believe that it is worth

quoting in its entirety because it provides a good sumrnary of the reasons why the Economic Council of Canada

contended that public schools were not meeting the needs of canadian citizens:

Education affects our lives in many ways. For most of us, it has a profound effect on
the kind ofjobs we carl aspire to, the money we make, and the quátity of Iife we enjoy.
Skill development is more important than ever in a global economy in which 

"or¡p"titiu.n"r,and productivity depend increasingly on brains, not brawn. The choice for Canadiãns is clear:
they must develop their skills or accept low wages. So the education and training systems are
under scrutiny: are they up to the task? What can be done to improve their effeciivãness?
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The Economic CounciI believes that Canadians have a lot to learn about making primary,
secondary, and technical education more effective.

The education and training systems, labour-market performance, and overall economic
performance are closely linked. How do we compare with other advanced countries?
What can we learn from them? Many are undertaking far-reaching reforms to match their
systems to new realities. Should we do the same? (p.l)

A Lot to Learn noted that education played a major role in the economy and questioned "What do we get out of

it?" The report answered this question by stating that too many young Canadíans were illiterate, that Canadian

students performed poorly on comparative tests that measure academic achievement and that Canadian students

lacked the skills needed for future employment (p.2).

The Economic Council's report indicated that 28%o of Canadians between the ages of l6 and 24 were

below the "everyday reading level" (p.3). The report noted that this statistic was "alarming" (p.3) given that those

tested would have received at least l0 years of schooling. The Econornic Council declared that "this [was] a sign

of failure" (p.3). A Lot to Learn also commented on differences in student achievement on comparative tests.

Significant differences in inter-provincial student achievement scores were cited (p.6) and in comparison with

student achievement in Japan (p.4), Canadian students fared poorly. Moreover, the report stated that graduates

from Canadian schools were not finding jobs because of a shortage in tlle kinds of skilled labour required in the

"information age" and because of a poor transition process from schools to the work place. The Economic

Council indicted public schools for having one of the worst records of school-to-work transition." School leavers

find a job by trial and error, often wasting their own and society's resources in the process" (p. l8).

A Lot to Learn concluded with a sense of urgency by stating that without school reform "Canada's prosperity

[was] in danger" (p. 3a). Imrnediate action was necessary if the threats to Canadian econolnic interests were to

be assuaged.

For a different interpretation of the Economic Council of Canada's indictment of public schools, I

have tumed primarily to Maude Barlow and Heather-jane Robertson's well-researched book on business

and Canadian schools, Class Warfare (1994).1will examine what these authors state about the arguments

in A Lot to Learn, namely, that public schools were responsible for producing illiterate Canadians, that

students performed poorly on comparative tests and that graduates of Canadian schools were unprepared

for employment in a global economy. In a thorough and thoughtful examination of the findings cited in A

Lot to Learn, Barlow and Robertson reveal that the claims presented in this report were based on a 1989
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Statistics Canada survey. The authors argue that results from this survey were manipulated to fit the

purposes of the Economic Council's report and they accuse the organizafion of "shoddy research" and

"abuse ofdata". The authors'accusations are suppofted by a rigorous documentation ofhow the Statistics

Cauada findings were twisted.

The Economic Council's declaration that Canadian public schools were failing to provide students

with basic levels of literacy was based on a misinterpretation of the Statistics Canada's 1989 survey. A Lot

to Learn indicated that28%o of Canadians were illiterate; however, according to Barlow and Robertson

(1994), those who were considered less literate by the survey had not spent any significant time in

Caladian schools because they were older and educated in a different country. When Barlow and

Robertson strip away all the results that shouldn't have been included in the Economic Council's tally of

28o/obecause they had absolutely no bearing on the literacy levels of students who had aftended Canadian

schools, one finds that the number of students with Iimited reading skills was more appropriately 3o/o.

Fulthermore, it was impossible to determine from the survey how many students in the 3% who were not

born in Canada, did not speak English as a first language or had not spent much time in Canadian schools.

Those who scored the highest on the literacy portions of the survey were people whose first language was

English and who were graduates of Canadian high schools. Analyzed appropriately, the Statistics Canada

survey provided evidence ofthe effectiveness ofpublic schools.

In comparing levels of achievement of Canadian students to students from other countries, once

again Barlow and Robertson probed factors that led to a misinterpretation of results. The authors found that

contrary to the claim made in A Lot to Learn (1992) that Canadian students did not perform as well on

comparative tests, Canadian students either met or exceeded the performance of Japanese students. The

discrepancies between Barlow and Robertson's research and the evidence provided by the Economic

Council of Canada can be explained by the fact that the Council's report did not attempt to account for

variables that might have led to biased results. In comparing the results of Canadian to Japanese students

for example, Barlow and Robertson found that Japanese students were streamed academically, that sorne

schools did not participate in the national achievement tests and still other schools did not submit their test

results. Furthermore, Japanese teachers and students were told that the results on the tests were a question

ofnational and cultural honour.
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Osborne's (1999) research on comparative testing further substantiates Barlow and Robeftson's

findings. Osborne found that when he looked at the conditions for teaching and test results, Japanese

teachers had substantially more time to prepare for the courses that they taught. This important variable

could readily account for differences in Canadian and Japanese test results. Osborne suggests that before

drawing conclusions about comparative test results, one fìrst needs to ask questions to surface variables that

could cause discrepancies in test results. Academic strearning, failure to submit some tests, the amount of

preparation time and cultural bias all contribute to making the comparisons between student achievement

meaningless.

With respect to the arguments made in A Lot to Learn that the public school system \¡/as not

preparing students for future employment, Barlow and Robertson (199a) present quite a different picture

than the one given in the Economic Council of Canada's repoft. The authors declared that the skills

shortage was a myth. Barlow and Robertson clearly show that Canadian schools were graduating more

students with more education than ever before and that many of those graduates had the presumably sought

after technological, matlr and science skills that business had declared were in demand. The problem was

not a lack of graduates to fill positions, but a lack of employrnent positions.

Barlow and Robertson's (1994) research found that there was a surplus ofscience graduates and

that Canadian wolnen were being turned away from overcrowded engineering programs. Graduates who

were unable to find work in their various fields were declaring bankruptcy in increasing numbers because

students were unable to repay their student loans. The authors noted that what skills mismatch they could

find between graduates and the work available did not lie in technology, math or science related fìelds.

Businesses were having difficulty finding low-skilled labour to filljobs in the trade sectors. In a later work,

Robeftson (1998) reported that the Fortune 500 companies were laying off high-tech, high-skilled workers

and that the Canadian Labour Force Development Board reported in 1997 that no more than 20 per cent of

unemployrnent could be attributed to an inability to find workers with the necessary skills.

Given the shaky logic of the conclusions about Canadian schools and schooling that were

presented in A Lot to Learn, our students, teachers and schools were unfairly targeted by the Blue Book.

None of the Economic Council's claims about low literacy levels, poor achievement on cornparative tests or

the notion that schools were to blame for a shortage of skilled workers for high-tech jobs could be
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substantiated. This brief examination of the arguments presented in A Lot to Learn clearly points to a lack

of credibiliry of the report's findings. There are striking parallels between The Economic Council of

Canada's report and the Blue Book that seem to indicate that A Lot to Learn could have been the Manitoba

govemment's manual for school reform. The beliefs, language and recommendations of this report have all

found a place in the Blue Book and they clearly demonstrate support for market interests as I will show in

this chapter.

A second assertion contained in Mr. Manness' letter at the front of the Blue Book that I would like

to examine more closely was the idea that Manitobans were dissatisfied with the qualify of education in the

province. He stated that during his tenure as the Minister of Manitoba Education and Training he had

Iistenedtomanycitizenswhoexpressedthisconcern(p. l).Apointofclarificationisimportantto

understanding Mr. Manness' clairn.

Research shows that at the time of implernentation of market refonns for school improvenrent in

Canada there were those who were ur.rhappy with the school systern, but most parents were satisfied overall

with the pafticular schools that their children attended (Barlow and Robertson, 1994; Osborne, 1999). The

distinction here between being dissatisfied with individual schools and the educational systern as a whole is

important because claims such as the one Mr. Manness made in his letter could be misleading. Parental

confidence in schools was in fact quite high when market reforms were introduced, but one would not

know that from reading the Blue Book or listening to the rhetoric espoused in the local media at the time of

the BIue Book's irnplementation. In fact, of all public institutions Canadians have more respect for public

education than for any other institution (Robertson, ß9 ,p.2a\.

One explanation for why parents rate schools other than the one their child attends as poor lies in

the constant banter by media, politicians and business that alleges that schools are not working (Barlow and

Robertson, 1994). Saul (1997), on the other hand, attributes the lack ofpublic confidence in public

programs to a failure to believe in public interest over self-interest even when many public programs are

working. He states:

We find ourselves believing that govemment fails at everything; that public programs are
ineffective and expensive; that a disinterested structure is probably a mess; that only self-interest
works; that the public interest is a romantic dream. (p.a90)
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This loss of a sense of common needs is an important consideration and one that I will return to later in this

chapter. It will suffice to say that the Manitoba govemment used the lack of public confidence in the school

system to build support for its implementation of school reforms during the 1990's, even though most

parents would have said that they were pleased with the schooling that their child was receiving.

In the letter from Mr. Manness to the citizens of Manitoba, the Education rninister made a third

claim. Mr. Manness described the school reform notions in the Blue Book as his vision, one that he said

was shared by many (p.2). When the government of Manitoba announced this reason for implementing a

market-driven model of reform, it was confusing a plebiscitary system with democratic one. Responding to

the wishes of a majority does not make a democracy. In a plebiscitary system, the wishes of a majority can

rule out less popular views or minority opinions, rnaking plebiscitisrn more compatible with authoritarian

politics (Elshtain, 1993, p.28). Thus, in a democracy, it is not sufficient to argue that an educational policy

has been adopted simply because people wanted it. Furthermore, how did the government know that this

was what the citizens of Manitoba wanted? The governrnent did not have a mandate for school reform

simply because it had been elected by popular vote, particularly when school reform was not an election

issue.

A dernocratic system of governrnent moves beyond a"privaÍ.ized consumer orientation" (Young,

1996, p.l2l) and toward deliberation and reasoned consensus. What processes were followed to ensure that

alternatives to a market rnodel were considered? Who was consulted? How were they consulted? When

concerns were raised about equity and inclusion, how were they addressed? More wíll be said about how

the Manitoba government eroded democratic processes through its implementation of market reform in the

last section of this chapter. At this point, I simply make the point that responding to majority opinion, if it

was in fact rnajority opinion, is yet another reason given by the government to suppoft school reform that I

find problernatic.

In the Blue Book, the Manitoba government cited a school system that was failing society, parents

who were dissatisfied and the idea that most people were in favour of school reform as the reasons for the

initiation of changes to the school system. However, none of these reasons could be substantiated. I believe

that given the huge taxpayer expense of school reform, the government would have wanted to ensure that

the public knew that the proposed changes were grounded in solid and credible educational research.
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However, only A Lot to Learn was cited and given the unsubstantiated clairns that were made in this report,

the credibility of this source was highly questionable. At the time the Manitoba version of market-based

school reforms were implemented, a rich resource of educational research literature already existed that

demonstrated inefutably that market imperatives for school reform had been ineffective in improving

student learning in othercountries (Apple, 1999). However, this literature was either ignored orthe

government was unaware that it existed. Either of these conclusions is problematic. Nonetheless, the

got ernment made the decision to implement market notions of school reform and in this next section I will

examine the educational consequences of this decision.

4.1 Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment

The Manitoba government opened itself to charges of failing to conduct a proper study of

educational research when it released the Blue Book and one is led to question whether there were reasons

other than improving student learning behind the government's school reform agenda. Levin and Wiens

(2002) suggestthat large-scale school reform efforts of the 1980's and 1990's were organized primarily

around purposes other than making improvements to student achievement. These writers observed that

school improvement was more about questions of govemance, market mechanisms, finance or testing. With

the publication of the BIue Book, it became apparent that tlle Manitoba government was not primarily

i¡rterested in improving student learning. In fact, rather than improving the school system the Blue Book

put school reform measures into place that turned back the clock on schooling in Manitoba by reviving

pedagogical practices that had long since been declared by many educators to be ineffective.

The Blue Book's vision of school reform failed to make changes to the school system that

positively affected teaching and learning because the changes were based on behaviourist notions of

curriculutn, instruction and assesstnent. First, the government defined curricula in narrow, vocational terms

that focused on the acquisition of skills and knowledge that could be lneasured on a standards test.

Furthertnore, the BIue Book announced that schools would change for the better because the government

would clearly define a set of outcomes that could be applied uniforrnly to all students throughout the

province and measured on a standards test. The Manitoba govern¡nent believed that the comrnon set of

standards could be applied to all students, whether they Iived in urban or rural areas ofthe province, in

rentote northern reserves or in the core area of the cíty. The application of unifonn standards applying to all
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students, regardless of where they lived, indicated that the Manitoba government did not seem to place

much value on the role of difference in designing curricula -- an idea that will be articulated in more detail

when I discuss the Blue Book's view of student achievement in the second section of this chapter. With

respect to tl.re improvement of instruction, the Blue Book made several statements that were contradictory.

Although at times the Blue Book's descriptions of instruction were progressive, the notions of curricula and

commitment to standards testing undermined any advancernent that might have been made in the thinking

about instruction. These contradictions were ultimately resolved through the various accountabiliry

measures that the government instituted; however, the resolution of these contradictions came at the

expense of improvements to teaching and learning. Finally, the government's vision of assessment reform

reinforced the ideas of motivation, reward, punishrnent and the value of objective measurement. This

resulted in a view of assessment that was both coercive and arbitrary. For all of these reasons, the Blue

Book signalled that teaching and learning in Manitoba was about to take a giant step backward.

An Incomplete Definition of a Basic Education

Market models of schooling call for a return to the basics and the Blue Book was no exception.

The reader will recall from the Blue Book the government's concern with the fact that there was no

uniformly applied or universally accepted definition of a basic education (p.6); therefore, the government

attempted to remedy this situation by giving ernphases to literacy, mathernatics and technology. The Blue

Book led Manitobans to believe that students needed to spend more time in school studying the basics in

preparation for employrnent and to enable Canadato become more competitive in a global market. Thus, as

the reader will recall from the narrative, high achieving students at the high school dropped their option

courses so that they might take additional core courses. Both students and parents believed that these

additional courses in traditional literacies and technology would assist students to become more

competitive in seeking university entrance and future ernployment. Given the highly unpredictable nature

of the job market, this funnelling of students into more traditional and technology-based subjects was a

risky and irresponsible move on behalf of the government. Saul(1995) calls the alignrnent of a basic

education with the job rnarket a seemingly practical, but illusory approach. He says:

The problem is not to teach skills in a galloping technology but to teach students to think and give
them the tools of thought so that they can react to the myriad changes, including teclmological,
that will inevitably face them over the next decades. (p.67)
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Barlow and Robertson (199a) offer additional support for this view. They argue the same point but add the

perspective that consideration of local context is also importantto the discussion of a basic education.

Barlow and Robertson have noted that "millions of young people are being trained for jobs that don't or

won't exist where they live" (p.65). More will be said later in this section about the importance of local

contexts. At this point it is sufficient to note that it is poor judgernent to narrow the definition of a basic

education to fit with ernployrnent purposes given that we cannot predict where or when jobs will become

obsolete or even what skills will be necessary (Levin, 1999).

Even if one accepts the government's market interpretation of the basic skills, aftitudes, knowledge

and beliefs that all students should have upon completion of schooling, the government's plan for school

irnprovetnent as proposed in the Blue Book was short siglrted. The Blue Book's message to students and

parents that literacy and mathematics were more important for employment than studies in languages,

history, social studies, music and art did not give much thought to the needs of a globalized job market.

Confrary to popular opinion, Canada is not experiencing a "brain drain", a popular political expression to

mean the loss of talented young people to other countries, but more of a shuffling of talent worldwide. In

the words of a business leader interviewed recently in Macleans (May 20,2002),"there's this great

rearrangetnent going on of where things are done in the world that's resulting in more brains going different

places". Thus, young Canadians are moving to other countries, but Canada is also employing more young

people from elsewhere.

The "brain shuffle" presents an exciting opportunity for both the young Canadians who find

employment in another country and for the Canadian communities that are fortunate enough to receive new

immigrants. Even frorn a market perspective, one should be able to see the benefit of Canadian students

having a school experience that values the inclusion of some of the courses that the Blue Book deerned of

little value to preparation for employment. For example, if Canadian young people are to act as

ambassadors for our country by working in far off places, I would hope that they would have a strong

understanding ofcross cultural perspectives. This understanding, gained frorn the study oflanguages and

social science courses, is missing from the Blue Book's definition of a basic education and thus, the

govemment failed to meet even its own purposes satisfactorily.
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In addition to calling for a revival of the basics of schooling such as literacy and mathematics

skills, market-based school reform, as described in the Blue Book, valued the mastery of information over

other capacities for learning. This decision by the government also helped to return schooling in Manitoba

to a more traditional approach where students are commonly seen as ernpty vessels into which knowledge

is poured. By focusing on the acquisition of knowledge, certain capacities for learning are excluded from a

market agenda. Some of these capacities are:

. critical thinking

o imagination

. empathy

. co-operativelearning

. decision making

e problem-solving

. initiative

These capacities are not included in market notions of schooling because they are difficult to measure.

Consequently, these skills are excluded orsubordinated by less sophisticated kinds of knowledge (Kohn,

1999) that are more test friendly. Maxine Greene (1985) further supports this notion by reminding us that:

A concern for the critical and the imaginative, for tlre opening of new ways of
"looking at things," is wholly at odds with the technicist and behaviourist ernphases
we still find in American schools. (p.126)

Thus, proponents of market-based sclrooling are more likely to create an inflexible curriculum, one that is

"more easily skewed towards the more concrete and easily measured domains of facts and skills, squeezing

out the less tangible goals of schooling" (Robertson, I 998, p.54). However, as Robertson ( I 998) notes, " if

our educational goals include valuing effort, engagement, curiosity, the ability to work with others, and

creativity, then equating success with performance on one final examination is illogical"(p.64).

Unfoftunately, it would seem that logic does not dictate decisions to implement standards testing.

Furthermore, by allowing testing to influence curriculum design, the Manitoba government

constricted the debate over what was worth knowing. What was worth knowing was defined by what was

on the test and what was tested were those skills that were measurable and useful to a future global

economy (Robertson, 1998). However, there is a problem with limiting a discussion of the purpose of

schools to fulfillnlent ofvocational goals in that such a discussion does not "touch seriously upon the
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matterof ourpurposesasasociety...uponwhatitmeanstoeducatelivepersons"(Greene, 1985,p.170).

Schooling is about more than learning how to make a living. In the section of this chapter that is concerned

with the Manitoba govemment's description of the needs of students, teachers, parents and society, I will

examine the difficulties of utilitarian purposes for schooling, and in chapter f,rve, I will suggest alternative

purposes around which schooling can be organized.

When the Blue Book elevated the importance of traditional basics and technology, the government

contributed to reducing the qualiry of learning that was taking place in Manitoba public schools. For

example, as fewer students chose to take Spanish, French, band, world religion, women's studies and

environmental science, Shaftesbury stopped offering these courses because of a lack of enrolment. This

was disconcerting for two reasons. First, the narrowing of cornpulsory classes limited student participation

in courses that would develop the kinds of Iiteracies and perspectives that are essential to attending to

competing purposes for schools. Second, the funnelling of students into more English, mathernatics and

technology classes contributed to the perpetuation of inequitable school experiences. When Shaftesbury

stopped offering certain courses, many students paíd for private music and language classes to supplement

their school experience, but some students could not afford to do this. Unfortunately, those who had the

means to pay for private classes were in the majority; therefore, the choices of these students dictated what

courses would be offered.

Uniform Standards

The Blue Book stated that the province would develop a universal set of standards and hold all

students accountable for high achievement on these standards. The reader will recall that the Manitoba

govemment contended that all students would be able to "read, write, think and compute at a high level"

(p.17) through the designation and testing of grade level standards. This notion of a common set of

objectives that could be applied to all students perpetuated a view ofcurriculum that negated the role ofthe

learner and contributed to the exclusion and marginalization of some students. At this point, I will address

this topic from the perspective of negating the role of the learner. In the next section when I examine the

Blue Book's notions of hurnanity, I will speak to the way in which the Blue Book reinforced the

exacerbation of inequitable experiences of school.
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Learning and uniformity are not compatible goals. Teaching for Iearning requires the tailoring of

instruction to meet the ur.rique needs, talents and interests of individual students. Uniformity, on the other

hand, is based upon an assumption that all students should learn a predetermined set of outcomes. Thus, the

starting point for learning and uniformity are different. The former begins with the student in mind and the

latter with the grade level outcomes. Planning curriculum based on the needs and interests of the learner

ensures that she has a vital role and therefore is more likely to participate in the leaming process. However,

beginning with curicululn outcomes shuts the leamer out of the learning process and decreases the

likelihood of improving student learning. The desire for uniformity is reflected in the popular phrase " all

children can learn". It is based on an assumption that all students can learn the same thing. Noddings (1992)

deconstructs this overused slogan and questions why we would expect that all students be subjected to the

sanre "dose of acadetnic English, social studies, science, and mathematics" (p.xii). Fufthermore, she asks:

"Why should children leam what we insist they "can learn?" Is this the stuff people need to live

intelligently, rnorally and happily?" (p.xii). Noddings argues that if we are serious about school

irnprovement, then we need to dispense with the notion that schooling needs to look the same for all

students.

The reader will recall my experience with the elections unit in chapter two. In this unit, I did not

follow a set of learniug outcomes and I believe that the learning experience for my students was richer,

more dynarnic and more educational. These students were excited about elections. Their excitelnent led

them to want to search the internet, write reports, speak with community members, speak in front of their

peers and read the newspaper critically. These students also gained an understanding of what their role as

future citizens mightentail. The students participated in the determinations of their learning activities and

in assessing their learning. When I contrast this experience with teaching my Senior I students about

elections with other teaching experiences in which I began my planning of instruction with learning

outcomes, the results have not been the sarne. Starting with outcomes does not generate as much

excitement or contribute in the same way to student learning. There were many guidelines for teaching that

I did not follow in this unit. However, I do not believe that by doing so, I jeopardized the learning of my

students. In fact, I believe that they learned more.
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The Blue Book's second contention about standards was that all students would be held

accountable to the same high expectations. This also proved to be detrimental to school refonn. "Harder is

bener [was] a silly premise" (Kohn, 1999). How does one determine that the standards that have been set

were in fact "hard"? Levels of difficulty are always relative and therefore, difficult to define. For some

students, the grade level standards that were set by the government were too easy and for other students,

more time was needed to meet the standards. Do students learn more fi'om something that is difficult to

Iearn? Students need to be appropriately challenged, but not discouraged. They need to believe that an

expectation is within reach; otherwise, it is possible that some students will quit trying. In this way, harder

is not "better".

Com mon Curricular Frameworks

The Blue Book extended the notion that uniform standards could be applied to all students to

include students across the region ofVy'estern Canada and across all ofCanada when the governntent

decided to pafticipate in the development of various common curricular projects. This decision further

Itighlighted the government's inattention to the needs of individual students and to improving student

learning in that the Blue Book failed to attend to the role of local contexts, sensitivities, histories and social

politics (Dei and Karumanchery,1999) in deciding curricular outcomes and standards.

The decision by the Manitoba government to participate in the development of cornmon curricular

fralneworks for schooling was in keeping with other market plans for school refonn. It has been suggested

that an interest in generating profit is the real reason for implernenting a systeln of schooling that is

consistent with systems of schooling elsewhere. Common curricular frameworks enable govemments to

tender contracts for the development of instructional programs. However, solnetimes these contracts are

given to U.S. firms (Dei and Karumanchery,1999),leaving local interests in peril. Furthermore, the

development of common curricula lends itself to creating a "huge, homogeneous market for textbooks"

(Robertson, 1998).

Market supporters of schooling see that there is a large profit to be made in the creation of

instructional programs and materials, and this blinds supporters to the legitimate role that citizens play in

instituting educational policy that attends to their regional interests. As Robertson (199S) has observed:
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When the same education reform turns up in several provinces, what may look like
a coincidence is better understood as a well-orchestrated alignment. Of course every
province and territory wants to convey the impression that its education policies are
driven by the unique vision of its citizens and so-called stakeholders. In reality, the
vision has more to do with APEC and its clones than with our own priorities for children
and their schools. (p.28)

This presents a serious concern for both education and democratic society because it signals a loss of

autonolny over educational decision-making on an unprecedented scale and makes it harder for a

communify to create curricula that is responsive to the particular needs and interests of that community. For

example, although Westdale is located in a school division that predominantly serves families that are

white and affluent, Westdale has a number of students who are neither white nor affluent. The needs of this

school are substantially different from other schools in the division where there is less ethnic or economic

diversity. Without the ablity to tailor instructional programs and materials to the needs and interests of the

students in this community, Westdale's capacity to make tlre necessary connections with students is

severely limited and students becorne disengaged from the process of schooling.

Much is lost in a market-driven curriculum comprised of traditional basics, augmented by

technology and designed ostensibly to meet the employability skills of a global economy. In returning to a

more traditional approach to schooling that favours the acquisition of employment-related skills and the

mastery of knowledge, the school system reduces the potential for teaching students how to live in the

world. Cornplex societal issues such as racism, homelessness, child poverty and structural unernployment

demand that students know how to live in the world as active participants. These issues call on capacities

for thinking and feeling that are incornpatible with a narrow curricula that is defined by outcomes, limited

by testing and circumscribed by purpose. Moreover, the BIue Book's notions of curriculurn refonn failed to

acknowledge the role of individual learners and the social and cultural context in which they live for

creating rneaningful school reform.

Instructional improvement was yet another area that the Blue Book failed to improve. In fact, I

believe Manitoba school reform reinforced negative teacher beliefs and practices that were ultimately to the

detriment of improved student learning.

Contradictory Notions of Instruction

I have difficulty reconciling several contradictions regarding instruction in the Blue Book. The

Blue Book advocated some progressive notions of instruction in order to provide students with satisfactory
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learning experiences such as the teaching of critical thinking skills. However, the implementation of

statrdards testing forced teachers to resort to the use ofpoor pedagogical practices in order to get students to

demonstrate achievement. Consequently, progressive notions of instruction were largely put aside. The

Manitoba government's accountability measures had additional implications for instruction. Outcome based

schooling led to constrained collegiality and a loss of teacher autonomy, both of which ultimately affect a

student's experience of school. Principals were designated by the Blue Book as instructional leaders who

were responsible for creating supportive learning environments. Yet, the government failed to provide

schools with the supports that were needed in order to foster improved student learning. Furthennore, the

Blue Book assigned roles and responsibilities to the school principal that had more to do with management

than instruction. Eventually, all of these contradictions were resolved in ways that failed to improve student

learning because of the heavy-handed approach that the government used to implement school refonn.

When the Blue Book encouraged teachers to use approaches to learning that facilitated profound

levels of understanding such as active learning, transfer and application, assimilation, construction and

reconstruction, I found that I did not have enough time to irnplement these approaches and teach to the

outcomes. Rather than centring my teaching on student interests and the kinds of big questions and themes

that support the use of more progressive pedagogical approaches, I wonied about covering all of the

outcomes before the standards test. This test, along with the fear of public embarrassment when the grades

for each of the school divisions were published, the possible loss of students tlrrough schools of choice and

the government interventions that were threatened if schools failed to demonstrate continuous student

achievement overshadowed any benefits to teaching and learning that the Blue Book might have had.

Furthermore, novel approaches to solving problems were de-valued by the standards test and thus, teachers

encouraged students to use the "approved" methods in order to ensure that marks were not lost for using

non-standard techniques. In other words, conformity was rewarded in standards testing and creativity was

discouraged.

Standards testing was a powerful instru¡nent to get teachers and students to be responsible for the

outcomes set by the province. The communication of divisional standards test results to teachers, whether

published in the local newspaper or through school and individual class results being shared by school

administrators, had the same effect on teachers. Teachers believed that the results were either a
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condemnation or vindication of their teaching and were detennined to prove that they could get their

students to demonstrate achievement. How the public viewed a teacher's school was important, but what

mattered even more was whose class would rank first when the results were finally known. Testing caused

teachers to resort to using whatever means necessary to get students to demonstrate their achievements and

often this resulted in the use of poor pedagogical practices. Apple's (1999) work supports the idea that my

experience with the ways in which standards testing changed instruction was not unusual. He observed that

market-driven school reform has led to schools becoming more similar, with a greater commitment to

standard, traditional teaching methods such as whole class methods of teaching.

The reader will recall from the narrative my observations on how standards testing changed

instruction in the schools where I worked. As the date for the provincial standards test neared, teachers took

desperate measures to squeeze more time out of the school day in preparation for the test. Poor pedagogical

practices included: assigning students units of work for self-study without sufficient prior instruction,

dropping the teaching of one course for a month so that more time could be given to the teaching of a

course that was going to be tested and the compacting of instruction to the extent that students claimed that

they were confused. Memorization and test taking skills also became more prorninient. While these skills

certainly have their place in curricula, when significant amounts of time within a school day areused to

teach these skills at the expense of others, this creates a problem. The Blue Book indicated that low level

thinking skills such as knowing, recalling and cornprehending were instructional methods that needed to

change, yet the implernentation of standards testing restored those very practices. Similar fìndings (Apple,

1 999; Kohn, 1999; and Noddings, 1992) indicate that my observations were again not unique. Teachers

were put into an untenable position. As Osborne (1999) has noted:

To hold teachers responsible for their students' success on exatns, while at the same
time denying them the freedom to adapt the curriculum and locking them into the
existing grade structure of schooling, might be to have the worst of both worlds. (p. 118)

Student complaints about the lack of teaching largely went unheard because teachers were detennined to be

accountable to the province and school adrninistrations for teaching all of the outcomes. Both Noddings

(1992) and Kohn (1999) have noted that getting students to perforrn on a standards test is not the same as

learning. Students can memorize enough facts and skills to demonstrate achievernent on a test, but when

asked to explain their understanding later students have difficulty. Thus, any school reform that forces
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teachers to cover all of the curricular outcomes results in a skewed notion of accountability. What students

are learning is not what I believe we would ideally want them to leam. Standards testing reduces the

capacity for students to rnake sense of the world around them in meaningful ways. When juxtaposed with

an ability to memorize a formula or set of definitions that are forgotten in a few weeks, it seems to me that

the government's notions of accountability need to be re-examined.

IntensifÏcation of Teacher Work and Constrained Collegiality

The Blue Book overwhelmed teachers and schools with changes to the school system. Both the

numbers of changes and the rate at which the changes w€re to be implemented placed an enormous amount

of stress on the scllool community. Apple's (1999) term forthis new kind of stress facing teachers and

administrators working in a market-driven system is "intensification" and it is characterizedby heavier

work loads, increasing demands of accountability, hectic schedules and a scarcity of resources.

Intensification of a teacher's work, according to Apple, is partly brought about as a result of standards

testing, as teachers and schools struggle to prove that both they and their students can perform in

accordance with prescribed curricula over which they have little control.

The intensification of teacher work in Manitoba led to constrained and reduced teacher collegiality

as teachers became divided over and preoccupied with school reform. It was my experience that Manitoba

school reform created a school climate that was distinguished by competition, fear, stress and suspicion and

this irnpaired collaboration among teachers and the ability to think critically about the changes that were

occurring. For example, when our school division made the decision to assign mandatory weightings for

each provincial outcome in several subject areas some teachers responded by covertly refusing to follow

the school division's directive. This caused at least one school team at the school where I am vice principal

to become fragmented, resulting in teachers retreating to their classrooms. Teachers expressed fear in

expressing disagreement with divisional directives and this made it difficult to have an open and honest

discussion of conflicting values. With its emphasis on accountability the Blue Book legitimized the

perspectives of teachers who were reluctant to get involved in tearning or who believed that it was

dangerous to speak out against the government or schooI division's directives.
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Loss of Professional Autonomy

The Blue Book's introduction of tighter controls such as standards testing, the publication of test

results, parent advisory councils and schools of choice had implications for undermining the

professionalisrn of teachers. Giving teachers the latitude to use their professional judgement to interpret and

implement the curricula according to the needs of their students implies a sense of trust in teachers as

professionals. To reduce a teacher's flexibility is to de-value their professionalism because the loss of

autonolny implies that teachers can't be trusted to make appropriate decisions about the learning of

individual students. Darling-Hammond (1997) observed that the introduction of tighter controls is

reminiscent of the bureaucratic school. This system was organized so that there was greater routinization of

teaching and less reliance on professionaljudgernent.

Good teaching requires that teachers be given a certain degree of flexibiliry to diversify curricula

and make it relevant and appropriate for individual students. Sometirnes, cornpromises in standards need to

be made (Gutrnann, 1987; Noddings, 1992). Robertson (199S) has observed that "who the teacher is, who

the students are, what tlrey are trying to accomplish separately and together all matter in designing

instruction" (p.8). Teachers who ernploy diverse strategies in teaching and learning enable students to

demonstrate their achievelnent through their distinct str.engths.

The Manitoba government's desire for control has been to the detriment of improved student

Iearning and instruction. Standards test preparation led sorne teachers to dernonstrate a lack ofsupport for

student participation in school activities that enrich student learning such as rnusic tutorials, class

excursions and involvement in community projects. Standards test administration instructions forbade

teachers fi'onr answering student questions on tests even though it was a strategy otherwise recommended

by Manitoba Education and Training in curricular support materials. Students were thus prevented from

truly understanding what was being asked of them on the test. Finally, the tight guidelines that the

govemlnent used to control the extent to which teachers could adapt or modifu an instructional program to

meet the needs of students caused some students, like Sam, to be dismissed by the school system. This was

a student who, in large part because of the Blue Book's support for uniforrn standards in learning, was

marginalized in his school experience.
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An Absence of Leadership

The reader rvill recall that the Manitoba government's efforts to improve instruction also included

designating school principals as instructional leaders who would create learning environments that rvould

enable students to meet the standards set by the province- As noted in tlre previous chapter, schools were

instructed by the Blue Book to provide students with an environment that would connect "powerful and

meaningful educational content with a range of sound teaching practices, and caring, supportive

relationships among school staff, students, parents, and the community" (p.20). Furthermore, an effective

learning environment was expected to "nurture, empower, challenge, and connect students to the past and

present as well as prepare them for the future" (p 20).Taken in isolation, this description of an effective

learning environment indicated that the Manitoba govemrnent might liave also had in mind purposes for

schooling that extended beyond the market imperative. I wish the Blue Book had been lnore about enacting

this vision of schooling! Unfortunately, other contradictory measures and staternents in the Blue Book

undermined the creation of supportive learning environments and directed the attention of school

administrators to more managerial concerns.

The Blue Book stated repeatedly that students would be able to meet the outcomes and standards

set by the province if students were provided with a "supportive schooling context" (p.6). While sounding

reasonable, this was a very difficult task for several reasons. First, a universal set ofstandards and

outcomes does not take into account the needs of individual students and schools; thus, the ability to tailor

instruction to the needs of students was significantly irnpaired. Second, a supportive schooling context

requires sufficient funding suppott to adequately provide students with low student-teacher ratios,

assistance with learning and emotional challenges, current and relevant curriculum support materials and

well-maintained buildings. The Manitoba government did not continue with the previously established

funding levels and therefore, reduced the quality of support that schools could provide students. While

funding alone cannot improve student learning, the lack of sufficient funding lnakes the improvernent of

student learning more challenging. Forthese reasons, the government's expectations that provincial

standards would be met by creating supportive school environments were unrealistic. If schools performed

poorly on provincial standards tests, it should not have come as a surprise. The fact that some students

would have had trouble with the standards tests was a foregone conclusion.
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In addition to creating effective learning environments, school principals had other duties as

described by the Blue Book that caused principals to assume more managerial responsibilities. Even though

the BIue Book described the role of the principal as that of instructional leader, the role description did not

support the notion of someone who would be involved in pedagogical matters. To review, the description

of the principal's role included: developing school plans; writing proposals to attraçt business and industry

partnerships, and supervision of teachers to ensure that they were following the Blue Book's directions.

Principals were also expected to monitor student achievement on the standards test, and as noted in chapter

three, if schools were believed to be "consistently underachieve(ing)" (p2Z), the governrnent indicated that

principals would be expected to correct the situation. Apple (1999) has claimed that the external

supervision of schools through standards testing was imperative so that student perfonnance could be

evaluated and to ensure that schools would continue to be enterprising. Yet, rather than becoming more

enterprising, competition between schools led our school administrators to tour other schools to find

programs that we could adopt so that we would be able to offer what other schools were offering. Apple

has noted that this has been a colnmon outcome of school choice plans. Advocates of schools of choice

argue that cornpetition makes schools more innovative and presents parents wittr a wider range of options,

but in actual practice, school choice plans cause schools to becorne more similar.

The reader will also recall that the focus of our meetings for adrninistrators shifted from matters of

teaching and learning to looking at ways to attract students to our schools. Gifted programming was given a

bigger priority than it had previously. It was believed that other school divisions' gifted programs had

greater visibility and as a result, we were losing gifted students to these other divisions. I was deeply

bothered by the fact that so much time was spent focusing on how to become more competitive when we

should have been using the tirne to focus on curricular and pedagogical issues. Instead, our ti¡ne together as

administrators was collsulned by what seemed to me to be trivial and insignificant tasks such as the creation

ofschool brochures. Even though I recognized that the number ofstudents and dollars our school division

lost because of schools of choice legislation was an important consideration, I believed that our time was

better spent supporling the needs of the students who were choosing to stay in our school communities.

These observations are supported by what Apple has noted in other places where market reforms similar to

those announced in the Blue Book have been implemented. Apple commented that the role of the school
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principal changed so that more power was consolidated within the administrative structure, more time and

energy was spent on enhancing public image and less time was spent on pedagogy and curriculum.

Apple argues that with commercial issues taking precedence over educational principles, there has

been a shift in the allocation of resources and designing of curriculum. He calls this shift in ernphasis from

pedagogy to advertising both profound and disturbing. Schools have moved from meeting student needs to

evaluating student performance. Apple states that the question is no longer what can we do to meet the

needs of the student, but what can the student do to help enhance the school's competitiveness? He cites an

example that illustrates that resources that were once allocated for students with special needs or learning

difficulties have been shifted to support marketing and public relations campaigns. Programming for

special needs students is expensive and their test scores tend to deflate a school's overall standing in the

market.

In addition to the reinforcement of ideas on the improvement of curriculum and instruction that

seemed to have little to do with improving student learning, the Blue Book's perspective on assessment was

rooted in behaviourist theory of motivation, reward and punishment. As such, this perspective on

assessment contributed to the development of assessment practices that were both punitive and arbitrary.

Punitive and Arbitrary Notions of Assessment

Ifstudents failed to achieve the results that teachers expected on the standards test, the Blue Book

offered an alternative interpretation to why students might have achieved poor results. It was suggesfed by

the Blue Book that students lacked the necessary motivation to succeed or a willingness to work hard.

Thus, the Blue Book announced that high expectations would be introduced for all students in order to

motivate them to work harder and if students failed to meet the outcomes that were set by the province,

students would be held accountable in a variety of ways.

The Manitoba governlnent assumed that by lraving high expectations for student learning, students

would be motivated to leam and want to succeed. It was believed that once students knew that they were

expected to work hard to achieve the standards, or repeat a grade, that most students would do so.

I{owever, as Kohn (1999) illustrated students cannot be motivated to learn, nor can the lack of achievement

be explained as an absence of motivation. Motivation is something that is both intrinsic and natural. Using

meaningful and relevant curricula and interesting instructional methods, teachers can stir a student's
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enthusiasm for learning. Students, however, like anyone else, cannot be made to leam anything in which

they are not interested. Just because teachers indicate that certaín objectives are important does not mean

that students share this opinion (Noddings, 1992).

TIle Blue Book's focus for assessment reform was to improve the consistency of expectations of

student achievement across the province, and the government souglrt to enforce this consistency through

standards tests that were weighted substantially in the final evaluation of student performance. It is

important to note that standards testing in Manitoba was not a new approach for trying to improve student

outcomes for learning. It had been tried in the 1950's to alleviate concerns about the quality of education

and did linle to change things then (Osborne, I999). The 1990's marked the second round of testing in

Manitoba and a few veteran teachers on school staffs remembered the ineffectiveness of the first round of

testing in irnproving student learning and viewed this second round with disbelief. For whatever reason, it

seems that both society and education are prone to repeating lessons leamed from the past.

This current round of testing, a halhnark of market reform, advocates that the more assessments

that are made of student work the better. "ln other words, weighing a pig more often makes it fatter',

(Robertson, 1998). This preposterous notion is made even more so when one considers the unreliability of

theinfonnationthattestsprovide. Itisbeyondthescopeofthisstudytoexarninethedifficultieswithtest

construction and tlle relíability issues that result. However, a substantial body of well-documented

educational research (Darling-Hammond, 1997; Kohn, 1999; Robertson, 1998) illustrates the need for

caution in making too much of what tests tell us about student achievement. This study is more concerned

with how notions of assessment in the Blue Book were prirnarily about exercising control over students and

teachers to ensure that they were accountable for the outcomes set by the province. Assessment became a

tool to fulfil a political agenda and was not about making improvements to student learning. Fufthennore,

the Blue Book's posítion on the impoftance of grades and public accountability reinforced behaviourist

notions of reward and punishment, creating an "anti-leaming" (Kohn, 1999, p.124) environment. Finally,

the arbitrariness of the Blue Book's notion of assessment was meaningless in the pursuit of improved

student Iearning.

The Blue Book explained that consistently held high expectations for student learning were

essential to motivating students to demonstrate better achievement. As has already been noted, this view
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was problematic for several reasons. Consistent expectations of student performance do not take into

consideration the unique differences of students and how demonstration of their skills and strengths may

require differentiated approaches and not standard ones. Furthermore, teachers cannot instil or control a

motivation for learning. Student enthusiasm for learning can be awakened when teachers diversify

instruction and use student interests to plan curricular experiences, but neither the reward ofgood grades,

nor the threat of failure will motivate students to learn. This "stick and carrot" approach to refonning

schools is doorned to fail.

The BIue Book's "punishments" for the inability of students to meet the provincially-set outcomes

were the following:

. spend more time in school

r receive lower grades

. fail a course

. repeat grades

The governrnent wanted to be very clear about its' support for retention, so clear in fact that the idea of

retention was stated in three different ways in the same list of possible consequences for not meeting the

standards. Furthermore, the BIue Book stated ominously that "it will be possible for students to fail a grade

at early or middle years or a grade or course at senior years" (p. l8). One could speculate that the Blue

Book's heavy emphasis on the possibility of retention was in response to public concerns that are

sometitnes raised about school divisions having "no fail" policies or practices. This popular rhetoric

mistakenly assumes that students who are struggling with their learning are placed into the next grade

without attending to the leaming issues with which the student was having difficulty. My experience

contradicts this notion. The teachers, resource staff, parents and administrators with whom I have worked

always gave substantial time, thought and effort to planning school experiences to enable students who

strLrggled to build on their past successes. Decisions to place students into the next grade level were never

made thouglrtlessly or without careful consideration of a multitude of factors.

The Blue Book's proposed position on transcripts was also punitive. The reader will recall that the

Blue Book stated that all rnarks would now be recorded on Senior Years transcripts, even if a student had

re-taken a course and received a better mark. In addition, all attempts to take a course would be recorded,

even though a student may have made a decision to withdraw. The Blue Book argued that student
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achievement needed to be assessed and recorded effectively and accurately. It stated that this position was

for reasons of accountability. However, what difference did this policy on transcripts make to enrployers or

to post secondary institutions? The Blue Book indicated that some students might need more time to meet

grade level expectations, yet if this were the case, the student would be penalized for not learning as

quickly as his peers by having all of his grades and attempts to take a course recorded on the transcript. The

Blue Book also noted that schools should support a student's desire to succeed or, in other words, schools

should reward effort. Yet, if a student demonstrated effort through taking a course twice in order to better a

mark, an exercise that demands more effoft than taking a course once, this student would be punislred by

having the lower mark recorded on her transcript. Thus, transcripts were yet another threat that the

govemment wanted to use in order to force students into demonstrating achievement.

The Blue Book's behaviourist notion of the role of punishment for not meeting the standards set by

the province was detrimental to student learning. Kohn (1999) describes the dangers of using punishments

in this way;

The use of punishments, even if refened to euphemistically as negative incentives,
sanctions, or consequences, creates a climate of fear, and fear generates anger and
resentment. It also leads people to switch into damage-control mode and act more
cautiously. Human beings sirnply do not think creatively and reach for excellence
when they perceive to be threatened. (p.97)

Teachers and other school leaders were also threatened by the Blue Book for not being accountable to

teaching of standards and this further contributed to the BIue Book's failure to improve student learning.

The Blue Book announced that divisional results on the standards tests would be rnade public and that if a

school division did not demonstrate good results, school leaders were served notice that the principal would

have to answer to the Minister. Although it is not unreasonable for the government to get involved with

schools that were experiencing difficulfy, the tone of the Blue Book was such that teachers and schools had

"to shape up or else"! Rather than being partners working together to address the challenges ofschools, the

Blue Book put school staffs on the defensive and intimidated them with consequences for not

demonstrating improved achievement scores.

I(ohn (1999) argues that rewards work in much the same way as punishments and perhaps it was

this belief in the value of rewards that led the Blue Book to insist that all schools would have to assign

grades to student work. However, in declaring that all schools would be required to recognize student
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achievement through the assignment ofgrades, the government revealed an ignorance about how the use of

rewards to motivate students can also be detrimental to student learning. Kohn has noted that there are

three essential consequences ofgrading: "less interest in learning, Iess proficiency at learning, and less

desire to challenge oneself' (p.126). Once again, with the Blue Book's declaration that student achievement

would have to be recognizedby grades the governrnent demonstrated that its interest in school system

acccountability was of fundamental concern-more important it seemed than improving student learning

for all students. While there are some students who might thrive within such a system given that they are

accustomed to experiencing success in school, there are others for whom this view of student learning will

only exclude them further from school and the experience ofacademic success.

In addition to using assessment to ensure that teachers had taught the provincially set outcomes

and that students could demonstrate their achievement, the Blue Book revealed the government's

commitrnent to objective evaluations. However, the arbitrary nature of standards tests and their evaluation

also contributed to a failure to irnprove student learning. The reader will recall from the narrative that

during the first few years of standards testing, student's papers were submitted to a provincial-marking

depot that was staffed by teachers frorn across the province. In later years, this responsibility was passed to

school divisions where all teachers were given the option of aftending the marking sessions after having

been trained in how to evaluate according to provincial expectations. Although the second situation was far

better than the first because all teachers were able to participate rather than just a select few, the whole

process of making arbitrary judgements was troubling.

Standards testing separates the processes ofteaching and learning, isolating one experience from

the other in order to obtain objective data about student achievement. However, who benefits from this

practice? Teachers serve as government functionaries in that they administer a test designed by someone

else according to someone else's instructions. Thus, the ability of both teachers and students to make sense

of the test is impaired. First, as already noted, the strict guidelines for administering the test prohibited the

re-framing ofquestions. Second, after the test had been returned to the student the extent to which a teacher

was able to help the student understand the evaluations that had been made was limited by lrow well the

teacher understood the rubrics that the govemment had created for evaluating tlle test questions. These

rubrics were often so detailed that they were confusing. Third, students had to submit, sometimes at the
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sfudents' own expense, to a complicated process for a re-evaluation of test papers and this discouraged

challenges to evaluatio¡rs that had been made of student responses. All of these limitations to helping

students make sense ofstandards tests illustrate how the process oftesting is disconnected from the process

of teaching, therefore, the information that was collected about student achievement was limited in

improving student leaming.

The reader will recall from the narrative the story of David, our talented English student who

scored more poorly on his standards test than his teachers thought possible, given his consistent

demonstration of excellent achievement over the course of the year. I believe this story clearly highlights

how teaching and testing can become so disconnected. The standards test lacked any real meaning for

either David or his teachers because none ofus could understand or agree with how his responses had been

evaluated. Furthermore, to my knowledge, opportunities for dialogue with Manitoba Education and

Training about why David had achieved these results were not available. The only recourse was to have his

standards test re-rnarked.

The nature ofstandards testing in general is such that opportunities for dialogue about the

questions and the results are non-existent; thus, opportunities for improving student learning are negated.

When one cotnbines this information with what is known about the unreliability of the information that is

provided about student achievement one is led to wonder how the government justifies the enormous

taxpayer expense of testing.

In summary, this section of chapterthree examined several concerns with school reform as

proposed by the Blue Book. First, the government's definition of a basic education was both namow and

limiting in that it ignored competing agendas for the purposes of schools. This narrow purpose resulted in

traditional and measurable Iiteracies being valued over others. Second, school reform caused teachers to

focus on demonstrating student achievement and this reinforced the use of poor pedagogical practices in

order to get students to perforrn on the standards tests. Authentic notions ofstudent learning, such as

constructivism and diversífying instruction, were set aside while teachers sought to nleet government

expectations. Moreover the focus on accountability led to an intensification of the work of teachers,

constrained collegiality and a Ioss of professional autonomy. V/hile proclairning that school principals

should act as instructional leaders and create leaming environments that were supportive of student
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learning, the governrnent cut funding to schools and created reform measures that made it difficult for

school principals to do as the Blue Book instructed. Furthermore, the Blue Book cited roles and

responsibilities of the school principal that had more to do with school management than instruction.

Notions of accountability and competition turned the attention of school principals away from meeting the

needs of students and toward the demonstration of student achieve¡nent and marketing and promotional

concerns. Lastly, student learning in Manitoba was not ímproved through assessment reform. The Blue

Book clearly indicated that assessment was more about exercising control over students and teachers and

the arbitrariness ofthe provincial testing process reduced the opportunities for assessment to play a

meaningful role in improving student learning.

I will turn now to the second section of this chapter and examine the Blue Book's treatment of

alternative agendas for schooling. Did purposes for schooling other than the market imperative find a place

within the Blue Book?

4.2 Competing Purposes for Schools lgnored and Re-aligned

Many of the Blue Book's problems stem from its limited vision of the purpose of schools. The

predominantly vocational and utilitarian goals of the Blue Book proposed to meet individual needs for

prosperity and sustain economic viability through building a societal allegiance to the economy. It would

be foolish to argue that helping students learn how to make a living and maintaining the economic well

being of our province were not worthy goals. Furthennore, it has been noted that preparation for work is

one of the reasons students can most relate to when asked about why schooling is important (Levin, 1999).

However, to circumscribe schooling and the purpose of education to be predorninantly vocational is to have

a circurnscribed view of what it lneans to be human. Moreover, advocates of a utilitarian purpose for

schools have created scltool refonns that demonstrate a lack of caring, compassion and respect for the

people who are involved. The Blue Book was no exception.

In this section, I will outline the Manitoba government's lack of commitment to alternative

purposes and review the implications. Froln there, chapter four will move to an examination of the

government's treatment of students, parents, teachers and citizens. The Blue Book's definition of both the

needs and roles of each of these educational partners contributed to the government's implementation of

reforms that were dehumanizing to everyone that was involved. My analysis of the Blue Book's effects on
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individuals and society will focus on three central ideas: the commodifìcation of students; the exacerbation

of inequities; and the polarization of individuals and the collective.

Earlier, I reviewed the many statements throughout the Blue Book that supported the Manitoba

government's vision of school reform as preparation for work and the means by which both the provincial

and Canadian economy could improve. There is Iittle mention of any other puryose for schooling in the

Blue Book. A few words are devoted to a discussion of human relations that essentially amounts to a poor

attempt to extend relationships formed in a work context to all other interactions with others. Citizenship,

life long learning and diversity also receive some recognition; however, the explanation of these terms is

problematic. Either the description of the terms was from a rnarket perspective, as was the case with the

concept of human relations and citizenship, or the explanation was weak. Both life long learning and

diversiry are described so inadequately that a critical reading leads one to wonder what the government

intended by including these terms at all.

For example, when the Blue Book described students needing to understand themselves and their

relationships with others, a busi¡ress term was used -- hurnan relations. The foundation skill of human

relations was defined as the development of work habits, including responsibility, adaptability,

entrepreneurship, management of change and accountability. This skill was also intended to promote

tolerance, teamwork, leadership and a sense of global connectedness. Also included under this heading was

the goal of developing an understanding of and appreciation for the self (p.10). While knowing how to

function in a work environment is important, this explanation of what students need to know for getting

along with others is hugely inappropriate. One cannot equate all of the various roles that we have as family

members and members of a community with how we interact with others at work. There are principles that

apply within a work environment that cannot be applied to the relationships we have with others in

different contexts. Companies expect both conformity and loyalty, yet these traits can be the undoing of a

democratic socieÇ that relies on its citizens to voice their concerns.

Two other purposes for schooling that are mentioned in the Blue Book are citizenship and life

long learning. No definition is given for citizenship; however, there are explanations of a citizen's

responsibilities that clearly indicate that citizenship is defined in economic terms. These responsibilities

included: building a secure future for children; ensuring that they are able to compete for employment; and
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working rvith the government to bring about school refonn so that the economic well-being of the province

is protected. Life long leaming, on the other hand, was described in the Blue Book as "instilling the desire

to learn" (p.6). As already noted earlier in this chapter in the discussion of motivation, teachers cannot instil

a desire for learning. No reasons were given as to why life long leaming was imporlant and in the absence

of any explanation and the pervasive employment context one is led to question whether the goal of life

long learning was intended to meet the needs of employers. It would be of considerable financíal benefit to

businesses if workers entered the labour force ready to assume the costs for professional development.

The last purpose for schooling that received some attention in the Blue Book was the idea that

teachers should teach students to develop an "understanding ofand appreciation for our society's diverse

population" (p. l0). However, this description of diversity indicated that the government did not give much

thought to the reasons why we teach students about difference. There was no recognition of the need for

teaching a diverse population of students how to live and work together. Tlris description suggests that it

was sufficient to teach students about other cultures and failed to consider the inclusion of anti-racist and

other multicultural agendas for schools. In addition, the Blue Book did not mention the importance of

teaching students about the role ofgender, culture or Iinguistic privilege.

A few pages further along in the BIue Book, ernbedded in a single line, the government made a

second recognition of the irnportance of diversiry. In a discussion of the curricula review process, the Blue

Book stated that the plocess would "ensure that aspects such as print and non-print resources, aboriginal

content, and technology are integrated into curricula" (p.15). By burying attention to aboriginal content

within this one line about the curricula review process, the government demonstrated a blatant disregard for

aboriginal people and reasserted the prominence of a rnonocultural perspective. Once again, the Blue Book

followed the example of market reforms that had been adopted elsewhere. Apple (1999) has noted that

market imperatives for school reform have demonstrated a monocultural perspective and have shut out the

views of minorities.

In the final analysis, tlle Manitoba government did not give sufficient thought to any other

consideration of the purpose of schools other than for utilitarian purposes. The Blue Book noted that getting

along with others was deterrnined by how we are with our co-workers and that citizenship was defined by

one's loyalty to the economy. Life long learning, in the absence of any other explanation, was about
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preparing students to assume financial responsibility for professional development. Lastly, the BIue Book

dismissed pluralist notions of Iiving in a democratic society and reassefted the dominance of the white,

middle class majority. This failure to attend to alternative agendas for schooling is also reflected in the

following examination of the notions of hurnanity that are included in the Blue Book.

4.3 An Exacert¡ation of Equity Issues

The Blue Book's Iimited vision of the purpose of schools guided the implementation of Manitoba

school reform and what followed was a series of school reform measures that subjected the entire

educational community to dehumanizing and dernoralizing conditions. Set within a competitive context,

outcome-based schooling, the publication of standards test results, schools of choice and the formation of

parent advisory councils, fostered inequities within the school system. Students were treated as

commodities and systems of entitlement were reinforced. Students who were deemed valuable and useful

because of their high achievernent were given privileges not extended to others. Lastly, schools of choice,

while couched in democratic language and equity considerations, also had implications for creating unequal

experiences of schools.

In a competitive context, students, parents and schools learn quickly that the ethos is "every man

for himself'. Competition fosters a lack of social responsibility and people corne to view one another witll

"all the suspicion, envy, self-doubt, and hostility that rivalry entails" (p.79). Kohn (1999) observed rhar:

"Winners and losers alike are rnade to think they're cornpetent and valuable only to the extent that they've

defeated others...tlle central lesson of allcornpetition is that other people are obstacles to their own

success" (p. 38) As Robertson (1998) has noted, "in such an environment a student learns that when the

boy seated next to her drops out ofschool he solely responsible for his decision" (p. 82). Thus begins the

kind of thinking that discredits the effects of the varying conditions of students' lives on their school

experience and sustains the treatment of students as commodities.

The Commodification of Students

Proponents of school reform do not see students for who they are; their essential humanity is not

considered when funding is withdrawn and school reforms are implemented. To paraphrase Maxine Green

(1988), market reformers see things big as opposed to small because they resist viewing the "other". Seeing

things big means overlooking the integrity and particularify of human beings and seeing thern as objects
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instead. This creates a distance between individuals or what Freire (1970) identified as the distance

between subject and object or those who know and act and those who are known and acted upon. Such a

distance may make it easier for policymakers to withdraw funding, but inevitably it also leads to the

dehumanization of the people involved.

According to Osborne (1999), there are two ways to look at students. One view is to see students

as end products to be processed and the other sees students as individuals needing help to make the most of

their lives. By using language that typically belongs to the domain of corporations and not to education, the

Blue Book illustrated the Manitoba government's suppoú for the first view. The government sought to

achieve uniformity, consistency and accountability within the school system through a continuous

improvement model that set perfortnance levels, conducted reviews and managed resources prudently.

This kind of business language runs throughout the Blue Book, firrnly establishing the Manitoba

govemment's position on the application of such language and the values ernbedded within it to schooling

and children. Outcorne-based schooling sets perl'onnance standards for student achievement in the same

way that businesses set quality control standards. However, to equate student achievement with the

production of objects is to reduce people to methods (Noddings, I992). Robertson (1998) is also concemed

about the inappropriateness of such a position. " The assembly line, which created the metaphor of

statrdards, offers only an obscenely inappropriate language to apply to human beings - one that obliges us

to refer to students who don't succeed as "substandard" (Robertson, 1998, p.33).

Taylor (1991) refers to this economic rationality as "instrumental reason" (p.5). He states that it is

"the kind of rationality we draw on when we calculate the most economical application of means to a given

end. Maximum efficiency, the best cost-output ratio, is its measure of success" (p.5). When the Blue Book

cited instrumental reason as an important and necessary goal of school reform, the governrnent was

responding to public demands for reduced educational spending. However, by communicating this to the

public as a desirable and worthy objective, instead of a regrettable and difficult choice, the government

contributed to a social justification of the callous treatment of some students, teachers and parents. Taylor

explains:

When instrumental reason becomes the measurement of happiness and well-being the
consequences are such that the creatures that surround us lose the significance that
accrued to their place in the chain ofbeing, they are open to being treated as raw
materials or instruments for our projects. (p.5)
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Thus, instrumental reason sustains societal selfishness and greed and blinds us to the inhumanity that is

endemic to the commodification of students.

The setting ofstandards, the publication ofstandards test results and schools ofchoice are

reductive school reforms that degrade students because a measurement of their achievement is translated

into a measurement of student worth. As Noddings (1992) has noted, outcome based schooling and

standards testing have led to students becoming resources valued only for their achievement. Apple's

(1999) discussion of the publication of performance indicators in England contributes to this discussion. Ile

observed that a school's ability to graduate students who are able to be enterprising and entrepreneurial

determines their worth to society. Robertson (1998) adds that not every child is worth the same dollar

value. Those students who are able to make an enterprise of themselves are valued for their ability to

enhance a school's effectiveness. It is thus that students become valued for their achievements and devalued

as hurnan beings.

The reader will recall from the narrative the story of the student in our school who scored 100 per

cent on a standards test. The staff asked the school administration to insist that the school division place an

advertisement in the local paper to announce this achievement. Teachers explained that they were eager to

have their schooI be seen as a school that could provide quality instruction and wanted to use this student's

accomplishment to give the school a better profile within the community. The score of 100 per cent becarne

a means for the staff to vindicate itself from earlier criticism that had been directed toward the school for

not producing high achieving students. Comments were made that this student's score would perhaps aftract

other students who were high achievers and díspel community perceptions of the school as a failing school.

A stark dichotomy exists between school reforms that result from seeing schooling as results-

based and achievement-oriented and a vision ofschooling that sees the value ofstudentsjust as they are.

Kozol (2000) argues that "we can rob a child's life of its meaning if we deny her the essential dignity of

being seen and celebrated for the person that she actually is" (p. l3 9). Kozol (2000) captures this

dichotomy beautifully as he contrasts that which makes us human and standards testing:

In age of drills and skill and endless lists of reinvented standards and á'multitude of new and
sometimes useful but too often frankly punitive exams, its nice to find a place where there is still
room for things of no cash value-oddball humour, silliness and whim, a child's love, a
grown-up's gratitude and joy-that never in a hundred years would show up on one of those all
important state exams. (p. lal)
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Kozol (2000) speaks to our humanity and demonstrates how market reform agendas for schooling fail to

include humanist notions in their plans for school reform.

Market-based school reforms further reduce students to commodities by giving ernphasis to the

need for efficiency and cost-effectiveness in school systems. Calls for efficiency appeal to common sense

but they also mask the effects that furancial cutbacks have on students. As Heilbroner (1992) argued,

"Smith anticipated Marx when he pointed out that "efficiency" appears to be socially useful because we are

blinded to its cost in the degradation of the worker" (p.91).Kozol's (2000) descriptions of the effects of

market reforms are situated in some of the poorest regions of the United States, and his writings

demonstrate in profound and startling ways the impropriety of applying cost effectiveness arguments to

children. He asks "what if society determines that it's not woúh it?" (p. 136). We are a wealthy country that

can well afford to give all students a good education, with the proper resources and supports, in well-

maintained buildings. The fact that we believe in the importance of universal education is reason enough to

adequately fund schools; it should not need justification from a cost effectiveness argument.

The Manitoba government relied on the cost effectiveness argument in its decision to withdraw

funding from schools and students suffered. School buildings deteriorated, student-teacher ratios increased,

class sizes expanded and students did not have access to teaching assistants, school counsellors,

psychologists and social workers. The reader will recall from the narrative that funding issues led to our

school division's action to hold back a group of Senior I students from moving on into high school with

their peers. They were sequestered in a self-contained classroom, unable to access school and divisional

personnel who could have assisted them in their learning. In the'narrative, I referred to these students as

"pawns in a financial cut back game". Hopelessly caught in system restructuring, the governrnent betrayed

these students in that it did not adequately fund schools to support changes to the system.

Finally, the Blue Book reduced students to commodities when it claimed that the purpose of

schools was to train students for their role in sustaining the economy. This view calculates how students

may or may not serve the economic interests of others in the future and thus becorne divested of their

inherent and present worth. Kozol (2000) states that children are:
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complete and good in what they are already; and their small but mystical and interesting
beings ought to count for something in our estimation without any calculation as to how they
someday may, or may not, serve the economic interests of somebody else or something
else when they are 25 or 30. (p.139)

Kozol reminds us that investing in the future of children should be an unselfish act without any calculation

of what the economic return will be on our investment.

When the government reiterated several times throughout the Blue Book that changes to the

school system were necessary to secure the province's economic future, it was clear that Manitoba students

were to become a means by which the government hoped to provide financial security for the province.

This notion placed a lot of faith in the school system to graduate students who could meet the weighty

obligations that had been entrusted to them by the government; however, one would not know this from the

dollar investments that were made. Students, as commodities, seemed to be worth little to the government

and yet, ironically, much was expected of them as the government thrust the responsibiliry of securing the

financial prosperity of the province on their shoulders.

Effort, Ability and Entitlement

In addition to the commodification of students, market models of schooling aggravate systemic

inequities because students as cornmodities come to have relative and varied worth. The next section of this

chapter will build the second argument to sustain my clairns that the irnplications of Manitoba school

reform were such that they contributed to the maintenance of differentiated school experiences.

Market reform fosters inequitable experiences of schooling by strengthening the competitive

context within which students are schooled. Outcome based schooling supports the idea of teachers

comparing student accomplishments and extending privileges to those students who conform to both

behavioural and academic expectations. Furthermore, the publication of standards test results and schools

of choice legislation enables a school cornmunity to compare student achievernent and judge schools for

their effectiveness in graduating students who are high achievers. However, market based school reform is

based upon fundamentally flawed beliefs about the nature and causes ofpoor student achievement and thus,

heightens injustices within the school system.

The Blue Book explained poor student achievement as a result of differing abilities, a lack of

motivation or the absence of a supportive learning environment. Each of these explanations for poor
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student achievenlent was flawed. Poor student achievement has more to do with the kinds of abilities that

are measured on standards tests, motivation is something which students have in abundance if we are able

to generate student enthusiasrn for learning and it is difficult for schools to create supportive leaming

environments with inadequate funding and restrictive educational policy directives that reduce the

flexibility with which teachers can respond to student needs.

There are several causes for poor student achievement that the BIue Book neglected to mention.

Race, poverfy, unemployment and the predominance of one language and one culture embedded within the

curricula and standards tests all Iimit student achievement. The differential effects of market rnechanisrns

for schooling have been docurnented since the mid-1990's and have shown that these raced and classed

educational policies reproduce traditional hierarchies rather than improve educational opportunities and the

overall quality of schooling (Apple, 1999). Outcome based schooling assumes that all students are on a

level playing held. The Blue Book dismissed difference by indicating that in spite of "diverse cultural,

linguistic, and socio-economic backgrounds [and] numerous and complex needs, increasingly, schools must

recognize these students' desire to succeed and achieve their highest potential" (p.20) In other words, the

Blue Book encouraged teachers to set aside difference and focus on student motivation. This position on

the role ofdifference served to exacerbate the school system's tendency to produce "winners and losers"

because the governtnent neglected to acknowledge that the conditions of student's lives are different

(Kozol, 2000); thus, not all students bring the same resources to access the educational system.

Sotne students may demonstrate poor student achievement because the standards test is Iimited in

what it can measure. Outcome-based schooling tends to favour the measurement of concrete skills and

knowledge, and this leads to the exclusion of capacities for learning. Noddings (1992) has stated that

notions of equality in schooling have to do with equally valuing differe¡rt kinds of knowledge, not just

literacy, numeracy and traditional disciplines. Heranalysis of the slogan "all children can learn" reveals

how outcotne based schooling, while couched in equity considerations, causes some students to be

excluded from the benefits ofa schooI experience. Noddings argues that:

The primary aim of every teacher must be to promote the growth of students as competent, caring,
loving people. Teachers with this aim will work flexibly...To have uniformly high expectations
for all students... is morally wrong and pedagogically disastrous. It is part of a sloganized attempt
to rnake our schools look democratic and egalitarian when in fact they are systems continually
struggling for tighter control. (p.l5a)
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Thus, any model for school reform that is concerned with equity issues must recognize the various

capacities that students have for learning.

This is what happened to the students who were in Senior lwho were retained in that grade until

they had completed the requisite number of credits to be able to move into high school. Because I kept in

touch with many of these students, I was able to learn that several eventually dropped out of school. This is

also what has happened for a number of students that I have been tracking in my role as vice principal, who

have either stopped attending school or classes or who sit passively in class refusing to engage in classroom

activities. Ethnicity, class and the varying conditions of students'lives caused some of these students to

have a school experience in which they had been marginalized or excluded. Many students were isolated

from the school communiry. They were unable to demonstrate their unique talents in ways that counted for

something in the school system. Some of these students were possible future inventors, comedians,

mechanics, dancers and cartoonists. However, none of these demonstrations of intelligence received

recognition in an outcome-based model of schooling. Moreover, the Blue Book's encouragement of

retention practices only served to compound this isolation and cause students to become further disengaged

from school.

Awarding and Witholding Privileges

The Blue Book fostered teaching practices that led to the stratification of students within the

school systetn, further perpetuating inequitable school experiences. Notions of entitlement were encouraged

by attributing student achievement solely to differing abilities among students and to a strong desire to

succeed. Through the Blue Book's system of rewards and punishments explained earlier in this chapter,

teacher beliefs about rewarding ability and effort were normalized andteacher demands for traditional

practices that would stratify students were strengthened. In the schools where I worked, sometimes these

demands were irnplelnented, and at other tirnes, the Blue Book's position on student achievement increased

the pressure on teachers and school administrators who had more progressive ideas about improving

student learning. These educators contended that schooling practices that conferred privilege on selected

students was destructive to the building of cornmunity.

The reader will recall from the narrative that in my work as a vice-principal, I observed that some

teachers were more insistent that we create classrooms of students with hornogeneous abilities after the
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release of the BIue Book. Concerned about the government's demands for applying the same set of

standards to all students and the threat to make school results on provincial tests public, teachers who might

not have supported homogeneous groupings in the past were drawn into re-evaluating this practice.

Teachers argued that homogeneous groupings would enable teachers to better focus on improving

achievelnent. It was also noted that heterogeneous groupings were unfair to students who demonstrated

achievement and that these students should be rewarded by placement in a class with students who were

equally adept at meeting grade level standards.

Dernands to retain students have gained strength with the publication of the BIue Book. Some

teachers insisted that if students did not repeat a grade, they would be unable to meet grade leveI standards.

Discussions around student retention often tumed to considerations of student effort and while the word

"punishment" was not used, it was certainly implied. It was believed that a student might be coerced into

demonstrating improved student achievement if he or she were forced to repeat a year. The Blue Book

stated that the parents of children who were candidates for retention would need to be included in the

decision rnaking process (p l8) However, as was the case in any of these discussions in which I took part,

social status had a prominent role in determining which students were retained. Financially-able parents

refused to consider retention as a possibility for their child and parents with less economic means were

more likely to insist upon it. Sorne parents would use their role as one of the decision-makers as leverage to

force their child into cornplying with meeting the grade level standards. However, not once did these

threats or bribes compel students to demonstrate achievement.

Other elitist notions that arose after the publication of the Blue Book were:

our school division's renewed interest in gifted education and lack of attention to inclusivity

teacher interpretations of "outstanding" on the new report card as attainable by only a select
few students

¡ teachers rewarding students who demonstrated achievement and effort with parlicipation in
co-curricular activities while students who struggled were threatened with non-participation

These elitist notions are not unusual irnplications of market reforrn. Kozol (2000 ) has found that market

notions of schooling have fostered the justification of differentiations in pedagogies and social policies that

only add to a discriminating stance toward those who are different. Kozol warns that both standards testing

and resulting pedagogical strategies can cause schools to treat students in ways that would be unacceptable
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to white, middle class parents. Apple (1999) supports this notion in his observation that market-driven

school reform led to the reintroduction of tracking and that more emphasis was given to gifted and fast

track classes. This differentiation in the kinds of pedagogies that are used to teach students was suppoÍed

further by schools of choice. If schools did not comply with a parent's desire to have their child schooled

differently because of his ability or work ethic, the parent could take the child to a different school. Thus

parental demands for differentiated schooling have more weight than in a system where schools of choice

do not exist.

Schools of Choice and Strengthening Private Interest

To illustrate further the exacerbation of inequities in market-based school reform, I will examine

one of the market mechanisms that the Blue Book implemented to promote competition - schools of

choice. Like outcome based schooling which couched inequify within such democratic-sounding slogans as

"All children can leam", proponents of schools of choice legislation and its offspring, chafter schools, have

appropriated democratic terms to mask the promotion of selÊinterest at the expense of others. Bossetti

(2000) claims that charter schools build a sense of communiry and purpose and that the word choice

connotes freedom and democracy and stirs a sense of personal responsibility by raising dreams of fairness.

Such powerful descriptions of schools of choice and charter schools hide the fact that advocates of this kind

ofschool reform are self-serving and have no interest in creating school systems that foster equitable

school experiences. In fact, as Barlow and Robertson(1994) have observed, "parents who have historically

expected and received the greatest benefit from education are encouraged to believe that equity and

excellence are in cornpetition" (p.9).

Schools of choice advocates may laud personal responsíbility, but their definition of it does not

extend to social responsibility. Once again, in turning to Bossetti (2000) one is able to identify her position

more clearly with this quote: "It seems unreasonable to hold parents who advocate on behalf of their

children through selecting schools of choice responsible for the education system's failure to address issues

of equity and diversity". Bossetti fails to identifu the role that parents and other members of the educational

cornmunity have in creating school systems that are more equitable and diverse. She blames the school

system for not confronting equity issues, but does not say who will change this - just that it is unreasonable

to expect parents to do so.
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Other schools of choice advocates assume that competition between schools will ensure that they

are efficient and responsive to the educational needs of all, including the disenfranchised. However, Apple

(1999) has noted that schools seeking to maintain market position have demonstrated more interest in

students with particular characteristics. For example, girls and Asian students are considered to be more

desirable than students ofAfro-Carribbean origin. Robertson (1998) has observed that schools ofchoice

foster a greater interest in students who are well-behaved, co-operative, high achievers, demand Iiltle and

raise school averages. She argues that schools of choice lead to the notion that some students are more

trouble than they are worth because they draw on resources suclr as special education, ESL instruction or

counselling. This, in turn, reinforces the subtle exclusion of students who are not wanted.

This research supports the experience I have had as a vice-principal. The calls that I received from

school offìcials of other schools who wanted information about one of our forrner students were intended to

calculate the value of the student who was applying. Would the student be an asset or was he likely to

"cost" the school in terms of the resources that might be needed to support his learning? My answers to the

school official's questions would often influence whether a student was accepted into that school.

Robertson (1998) contends that once a school is allowed to select students, the rules change. She

states that the cruel irony ofschools ofchoice is that:

Vendors are obliged neither to sell you something because you want it, nor to sell
anything at a Ioss. If landlords can protect their interests by asking prospective renters
whether they are on welfare or how much they earn, why could deregulated schools
not ask the equivalent ofprospective students? (p.262)

Apple (1999) cites the work of Whitty (1997) to illustrate that while schools of choice appear to give

everyone equal opportunities, they in fact limit the opportunities for collective action for addressing social

and cultural inequalities. Moving educational decision-making from the public to private sphere rnakes it

harder to ensure that the educational needs of disadvantaged children are met. Apple also lnakes reference

to the work of Ball, Bowe and Gewirtz (1994) to show that middle class parents are best able to decode the

educational systems based on market values of choice and recruitment. Middle class parents are able to

move their children around the system with greater ease because they have the "habitus" to use market

systems to their benefìt and they have the resources needed to do so. Kozol (2000) supports this idea by

noting that poor parents are often cut off from information that more knowledgeable parents have at their
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disposal. He states that there is an informal loop of inside information that middle class parents are able to

access and the effects of this arethatthere is more choice forsome families than there is forothers.

Apple extends his analysis by describing how economic and social capital can be converted into

cultural capital, which better enables middle class parents to gain access to a marketized choice system.

Middle class parents can often provide transportation for their children to attend better schools some

distance away. Moreover, these parents often have greater flexibility in their work to research schools of

their choice. Additionally, more affluent parents are often more able to encourage their child's participation

in activities such as dance, music or computer classes, building on the cultural capital that is already part of

the child's assets, making these students even more attractive to potential schools. Apple is careful to say

that the differential access to education that is created by a market-driven system does not mean that

working class, poor and/or immigrant parents negotiate the system without skill. Exploitative conditions

require the development of resources and abilities in order to survive. However, the rniddle class

advantages are such that, when paired with a marketized educational system, raced and classed educational

policy results.

Thus, even though advocates ofschools ofchoice have appropriated delnocratic notions such as

the common good, freedom, cornmunity and the honouring of diversity, schools of choice exacerbate

inequity because within a cornpetitive context of school choice, not all students have the same worth.

Schools have tlie real powerto choose and often make their selections based on which students are most

likely to boost achievement scores and which are least likely to draw on resources. Furthermore, middle

class resources enable these parents to access schools of choice systems in ways that the working class,

poor and immigrant parents cannot. As Barlow and Robertson Q99$ contend: "Freedom to choose must

be constrained by its consequences to others and thus, monitored in the public interest" (p.ISS).

In conclusion, the Blue Book implernented school reforms that exacerbated a context of social

darwinism where a competitive ethos cornmodified and stratified students within the school system leading

to both exclusion and marginalizatiott. However benevolent the intention, Manitoba school refonn

signalled the erosion of democratic principles. Attributing student learning to ability and motivation

increased the likelihood of students being unable to meet provincial standards because it blinded the

govemment to other legitimate reasons for why students may have difficulty demonstrating their
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achievement in school and reinforced teacher demands for homogeneous groupings and retention. Add to

this notion the government's withdrawal of funding support and tightening of guidelines for adapting

prograrns for students and one is able to see how the Blue Book failed to improve student achievement. In

essence, the govemment set standards and then failed to set the conditions for meeting the standards

(Osborne, 1999). Sizer (1997) supports this notion as well. He states

There are no standards to the system;just running it is apparently enough. Political
leaders thunder about standards for the children and their schools, but their silence
on standards for themselves is virtually universal. Leaders far from the schools can

demand that high-quality work be done by teachers and the students without taking
the care that the conditions for that work are available. (p.38)

For all of these reasons, Manitoba school reform created a situation where some students became

superfluous to the school system and were excluded from opportunities for learning.

When changes are rnade to schooling that reduce the quality of learning and exacerbate inequities

within the school system, there are implications for democratic life. In the last section of chapter four, I will

examine these implications more closely.

4.4 Hazards for a Democratic Society

Amy Gutmann (1987) states that there are three preconditions for an undemocratic society: an

inability to engage in conscious social reproduction; the restriction of rational deliberation; and the

exclusion of some educable citizens from an adequate education. The Blue Book was a scl.rool reform

project that met all three of these preconditions. First rational deliberation or discussion was restricted by

the Manitoba government's misuse of two democratic processes: polling and public consultations. The

government then continued to undermine democratic discussion during the implementation of the Blue

Book by mishandling citizens' views that were in disagreement with the Blue Book and by shifting blame

to students, teachers and parents if school refonn failed to meet its objectives for school improvement.

Second, the Blue Book's emphasis on a comrnon set of curriculum standards and mechanisrns to control

what happened in classrooms across the province were school reform measures that inhibited conscious

social reproduction. The changes that were made to curriculum, instruction and assessment did not

adequately prepare students for participation in a dernocracy because the narrowly def,rned curricula that

was organized around economic purposes restricted the development of critical thinking. A curricula

defined in the way the Blue Book defined curricula makes it difficult to develop the kind of reflective and
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critical thinking that is needed to counter the lack ofsocial consciousness that Saul (1995) describes. Third,

the Blue Book instituted bureaucratic structures and policies that exacerbated inequitable experiences of

schooling and further reduced the capacities of schools to ready students for their involvement in

democratic dialogue and decision making by both marginalizing and excluding some students from

schooling. Lastly, Manitoba school reform re-aligned notions of citizenship with the building of economic

allegiance and patriotism (Wiens, 2000) and undermined the will for collective social action. This section

of chapter four will examine each of these preconditions for an undemocratic society in more detail as I

reflect on points that have been made throughout the chapter.

Undermining Ðemocratic Decision Making and Dialogue

Beginning with a lack of substantiated data and a poor consultation of the research, the Manitoba

government embarked upon a school reform venture that used democratic processes to undennine

democracy. As Gutrnann (1987) explains, government representatives can " undennine the intellectual

foundations of future detnocratic deliberation by implementing educational policies that...repress

unpopular (but rational) ways of thinking..." (p. la-15). Both of the governrnent's claims about the Blue

Book responding to majority opinion and the government's use of public consultations to determine the

direction of school reform were problematic because instead of giving legitimacy to democratic society in

Manitoba, these processes were used to suppress conflicting perspectives on school reform. The misuse of

these democratic processes threatened to cause an imbalance of power in public discussions about the Blue

Book and undennined the democratic purposes of polling rnajority opinion and public consultation.

At the beginning of this chapter, I challenged the Manitoba government's rationale that the Blue

Book was a response to the wishes of a majority of Manitoba citizens. I clairned that majority opinion could

be used to rule out less popular views or minority opinions and was more representative of a plebiscite than

a democracy. As Gutmann (1987) has argued, "education is not democratic if citizens do not collectively

influence the purposes of [primary] schooling " (p.75). By claiming that the majority "rules", the Manitoba

government restricted the conception of a plan to reform public schools that was truly representative of the

diverse needs and wishes of all citizens.

In rny opinion, the consulting process that the Manitoba government used was also

unrepresentative of the citizenry. Although the Blue Book made statements about consulting with various
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educational paftners, my experience with the government's consultations contradicted these statements.

Teachers, school trustees, superintendents and parents were the various educational partners that were listed

in the Blue Book as the people with whom the government consulted prior to the release of the plans for

school reform (p.3). While listening to the viewpoints of a variety of educational stakeholders is important,

it is more important to know how the government handled the imbalance of power endemic to democratic

discussions and the conflict that was likely to ensue. How were educational decisions about school reform

in Manitoba made? Was the Blue Book a result of privatized consumer orientation leading to an aggregate

of private preferences? When democratic discussions occurred within the province, how did the

govemment attend to social difference? Young (1996) states that the primary virtue of deliberative

democracy is reason over power in politics; however, she argues that even deliberative models that bracket

political and economic power are insufficient to make people equal speakers. She contends that social

power derived from economic dependence, political domination, an internalized sense of the right one has

to speak or not to speak and the devaluation and elevation of some people's sryle of speech can prevent

people frorn being equal speakers. Mouffe (1996) supports this argument and states that "the main question

of dernocratic politics, then becomes not how to eliminate power but how to constitute fonns of power that

are compatible with democratic values" (p.2a\.

I believe that two of the experiences that were described in chapter two can provide some insight

on how the Manitoba governlnent approached public consultations on the developrnent and implementation

of school refonn. For example, in rny work on the Western Protocol Framework for language ans, I found

that it was misleading for the government to claim in the Blue Book that it had consulted with teachers. We

were told an inter-provincial committee that had been selected by provincial governments had already

made the major decisions about the curricula. Robertson (199S) has made a similar finding. She noted that

the developrnent of curriculum frameworks ignored the process of curriculum consensus-building.

Teachers were provided with limited opportunities for consultation within tight tirne lines. Furthermore,

teachers were told that they could not question the benefits of national curricula or the desirability of

curriculutn outcomes. Given the limitations that the government placed on consultations with teachers

about new curricula, one is led to question who held the power for educatio¡ral decision-making?
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The reader will also recall from the narrative the highly secretive dinner with the minister that was

hosted by one of ourteachers on staff. In my opinion, this consulting process was highly biased with

individuals attending who either supported the directions of the Manitoba government's school reform or

who were unlikely to voice concerns that they might have had with the Blue Book. While initially I was

somewhat insulted by not being able to attend, I am now relieved. It troubles me that such clandestine

meetings may influence the development of social policy in far greater ways than public forums for

decision making because such a means for gathering public opinion restricts the diversify of opinions that

are presented to the governrnent.

Saul (1995) argues that " serious important decisions are not made through democratic discussion

or participation, but through negotiation between the relevant groups based upon expeftise, interest and the

abilirytoexercisepower"(p.34).Whethertheseinterestgroupsrepresenttheprivateinterestsofaselect

gathering of educators or those of large corporations, democracy is undennined when its internal structures

are co-opted by interest groups (Saul, 1997). Saul (1997) says this "endemic corruption" (p. a94) is

something that citizens will have to confront if they intend to reassert their fundamental role as the source

of political legitimacy.

In a democracy, we trust our elected representatives to act responsibly. Part of that responsibility

is to preserve the integrity ofdemocratic processes that enable the interests and concerns ofa diverse group

of citizens to be shared with government representatives on the mutual understanding that these varying

viewpoints will be democratically debated in a public foruln and that decisions will be made through a

process of reasoned consensus. However, the senselessness of my experience with the development of the

Western Protocol for language arts and the exclusive dinner party with the minister were two events which

suggested how democratic processes may be distorted to meet private over public interests. Moreover, it is

this kind of political activity that leads to teacher apathy, a reluctance to get involved in democratic

processes, and the repression of critical thinking in educational decision making.

The Develop¡nent of Antagonistic and Adversarial Relationships

Competing notions about the purpose ofschools and dialogue about these different perspectives is

critical to a democracy. Unfoftunately, there were few opportunities for substantive discussions of

reasonable alternatives to what the government proposed in the Blue Book. It was my experience that the
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govemment shut down and shut out those who might have challenged the largely economic and vocational

ideology o¡r which the reforms were founded. The debate was over before it got started. Whatever reasons

may have been guiding the implementation of the Blue Book, one thing is clear. The nature of the

Manitoba school reforms, the description of the various needs and roles of students, teachers and parents

and the implernentation process itself conjoined to help create a situation where the educational partners

blamed each other for the school system's failings, causing the whole community to become polarized.

Conflicting opinions about the purposes and goals of schooling are unavoidable in any discussion

about education; however, political disagreement is not something that should be evaded or suppressed.

Gutmann (1987) contends that "political controversies over our educational problems are a particularly

impoftant source of social progress because they have the potential for educating so rnany citizens" (p.5).

Saul (1997) adds to this notion by suggesting that governments that choose not to avoid conflict

demonstrate political responsibìlity. He argues that "society's greatest need is not for agreement but for

responsibility and in a democracy, responsibility is based on the inevitability of disagreelnent" $AU).

However, during the implementation of the Blue Book, the Manitoba government chose to not view

conflict or disagreement as a resource for the improvement of its' school reform plans. For example, the

govemment chose to see teachers who opposed the Blue Book as obstacles to the implementation of school

reform. In a Winnipeg Free Press article, Linda Mclntosh, then Minister of Education, made reference to

teacher protests against school reform and stated: "The good teachers were the ones who were teaching in

their classrooms yesterday". Later, in the same article, Ms. Mclntosh sarcastically said, "What a wonderful

example tlrey're setting for the children of Manitoba" (May 24, 1996).

This view of teachers impeding the process of school reform was not unusual. It has been noted in

the school reform literature that one ofthe reasons that school reform fails to meet expectations has to do

with teachers. Researchers have suggested that school reformers have often attributed the ineffectiveness of

school refortn to teachers, believing that they were resistant and incompetent. Moreover, they lack tlle

expertise that is necessary to implement the school changes (Cuban and Shipps, 2000; Osborne, 1999).

However, these same researchers also state that perhaps the problem lies with non-educators and

policymakers imposing changes within the system without giving much attention to how teachers make

sense of the reforms. This latter view suggests that teachers can offer insight into how school reform is
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mediated throughout the school system. If the goal were truly about improving student learning, then the

govemment rvould have benefited from expanding genuine opportunities for all of the educational partners

to participate in dernocratic dialogue.

Democratic governments need to accept the important and useful role of conflict in helping us

communicate across multiple perspectives and reach provisional agreements about what is good and just.

Mouffe (1996) maintains that the modern democratic state acknowledges the role of conflict in democratic

deliberations as a characteristic of pluralist notions of civic virtue, public spirit and political comrnuniry.

She states that:

The democratic society cannot be conceived any more as a sociely that would
have realized the dream of perfect harmony in social relations. Its democratic
character can be given only by the fact that no limited social actor can attribute
to herself the representation of the totality. (p.2a8)

I will return to this notion of conflict arising from difference in the next section as I examine fufther the

Manitoba governrnent's lack of attention to pluralism both in the school reforms that it adopted and during

the implernentation process. However, for now I draw the reader's attention to a concern that I had

regarding the Manitoba government's treatment of conflicting perspectives about the Blue Book because I

believe that the government revealed a lack of faith in the political legitimacy that citizens bring to the

public forum. It was not evident from the Blue Book or from rny experience with Manitoba school reform

that public opinion polls or consultations were used to generate ideas about the purpose of schools that

were different from that of the government.

Democratic dialogue and decision making was also undermined by the government creating a

false crisis in education and setting up the various educational partners to be blamed for the inadequacies of

the school system and this too contributed to the development of of antagonistic and adversarial

relationships. Rather than assuming responsibility for the inadequacies of the school system, market

proponents of scltool reform blame students, teachers and parents for the school system's inability to

redress social and economic disparities and this too leads to a repression of critical perspectives. It has been

speculated that big business has created a false crisis regarding unemployment and poorly trained youth and

that this has led to the inadequate solution of blaming education for econolnic woes (Barlow and

Robertson, 1994). By assigning responsibility for the inadequacies of the school system to various
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members of the school community, governments are able to generate the will for privatization and reduce

social and economic expectations of the state (Robertson 1998).

Blaming Students, Teachers and Parents

The Blue Book's description of students leads one to believe that the government thought that

Manitoba students were unmotivated and unprepared for employment. This reductive view of students is a

possible explanation for the school reforms and the manner in which they were implemented. From a

distance, perhaps it was easier to make decisions that essentially amounted to a betrayal of trust and

destruction of will. The BIue Book's explanation that, irrespective of social class or ethnicity all students

could meet the high expectations for learning set by the government if they worked hard enough was a

morally reprehensible position. Essentially, the Blue Book implied that teachers could blarne students for

not meeting provincial standards because they did not have a strong enough desire to succeed. As Noddings

(1992) has observed, students who do not try to meet standards are made to" feel like traitors, even though

they might work very hard at tasks over which they have some control and choice" (p l3 ) While it might

be true that some students could work harder in school, the Blue Book's disregard for social difference,

withdrawal of school funding, testing of standards and reduction of teacher autonorny also contributed to

poor student achievement. Thus, the govemrnent's decision to shift blame toward students for their

differential experiences of schools demonstrated a callous disregard for the welfare of all students, and in

particular, those students who were marginalized and excluded from schooling.

As Kozol (2000) has argued, "there are a number of ways to break the will of those who have a

fleeting notion of escaping frorn the destinies a social order seems to have in store for them" (p.217).

Kozol (2000) funher reminds us that:

Most of the children come to all of this, initially at least, with a degree of trust that
they are going to be treated fairly. The way the social order kills that sense of trust
is cumulative, quiet, sometimes subtle, sometimes not so subtle, usually a little complicated,
so it seems that it could be an oversight, not something consciously intended. Intentional
or not, however, alI these processes have powerful effects. (p.21S)

The Blue Book's treatrnent of students contributed to the development of oppositional relationships of

students and their teachers, parents and school. For those students who were marginalized and excluded by

the bureaucratic structures and policies that were implemented as a result of the Blue Book, it cornes as no

surprise that my unofficial tracking of the students who have becolne disengaged from school has
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increased. What is more surprising is that some students continue to come to school given their exclusion

and differential treatment.

The Blue Book's shifting of blame to students rvas quite simply unethical. Students should not

have to compete for recognition of their unique talents and interests nor prove that they are entitled to an

education. School is a "fixed" game that favours those with more social resources. I believe that at some

level most students who are excluded from school know this, and yet, many still come to school hoping to

find a place where they will be welcomed and feel as if they belong. The Blue Book not only contributed to

the destruction of this hope by strengthening exclusivity in schools, it justified notions of entitlement on the

grounds that students who were excluded brought this on themselves.

The Blue Book also suggested that teachers could be held responsible and positioned parents and

other community members to do so by calling on them to act as public watchdogs of the school system.

The Blue Book noted that teaching was "difficult and complex work...educators require a wealth of

knowledge and skills to meetthediverse learning requirernents of today's classrooms and schools" (p.33).

While this appeared to be supportive of teachers, it contradicted the governrnent's public vituperation of

their work while the BIue Book was being irnplemented. Other comments made throughout the Blue Book

on the needs of teachers tend to make the government's position clearer, reinforcing the notion that teachers

and schools were failing Manitoba society. The Blue Book ostensibly claimed that many teachers didn't

have the expertise, the tools or the support from administrators and parents to teach effectively.

Furtl"rermore, the Blue Book served notice that guidelines for teaching would be tightened to reduce

inconsistencies and that teachers would be supervised more closely in their work both by principals and

through public reporting of student achievement. Wrile irnplemented in the name of support, the Blue

Book and its implementation undermined the quality of relationships that teachers had with students,

colleagues, parents, administrators and the provincial government.

Apple (1999) has argued that during the irnplementation of market reforms in England, there was

an active campaign to shift blame for the school system's inadequacy for addressing inequities and that this

led to a public mistrust of teachers. In Manitoba, when it appeared that the public wasn't supporting the

need for school reforms as Clayton Manness, and later, Linda Mclntosh, had hoped, these education

ministers sought to undermine public confidence in the school system. The battle between teachers and the
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governrnent became uglier as time progressed, with individuals on both sides of school reform losing

civility and engaging in vicious public insults. Headlines from the Winnipeq Free Press throughout this

decade read: "Manness demands school shake-up by next spring" (December 2, 1993); "Manness scoffs at

teachers'poll" (Septernber 14, 1993); "Manness, delegates collide: educators think minister has mind set in

advance" (December 3, 1993); "Teachers shout down vindictive Tory: keep away from convention,

teachers tell minister" (May 24, 1996). This public attack on teachers and schools demoralized teachers

and our relationships with other members of the educational comrnunity suffered.

In addition to shifting blame onto students and teachers, the BIue Book also enabled criticism to

be levied toward parents for a lack of involvement in schools. Although contending on one hand that

parents were excluded froln the process of schooling, treated unfairly by some schools and lacked

schooling choices, the Blue Book found fault with parents who were uninvolved with their child's

schooling. Fufthermore, the government's agenda for increasing public accountability through Advisory

Councils for School Leadership, schools of choice and public announcements of standards tests results put

mechanisms into place that could ultimately be used to deflect parental concerns back onto the parents

themselves.

I believe that this shifting of blame in the Blue Book created a situation where the educational

community became divided and fragmented. This reduced the quality of public dialogue about Manitoba

school reform and undermined democratic decision making. Having outlined the processes of

implementation that repressed rational deliberation, I will now turn to a second criteria that Gutmann

(1987) states threatens democratic society-the inhibiting of conscious social reproduction through the use

of an economic rationality to guide school improvement.

Economic Rationality and the Repression of Critical Thinking

In making changes to curriculum, instruction and assessment, Manitoba school reform neglected

to consider fully the role of schools in preparing students for participation in a democracy. The Blue Book's

narrow focus on schooling as a means of sustaining economic and individual prosperiry was a limited

vision of the purpose of schools tllat reinforced both passivity and compliance, strengthening the idea of

schools as gatekeepers ofthe status quo.
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Darling-Hammond (1997) has compared current school reform efforts that are aligned with the

needs of the market to the creation of bureaucratic schools at the turn of the century. Darling-Hammond

observed that bureaucratic schools were not organized to meet the intellectual, social or persoual

developrnent needs of students. Governments did not intend for bureaucratic schools to educate all students

well, but to process a large number of students efficiently. Standardized processes were incorporated to

reduce schooling expenditures, and in turn, there was a greater rountinization ofteaching and less reliance

on professional judgement.

Bureaucratic schools, like those that are evolving form market notions of school reform, Iead to

both passivity and conformity. Darling-Hammond (1991) explains that the economic rationality that created

bureaucratic schools and market-driven school reform contradict the goals of educating for participation in

a democracy. She states:

At times economic objectives for schools conflict directly with a productive
and inclusive social education. For example, efforts to prepare workers for a
factory economy led to forms of schooling that reinforced passivity and
compliance rather than independent thinking and that created
stratification among classes of people. These efforts left many citizens
without the tools needed for collective discourse and action in a healthy
democracy. (p.44)

Saul's (1997) description of aclinical state of unconsciousness supports this argumentwith his claim that

economic rationality or corporatism creates the overall effect of passivity and conformity. Both Saul and

Robertson's (1998) arguments support the elimination of forms of schooling that contribute to a lack of

critical engagement with the dominant political, social and economic institutions that shape our lives.

Carr (1991) invites his readers to look at how institutions work to preserve the status quo and

inhibit the development of critical thinking. He argues that market forrns of schooling marginalize civic

education and foster factual knowledge over social awareness or critical reflection. In addition, Carr states

that market reformers of schools give social studies, economics, history and Iiterature a low priority.

Darling-Hammond's (1997) research adds that market-driven schools model and reinforce social

stratification rather than inclusiveness. Passivity and disengagement are valued over active participation,

and unthinking acceptance of the knowledge accepted by others is prized over the development of critical

thought.
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Government reform efforts that restrict critical thinking skills through accountabiliry measures

such as a highly prescriptive curricula or standards testing weakens democratic sociely because such school

reform measures can lead to the repression of reasonable challenges to dominant political perspectives

Gutmann (1987). As Noddings (1992) has observed:

as soon as we impose our values on a new generation we risk losing those
values that are most needed in a dynamic society - those that encourage reflective
criticism, revision, creation and renewal. (p. 165)

The teaching of critical thinking and reflection skills in school ensures that we are able to counter the

indoctrinating influences of schools and other societal institutions with the abiliry to question underlying

assumptions. The insights that students gain frorn this kind of engagement with prevailing social norms,

values and expectations lead to the rejection of normative thinking, participation in social progress and the

renewal of democratic society. School reform efforts that seek to impose a predetermined set of curricular

standards risk indoctrination by perpetuating the beliefthat our current social norms and values are

reflective of some indisputable truth.

The Manitoba government's plan for reforming curriculum, instruction and assessment restricted

the development of critical thinking in several ways. Limited by a market irnperative for school

improvement, the Blue Book ernphasized fonns of knowledge and skills that were aligned with a

vocational purpose. Thus, the capacities for learning that were needed for participation in a democracy

were largely put aside. The government's demands for accountability through testing standards, publishing

test results and instituting parent advisory councils tightly controlled the teaching and learning process,

ensuring that teachers taught to the provincial outcomes. Consequently, this inhibited the use of

constructivist and participatory pedagogies - the kinds of pedagogies that are needed for fostering critical

thinking and the renewal of democratic society. Lastly, critical thinking skills were undermined by the

prominent role of "punishments" in the BIue Book. The Blue Book's description of the rnany consequences

that would befall students, teachers and schools for not attending to provincial outcolnes intirnidated many

school communities and repressed the kinds of teaching and learning experiences that were more likely to

foster critical thought and tlle remaking of dernocratic society.
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I will now re-examine the Manitoba government's lack of attention to equity issues from a

democratic perspective to determine the implications of introducing school reforms that Iead to entitlement

and exclusion for a democratic sociefy.

Equity Issues Unaddressed

As I noted earlier in chapter four, Gutmann (1987) argues that one of the preconditions for a

democratic society is that no educable citizens can be excluded from an adequate education. The Blue Book

neglected to address bureaucratic structures and policies that contributed to unequal experiences ofschools

and in effect, Manitoba school reform aggravated inequity. Through the commodification of students

within a context of competition, outcome based schooling, curricula that disregarded democratic pluralism

and schools of choice, the Manitoba government failed to attend to the role of difference. This created a

more stratified school syst€m.

While ernphasizing the importance of uniformity throughout the Blue Book, the governrnent

adopted a "factory" model for school reform that led to students being treated as commodities within the

school system. As commodities, students were evaluated for the value that they would add to, or detract

from, schools competing for dollars and students. They were prized for their achievements and punished for

an inability to meet provincial standards. Again in turning to Darling-Hammond's (1997) analysis of

bureaucratic schools, one can compare the strong similarities between these turn of the century schools and

the kind of schools that have emerged from rnarket reform plans for school systems. In the bureaucratic

school, students were selected and sorted as they moved through the bureaucratic school system and only a

privileged few were chosen for what was called "tlrinking work". The creators of the bureaucratic school

system developed strategies for sorting and tracking students in order to ration the scarce resources of

talented teachers and rich curriculum and to justify the standardization of the teaching and leaming process.

Bureaucratic schools maintained inequalities in access to knowledge, heightened divisions among groups

and failed to prepare most young people to become active social participants (Darling-Hammond,1997).

The Blue Book's description of student achievement revealed assumptions about the nature and

causes of failure that were raced and classed. This bias, and the governrnent's employment of market

mechanisms to make schools more competitive, reinforced differential school experiences and reduced the

capacity ofscltools to reduce exclusion. School practices such as retention, hornogeneous abitity groupings
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and gifted programs supported ideas of privilege and entitlement, thereby controlling differential access to

knowledge. Thus, the Blue Book contributed to strengthening the social darwinism that Apple (1999) has

described, further exposing the undemocratic character of school reform.

A public school system that promotes elitist notions leads to a weakened democracy. Carr (1991)

contends that citizens can only participate positively in collective social action if they are not economically

or socially deprived to the extent that their civil and political rights cannot be adequately exercised or

enjoyed However, market driven school reform, Iike the Blue Book, creates public school systems that

increase the unequal distribution of economic and social rewards widening the gap between those who have

economic and social power and those who do not. In the 1998 UNESCO report, Learninq: The Treasure

Within, Delors describes how inequities within school systems contribute to the deterioration and

destabilization of democracies around the world. He noted that a failure to address equity issues within

school systems world-wide perpetuates injustices and places democratic societies at risk.

The Blue Book added further to inequitable schooling by not attending to difference. The

Manitoba government introduced a common set of standards and committed to the development of

common curricular frameworks. Pluralist notions were either ornitted completely or given such scant

recognition that the end result was an affront to people ofdifferent race, gender or ethnicity. In effect,

Manitoba school refonn negated the role of pluralism in a dernocratic society as the government sought to

bring uniformity and consistency to the school system.

According to Noddings (1992) the idea of a democracy being dependent upon its citizens sharing a

common language, set of concepts, knowledge of their past and understanding of the best products of their

culture originated with Adler. Noddings contends that this notion is based on arrogance. Governments

make assumptions that society's best is something that everyone would want to replicate and therefore

need. Noddings contrasts this view with Deweyts description of democracy where he indicates that

democracy is not a given. In summarizing Dewey's position on a common curriculum Noddings argues:

"Democracy is not the outcome of a common set of words and customs. Rather, it is an achievement- one

that depends on the desire to communicate and the goodwill to persist in collaborative inquiry" þ. 165).

Thus, while education reflects a sociefy's views, the reflections are not impervious to change. TLey are
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shaped and reshaped as defìnitions, meanings and purposes change through democratic contestation

(Elshtain, p.82).

Rather than strengthening the common foundations and shared assumptions on which civilization

rests, homogenous school experiences can lead to cultural imperialism (Robertson, 1998). Forexample, as

Robertson has argued, techno-enthusiasts boast that because technology homogenizes experience and

information it strengthens common bonds. However, the distinct 
"nu.]",", 

of the homogenized experience

is American or what she calls "McWorld" (p.230). Therefore, rather than fostering a sense of our common

needs, technology could be used to strip away Canadian identity. This may seem to be an outrageous

possibility, particularly for baby boomers like myself who grew up on curricula rich with Canadian

literature and a sense of national pride. However, both the development of common curricular frameworks

and recent trends for govemments to contract out curriculum development to American firms (Robertson,

1998; Dei and Karumanchery 1999) have put mechanisms into place for making this possibility a reality.

The propagation of American ideals and values within our school systems is much more likely when

Americans are producing our school curricula.

Governments that fail to attend to difference and allow room for the sharing of conflicting

perspectives about a cornrnon good threaten the freedom of individuals because the objective of

homogeneity and unanimity is always revealed as fictitious and based on acts of exclusion (Mouffe, 1996).

If we commit to the purpose of education as the renewal of democracy then democracy, as an achievement

that is reached through discussions with others, is both a process and a political ideal that moves toward a

common standard or common good, but this standard must be compatible with diversity (Gutmann, I987).

In addition to showing disregard for difference through the standardization of schooling, the

Manitoba government's irnplementation of schools of choice legislation also had implications for the

renewal of democratic society. Apple (1999) has noted that schools of choice legislation is based upon the

appearance of equal opportunity when, in fact, it is simply another systemic means of aggravating social

stratification. Saul (1997) added to this discussion of schools of choice when he observed that society's

current obsession with corporatism and the right of the individual to assert her choices apart from the

broader interests of society has led to the idea of individualism being based on the equality of opportunity.

This, in tum, results in inequality. Saul states that "when individualism is based only on opportunity, no
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one asks what happens to those who have neither the skill nor the political clout to exercise their tiny

portion of that opportunity" (p.507). Schools of choice exclude the movement of citizens with less financial

and social resources within the school system and, as Apple (1999) has noted, limit collective social action.

Giving the appearance of equal opportunity schools of choice mask social and economic inequalities and

detract attention away from the injustices that prevail within the school system.

Standardized schooling procedures and schools ofchoice legislation like those advocated by the

Blue Book ostensibly communicate disdain for difference and are intolerant of minoriry perspectives.

However, when difference is ignored or dismissed in educational policy, access to a participatory political

life is restricted and the quality of democratic discussion is undermined. Furthermore, curricular reforms

such as those advocated by the Blue Book threaten to colonize ideas that will in all likelihood, if

educational decision making continues to follow a market imperative, pertain to an American view of the

world. Renewal of Canadian democratic society necessitates rejecting school reform objectives that seek to

standardize the process of schooling and perpetuate predetermined outcomes that neglect to acknowledge

the role of difference. Within difference lies the possibility of transforming our various perspectives into

something that is far richer in meaning than what is gained from perpetuating the views of dominant

majorities; thus, school reform needs to confront equity issues and work to eliminate unequal experiences

of schools.

The Blue Book failed to adequately attend to any of Gutmann's three preconditions for living in a

democratic sociefy. Moreover, the Manitoba government implernented school reform that re-defined

notions of citizenship, stengthened notions of individualism and undermined consçious collective efforts to

work toward a common good.

Citizenship, Individualism and the Common Good

The BIue Book signalled, like rnany other market imperatives for schools, a re-definition of

citizenship. The Manitoba government's plan for school reform promoted notions of individualism and self-

fulfillment within the school system, forsaking a vision of schools as fostering a¡l understanding of our

common needs as a dernocratic society. Individually and collectively, the role of Manitoba citizens was to

support the government's endeavours to remain competitive in a global economy and its use of the school

system to build economic allegiance (Wiens,2000).
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As I noted in the last section of this chapter, Saul (1995) has claimed that we are a society

"addicted to corporatism" (p.2). Our fascination with corporatism has led to corporatist beliefs and values

becoming embedded within both social and economic infrastructures and citizenship has been redefined

foliowing a market imperative. According to Carr (1991) citizenship and democracy are essentially

contested concepts; thus, it is not unusual that our societal fascination with corporatism would lead to the

market appropriating these terms, at least for now. Carr's notion of a market democracy is one that:

o does not claim to be moral

. proposes a method of selecting between competing elites for the right to exercise power

ô assumes that democratic societies do not have the knowledge or expertise for positive
participation in political decision making

o is concerned with national loyalty

¡ elevates certain civil rights overothers such as individual liberty and property ownership

Moreover, notions of citizenship within this market democracy place an emphasis on consumerism and

efficient production (Jofre and Henley, 2000).

I believe that these descriptions of a market dernocracy and the role of citizens strongly support

the Blue Book's interpretation of both the needs and roles of individuats and society. For exarnple, the Blue

Book promoted a market definition of a democracy with the implementation of school reforms that led to

the commodifìcation of students as they moved through the school system. Such treatment of students

could not be believed as serving a moral purpose, and to wit, the Blue Book made no such claims about

being moral. Yet another example to support Car's (1991) contention that the market has appropriated

notions of democracy includes the way in which the Manitoba government used the democratic processes

of majority polls and public consultations. The evidence suggests that the government used these processes

in the way that it did because it believed that Manitoba citizens lacked the necessary expertise to make

decisions about educational policy.

One problern with a market definition of democracy and citizenship is that they represent a

negative view of freedom to pursue private interests with minimal state control (Carr, 1991). Saul (1995)

argues that this causes us to deny tlre legitimacy of the individual as a citizen in a democracy because self-

interest is advanced allead and at the expense of the comlnon good. Elshtain (1993) contrasts the view of

rights from both a democratic and market perspective and notes that, in what Carr (1991) would call a
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moral democracy -- the opposite of a market democracy, rights are determined within a context of social

life and responsibility. This is what constitutes our sense of civility. On the other hand, from a market

perspective, rights are aligned with the individual and deemed to be representative of personal "wants"

Thus, in a free market sociely, the common good is redefined as an aggregate of private goods as individual

consumer choices are believed to result in the greatest benefit to society. Elshtain (1993) notes that this

notion of a common good is derived from preference theory in economics and that the presumption behind

this theory is that each one of us is a "preference maximizer" (p.29). However, as previously noted in this

chapter, the competitiveness of the marketplace and the power of competing elites cause preferences or

choices to be exercised unequally.

Society's focus on the pursuit of self-interests creates a signifìcant banier to our individual need to

find a sense ofpurpose and the renewal ofdernocratic society. Taylor (1991) best describes how

individualism leads to the loss of aspiring to a higher purpose. He states:

The agent seeking significance in life, trying to define him-or herself meaningfully, has to exist in
a horizon of impoftant questions. That is what is self-defeating in modes of contemporary culture
that concentrate on self-fulfillment in opposition to the demands of society, or nature which shut
out history and the bonds of solidariry. (p. 40)

Saul (1995) contends that society cannot function happily if it allows selfishness and greed to run rarxpant

and we do not adopt sonle measure of "disinterest" or a common good to guide our development as a

society. Moreover, he says that ultimately, if our actions are based primarily on self-fulfillment or

individualism that they will be self-destructive. In the long term, our survival as a society will be dependent

upon how we attend to the common good.

At the present time, however, our fascination with the market has led us to this "dark side of

individualism" (Taylor, 1991,p.4) which centres on the self and reduces the quality of our Iives. We have

relinquished our personal authority as citizens by allowing governments to use individualism to structure

our social and economic affairs. This poses a signifìcant hazard for the renewal of democratic sociefy

because it makes us less concerned with the welfare of others in our society. This separation of the self

from the common good has led to a form of social atomism (Taylor, 199 l) which causes individuals to

devalue societal demands that come from beyond the self. Elshtain (1993) argues that:
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Over time the stripping down of the individual to a hard core of an isolated or suspended sell the
celebration of a version of radical autonomy, casts suspicion on any and all ties of reciprocal
obligation and mutual interdependence. What counts in this scheme of things is only
the individual and her choices. If choice is made absolute in this way, important and troubling
questions that arise as one evaluates the distinction between individual right and social obligation
are blanked out of existence. (p. I I )

Thus, the fulfilhnent of private interests and individualism has led to a redefìnition of a common good and

caused both governments and citizens to reduce their comrnitment to equality and universalify. Carr (1991)

states that in a market dernocracy the egalitarian thrust of social citizenship is rejected on the grounds that it

creates precisely the kind of state-dependency and second class citizenship it originally promised to

eliminate. In support of Carr, Barlow and Robertson (1994) contend that at times this shift in expectations

of governmetrt responsibility for social needs is happening reluctantly and at other tirnes, enthusiastically.

Nonetheless, as Barlow and Robertson Q99$ observe, both govemments and international organizations

are "acquiescing to a class system born of deep economic disparities" (p.166).

The Manitoba government clearly indicated that it was following the global social and economic

trend of embracing corporatism with its release of the Blue Book as a plan for reforming schools.

Citizenship was realigned with the goal of sustaining economic viability within the province and the

country, and school reforms were introduced that promoted notions of self-fulfillment and individuatism.

Within this "culture of narcissism and self-interest" (Fenstermacher, 1997), the rights of individuals were

ostensibly deerned to be in conflict with obligations of the state; thus, the public good of education was

rendered invisible (Heilbroner, 1992).
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CHAPTER FIVE

EDUCATION FOR CITTZENSHIP AND POLITICAL INCLUSION

In the preceding chapters I have attempted to identify what has caused me to be apprehensive

about the Manitoba government's implementation of market-driven school reform. Chapter two began with

a selection of stories that described the effects of school reform on our school community. Chapter three

examined the Blue Book for the Manitoba government's explanation of why it believed school refor¡n was

necessary and under what authoriry the government made the changes. Chapter three also identified the key

actions that were proposed in the Blue Book and explained the government's position on the benefits of

school reform for improving learning and formeeting the needs of individuals and society. Finally, chapter

three sum¡narized the Blue Book's description of the roles that the various educational partners would have

in bringing about school change. Chapter four then explored alternative explanations to the Manitoba

govemment's arguments for school change. In writing this chapter, I found that there were good reasons for

my initial intuitive concerns with the Blue Book. The seeming fascination of governments with the "false

gods" of economic utility, consumerism and technology (Postman, 1995) has alarming implications for

education, humanity and democratic society, and we need to be wary of the corporate ',moral monsters"

(Chomsky, 2000) that are currently demonstrating such interest in public education.

The Blue Book was an untenable plan for Manitoba school reform because it was based on market

reforms that undermine the purpose of schools as the renewal of democratic society. Each of the school

reforms in the Blue Book contributed to the exacerbation of a stratified society and strengthened notions of

entitlement and individualism. Reforms such as the implementation of outcome based schooling, schools of

choice and the formation of Advisory Councils for School Leadership reduced the capacity for schools to

develop caring, responsible citizens who would be both willing and able to engage ilr democratic dialogue

and participate in collective social action. Consequently, chapter five will propose an altemative to the Blue

Book.

This chapter begins with a proposed set of guidelines, or a framework, for the development and

implementation of new educational policy that supports schooling as preparation for living in a democracy

or, in other words, as a pre-political activity. I will develop these guidelines based in part on what I believe

were the missteps that the Manitoba govemment made with the Blue Book. From there, I will explore
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notions of curriculum, instruction and assessment that ready students for their future role as democratic

citizens through the vehicle of citizenship education and describe the role of the educational leader. This

will not be a comprehensive proposal for reforming the school system. Rather, it is a starting point for

democratic dialogue about an alternative agenda for schools. As I explore these new ideas to help guide the

thinking about education as preparation for dernocratic Iife, I will demonstrate how different these ideas are

from the Blue Book and call attention to the importance of finding more educational, humane and

democratic approaches to school reform.

5.0 The Development and Implementation of Educational policy

Consulting the Literature on School Change and School Reform

A school reform alternative to the Blue Book would be based on solid and credible educational

research. There was no evidence in the Blue Book that the Manitoba government had thoroughly studied

the educational literature on school reform. A Lot to Learn (1992) was the only study cited in the Blue

Book and, as I have shown, the claims made in this report could not be substantiated. rWhile I do not doubt

that it was the government's intention to act in the best interests of students, as claimed in the Blue Book, I

do question the fact that school reform was initiated without citing reliable educational authorities on

school change.

In the mid 1990's, about the same time that the Blue Book was released, critical reviews of market

education (Ball, s., Bowe, R., and Gewirtz, s., 1994; o'Hear, p., 1994; power, s., Halpin, D., and Fitz, J.,

1994) were beginning to appear. These reviews were based on studies conducted in England, one of the

first countries to embrace market notions of schooling. The research clearly showed that concerns about

efficiency and effectiveness in education were not being addressed through school reforms such as

starldardized testing, publishing school results on the national tests and schools of choice legislation. In the

words of yet another researcher, "tlre high hopes that had been pinned on market responses to problems in

education were not now being realized and fwere] unlikely to be realized" (Whitty, 1997). Furthermore, in

this sarne study, Whitfy noted that the market plans that featured choice and competition did nothing to

challenge social or cultural inequities. Given the fact that the British studies were available to the Manitoba

govemment at the time of the writing of the Blue Book, I would have hoped that the govemment would
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have been more open to listening and incorporating the concerns of citizens who were opposed to market

refonn.

Respecting Dem ocratic Processes

In addition to ensuring that school improvement efforts have a strong theoretical framework from

which to draw ideas, a new plan for school reform would also need to be the subject of public dialogue that

respected the integrity of democratic processes. The Manitoba government claimed that it had a rnandate

because the majority of voters had supported the Conservative Pafty's bid for power and therefore, the

govemment had the democratic authority for making changes to schools. However, school refoln was not

made an election issue and democracy is based on more than the rule of the majority. As Guttman (19s7)

has noted, democracy is not a political process that enables the wishes of majorities to make decisions

about social and economic policy. Both democracy and democratic education are political ideals which

seek to enable democratic societies open dialogue, engage critical inquiry and increase political access.

Elected government officials do not have the right to shut down the debate about the purpose of

schools or shut people out of the process of deliberating the value of school reform. By restricting the

consulting process on the Western Protocol Framework for Language Arts, tlle Manitoba govemment

repressed the opportunity to think critically about school refonn and develop a plan that was more

representative of our common needs. I can only speculate about the reasons why the Manitoba govemmerlt

did not respect democratic processes. However, I believe that there is sufficient evidence, some of which l

have presented in this thesis, to suggest that corporations and the ruling elites are influencing the direction

of school reform in unprecedented ways. There is a very real danger that public schooling is becoming a

commodity of the market place that is controlled by private rather than public interest. This represents a

serious tlrreat to democratic society because private interest is at odds with a common good.

Creating the Conditions for Democratic Dialogue

The Manitoba governlnent demonstrated a lack of commitment to the common good by causing

the educational comrnunity to become divided and fragmented. Media attacks on the professionalism of

teachers, the condemning tone of the Blue Book and unsubstantiated claims about teachers and schools

failing students and society led to a social climate that fractured the school community. School reform such

as standards testing, the publication of test results, schools of choice and Advisory Councils for School
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Leadership reinforced the idea ofcitizens as public watchdogs and, in effect, fostered suspicion and distrust

among all of the educational partners. Moreover, the BIue Book's descriptions of the various roles of

students, parents, teachers and schools enabled blame to be directed toward each ofthese educational

partners should student achievement not improve. Each of these actions tainted public dialogue about

school reform and, along with the government's misuse of democratic processes, the Manitoba government

restricted the opportunity for citizens to democratically express their disagleement and reach consensus

about what divided them on education issues.

Human nature implies a degree of freedom and creativity that is reflected in a citizen's right to

challenge existing social structures and the ideology of those in power (Chomsky, 2000). We cannot

eliminate antagonism, nor hide behind a universal, rational consensus that we claim to be morally neutral

because this leads to exclusion and violence (Mouffe, 1996). Thus, in our work to create an alternative to

the Blue Book, a conscious effort must be made not to suppress those ideas that differed from the ones that

we try to implement. We must keep an open mind and work to understand the perspectives of others.

Young (1996) and Greene (1988) propose that difference within democratic dialogue be used as a point of

transformation where members of a polity communicate their various positions and, in the process,

transform each other's preferences. Disagreements about the purpose of schooling must be discussed and

citizens must work to transcend what divides thern.

Reaching a consensus about conflicting views of school reform, however, would require an

understanding of how this can be accomplished. Young's (1996) model of cornmunicative democracy is one

that acknowledges the role of disagreement in democratic dialogue and attends to social difference and, I

believe, describes a fair process for the reconciliation of disagreement. Young states that:

Different social positions encounter one another with the awareness of their
difference. This does not mean that we believe that we have no sirnilarities; difference is
not total othemess. But it means that each position is aware that it does not comprehend
the perspective of the others differently located, in the sense that it cannot be assimilated
into one's own. (p.t27)

Difference nurtures the building of a democratic sociefy that is more equitable and just and enriches the

collective experience. In Young's model of communicative democracy, citizens learn to speak across

differences of culture, social position and need. These differences are preserved in the process. With

Young, I suggest that we "understand differences of culture, social perspective, or particularist commitment
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as resources to draw on for reaching understanding in democratic discussion rather than as divisions that

must be overcome" (p.120 ). Public concerns need to move beyond the recognition of difference to an

understanding of difference that acknowledges that we are citízens in the world together (Elshtain, 1993).

Having said this, I am also aware that it is impossible to completely eliminate the various ways in

which power enters into democratic dialogue. Instead, we need to establish institutions and processes that

set limits on how this power is exercised. As Gutrnann (1987) states:

There is no morally acceptable way to achieve social agreement on a moral ideal of
education, at least in our lifetime. We can do better instead to find the fairest ways
for reconciling our disagreements, and for enriching our collective life by dernocratically
debating them. (p.12)

The process of opening public spaces for the inclusion of more people in our democratic dialogue about a

common good ultimately results in richer, fuller thinking about our life together in a democratic society and

therefore we need to make conscious collective efforts to limit the effects of social power and to expand

participation.

Creating the conditions for democratic dialogue would also require that students, teachers and

parents be given meaningful roles in school reform so thatthe authority for educational decision-making is

inclusive (Gutrnann, 1987). The Blue Book's descriptions of the roles of various educational partners in the

Blue Book revealed that the government misread the value of the contributions that each of these

educational paftners can make to improving schools and to creating a more democratic society.

I do not intend to place students in a position that forces them into an adult role. Unlike the Blue

Book that attributed adult responsibilities to students when they were viewed as the means by which the

economy would be sustained, I believe that the role of schools is to protect childhood by not thrusting

students into roles for which they are not yet ready. That being said, I believe that students can contribute to

our thinking about school improvement. The Manitoba government did not give consideration to the

possibility that students may have sornething significant to say about school reform; therefore, students did

not have a role in its development.

The same could also be said for tlle Manitoba governrnent's treatlnent of the role of teachers. The

BIue Book suggested that teachers needed to be told what and how to teach. This loss of teacher autonomy

and the attacks by the govemment in the media underrnined the professionalism of teachers and closed the

spaces for democratic dialogue. An alternative plan for school reform would find ways to collaborate more
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effectively with teachers on school reform and make room for their legitimate, uncoerced claims about

schools to be voiced. Given that teachers are charged with the responsibility of caring for students, this is

the least that can be done to meaningfully involve teachers in school reform.

Lastly, with respect to parents, the Blue Book led its readers to believe that parents, as

stakeholders, were only interested in the pursuit of private interest. Schools of choice and Advisory

Councils for School Leadership placed sorne parents in the position of self-serving adversaries of the

school. This was unfair to both parents and schools. Parents are also concerned about the interests ofall

children and we need to find ways to bring parents into the discussion about schools that reflect their

interest in a cornmon good.

Our ability to build a collective life or work toward a common good as a sociery is based upon a

reordering of our priorities. Market notions of individualism and the prirnacy of private interest over our

common needs are two ideas that weaken efforts to determine a common good. Like Saul (1995), I believe

that we need to reassert what he calls "real individualism" or our responsibility to act as a citizen, as we re-

discover notions of disinterest and participation. In other words, as Elshtain (1993) has observed:

The best principles of action in public are not reducible to a merely private matter. [n
public we learn to work with people with whom we disagree sharply and with whom
we would not care to live in a situation of intirnacy. But we can be citizens in togetl.rer, we
can come to know a good in comuron we cannot know alone. (p.59)

Engaging in public dialogue that is respectful of democratic processes would create a new vision of school

refonn for Manitoba and the people involved. This would be accomplished through mutually agreed ideas

ofhow to proceed, recognition ofour dependence on disagreement and social difference to enrich our

perspectives. We would value the contributions of all educational partners. In this way, we would develop

an understanding of what we hold in common about the purpose of public schooling and how those

pulposes can best be met. I understand that this vision is idealistic, however, this should not deter us from

attempting to enact such a model of democratic discussion about the common good. Currently, it is the lack

of idealisrn about education that sets Iimits on our thinking about the purpose of schools.

StartingWith a Moral Purpose

An alternative to the Blue Book would also attend to notions of hurnanity and morality. Tle Blue

Book prescribed a narrow, vocational purpose for schools and consequently, circumscribed what it means

to be human. Limited by its vision of economic utility, the Blue Book was an inadequate plan for school
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reform because it failed to consider the varied needs of individuals and society. "Any education that is

mainly about economic utility is far too limited to be useful, and, in any case, so diminishes the world that

it mocks one's humanity"(Postman, p.3 l). This view is supported by Robertson (1998) who claims that "the

new purpose of education -- producing and measuring the skills to live in utility -- is the antithesis of

education for personal development and participation in democratic life" (p.34). Put a different way, as

(McMannon, 1997 ) has said, "education. .allows a person to perceive meaning in musical tones, in visual

stimuli, and in the spoken and written word. In short, education enables one to participate more fully in the

human conversation of which all of these are elements" (p.5). The Blue Book rvas decidedly not grounded

in amoral purpose because of its emphasis on an economic imperative, and therein lies the problem for

educators who believe that the purpose of education is about the renewal of democratic society.

\ilhat is our moral purpose? Postman (1995) argues that public schools are not about serving the

public, but about creating a public. FIe asks: "What kind of public does public schooling create? A

conglomerate of selÊindulgent consulners? Angry, soulless, directionless masses? Indifferent, confused

citizens? Or a public imbued with confidence, a sense of purpose, a respect for learning and tolerance?"

(p. 18) Thisquestionofthekindofpublicwewantourpublicschoolstocreateiscritical toourvaluingof

democratic life and a belief in a common good, and any new ideas forschool reforrn would be responses to

this question.

Believing in a common good calls for school reforms that would enable students to develop

shared meanings about the world. Through our constant striving to connect students to school, we open the

spaces that were formerly closed because of institutional structures and policies and a lack of caring.

Maxine Greene (1988) has suggested that education for a democracy involves enabling students to reflect

as individuals and collectively about their actions so that students can develop shared meanings about the

world in which they live. It is a manner by which students come to know thernselves and others. Greene

says:

It is through and by means of education that [individuals] rnay become empowered
to think about what they are doing, to become mindful, to share meanings, to conceptualize,
to make varied sense of their lived worlds It is through education thatpreferences may be
released, languages Iearned, intelligences developed, perspectives opened, possibilities
disclosed. (p.12)
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Thus, it is though a broad-based, humanist approach to education that we enable students to develop these

shared meanings.

The effectiveness of social action and the quality of what we create together are founded on our

ability to comrnunicate across our differences. Therefore, education for a democracy is also concemed with

giving students the tools to equip them to understand multiple perspectives, work through disagreements

and reach consensus about the common good. Darling-Hammond (1997) contends that "democratic life

requires access to forrns of knowledge that enable creative life and thought as well as access to a social

dialogue that enables democratic comrnunication and participation" (p.44).

In addition, as Postman (1995) suggests, public schooling is largely about freedom. He explores

how we define the limits of freedom and what it means to be a citizen in a democracy? Although Postman

refers to the great American experiment of living in a democracy in the following quote, his aims are

equally valid for the great Canadian experiment of building a democratic sociefy. He says the purpose of

schooling is:

to provide our youth with the knowledge and will to participate in the great experiment;
to teach them how to argue, and to help them discover what questions are worth
arguing about; and, of course, to make sure that they know what happens when arguments
cease. (p.74)

Postman argues convincingly that the purpose of schools is to enable students to sustain the arguments that

renew society and prevent the violence that occurs when governments reduce our access to public spaces.

Greene (1988) addresses this same idea more profoundly. She observes that in addition to giving students

the skills to fulfil their roles as citizens, we also need to change how school systems, and in particular,

market reforms for schools, exclude marginalized and minority students from the kind of education that is

needed for their participation in democratic life. Greene says:

Given the dangers of small-mindedness and privatism, however, I do not think it
sufficient to develop even the most varigated, most critical, most imaginative,
most "liberal" approach to the education of the young. If we are seriously interested
in education for freedorn as well as for the opening of cognitive perspectives, it is
also important to find a way of developing a praxis of educational consequence that
opens the spaces necessary for the remaking of a democratic community. (p.126)

By upholding market reforms for schools, as the Blue Book does, we comrnunicate to minority students

and to those who are marginalized the message that they are superfluous and unwanted. School reformers

that aim to renew democratic life recognize this as a tragic loss for our ability to work together to initìate
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social actions that are airned at making our world a more caring, just and equitable place. We need to

believe in "the existence ofa shared narrative and the capacity ofshared narratives to provided an inspired

reason for schooling" (Posttnan, I 995, p. I 8). Th is is our moral purpose in renewing education for

democratic life.

Attending to Contradictory Aims of Schooling

The Blue Book was also problematic from a school reform perspective because it was full of

contradictions. The reader will recall rny frustrations as a teacher with the emphasis that was placed on

progressive instructional strategies that were undermined by a predetermined, uniform set of standards.

Also, as a school adrninistrator, I was instructed by the Blue Book to provide a supportive learning

environment for students, and yet the government reduced the flexibility with which teachers could respond

to the needs ofstudents. Egan (1997) explains that contradictions such as these are the result ofan

incompatibility of educational aims. Historically, schools have served three purposes. The first purpose to

wlrich schools traditionally attended was the goal of socialization, the second was cultivation of the

intellect and the third was the individual development of the child. Each of these purposes can be traced

back to the works of Durkheim, Plato and Rousseau respectively. Egan contends that each of these three

distinctive aitns for the purpose of schools is incompatible with the other two and claims that these

contradictions prevent school refonners fi'om accomplishing meaningful school irnprovement.

In a later work, Egan (2000) gives an exarnple of how two conflicting educational aims surface in

tlre struggle of the modem school, and I believe this further underscores the importance of needing to find a

way to reconcile these contradictions. He notes that:

If one of our aims for an educational institution is the pursuit of academic knowledge, we will
interfere with that if we then impose a social sorting role on the institution, and use academically
inappropriate testing to do that social sorting. AIso the social sorling role would be confused
because academic prowess; which we are only marginally testing for any way; is hardly the most
impoftant determiner of social value. That is, this kind of undermining of separate and conflicting
aims is precisely what we get if we try to make the school an institution that tries both to socialize
and implement the academic ideal at the same time. The result is tllat neither is adequately or
sensibly achieved. (p.33)

Over time, it has not been uncommon for one educational aim to dominate school reform. In the case of

current market refornr agendas schools are preparing students for their role as workers, but alternative

agendas such as personal growth and preparation for life in a democracy have been neglected.
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It has been observed that alternatives to the market agenda for schools have disappeared from

educational policy (Osborne, 1999) and others argue that these agendas have not so much disappeared as

they have been realigned with an economic irnperative (Jofre and Henley, 2000). While the appropriation

and disappearance of competíng purposes for schools may resolve the contradictory aims of public schools

that Egan has described, such a move toward narrowing the purpose of schools is indefensible in

democratic terms. Schools are concerned with educating the whole person. Thus, any plan for school

reform would need to ensure that the multiple ai¡ns of schooling are addressed.

It will be essential to find away to contend with the various conflicting aims of education. Egan

(1997) proposes that the key to working through the contradictory aims of schools can be found in re-

examining the work of Herbert Spencer(1820 - 1903) and his cultural recapitulation theory of education

and Vygotsky's idea that we make sense of the world through the use of "mediating intellectual tools"

(p.29). Recapitulation theories of education offer a way of structuring curriculum that con'esponds with the

way that knowledge has logically been developed or the way that we have acquired the various tools for

understanding over the history of human developrnent. As Egan (1997) suggests:

The mind is not an isolable thing like the brain inside its skull; it extends into and is
constituted of its sociocultural surroundings, and its kinds of understanding are products of
the intellectual tools forged and used in those surroundings. (p.30)

For Egan, in order to become educated, we should teach students how to use the tools that human beings

have acquired during the major epochs of cultural history. Egan recomrnends that the stages of schooling

incorporate rnyth making and the tradition of passing on our cultural heritage, romanticism and the

nurturing of individual irnagination and finally, philosophy and the building of connections between the

self and the external world.

Integral to Egan's (2000) research into the application of recapitulation theory to education was the

notion that schools should be designed primarily to produce citizens and not scholars. His theory provides a

good starting point for dialogue about the purpose of schools. Egan contends that while the focus on the

developrnent of language and Iiteracy in human intellectual culture has benefited society, because we have

been able to access the knowledge and experience representative ofthe history ofthe human experience,

society is still debating what knowledge is most worth knowing. He states that the problem is not so much

being able to answer this question, but that we don't know how to go about reaching an agreed upon answer
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(p.31).Thus, the tools that students most need to learn are those that will be needed for democratic dialogue

about competing visions of a common good.

Attending to the Language that Describes Our Purposes

The work of rejoining education and democracy in an alternative plan forschool reform also

depends on paying attention to the language and the institutional structures ofschool reform. School reform

that is concerned with the revitalization of democratic society does not implement school improvement

strategies that use the language ofthe factory to describe the processes ofschooling or the language of

business to describe the aims of school reform. These are not appropriate metaphors to use to describe

students or the process of schooling. As I have illustrated, this kind of language commodifies students and

leads to exclusion. Educators concerned with renewing democracy implement school refonn measures that

create the potential for future democratic dialogue. Students should be free to participate in social progress

and one of the ways that we achieve this is through social equality. The economic unit, as applied to

schools, excludes sorne people from participation in democratic dialogue and thereby narrows the public

space required for democratic work.

Furthermore, educators need to recognize that language is not neutral (Jofre and Henley, 2000).

Through a critical reading of education policy, we can identify the values and beliefs that underpin school

refonn and make decisions about whether the definition of these concepts fit with our own moral view of

the world. The Blue Book did not make notions of citizenship, life long leaming or diversity explicit. A

citizen's role was defined as sustaining the provincial and national economy; thus, we can speculate that the

Manitoba government's definition of citizenship supported a market imperative for schools. However, for

both lifelong learning and diversity, the explanations in the Blue Book were so weak that they were

virtually invisible. For educators who contend that schooling should be about preparing students for their

role in a delnocratic society, market agendas for schools give cause for concern.

As an example, I wilI examine more closely the notion of citizenship as this will connect witlt

what follows in my discussion of citizenship education. Citizenship, defined within a market context, will

not strengthen and renew democratic society. Following a market imperative, citizenship education in

schools is about teaching students that their role is to help sustain the economy. In such a definition of

schooling, students are to value individual achievement over what is accomplished co-operatively and at
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the exclusion ofothers. Students compete against each other in the race for good grades and entrance into

post secondary institutions, and eventually, these young people will compete for high paying jobs and the

accumulation of material possessions. Self-interest and consumerism are lauded over a comrnon good, and

notions of social stratifìcation and entitlement are reinforced. A good citizen is one who acts in accordance

with the above expectations and values and thereby ¡nakes his or her contribution to the wealth of the

province and the country.

Market values such as those mentioned above undermine a moral conception of schooling. A

moral notion of schooling for a democracy is viewed as a pre-political activity. It is accepted that students

are not yet ready for adult responsibilities. As teachers and citizens, it is our role to protect childhood from

the intrusion of those who would have students take on adult roles. Frorn a moral perspective we strive to

make schools safe, caring, places that respect the uniqueness ofeach child. Like Carr (199l), I believe that

citizenship in a rnoral democracy is about self-fulfillment, selÊdetermination and equality - values that

enable students to freely and equally work together to define a common good.

Therefore, if we are truly concemed with renewing democratic virtues then we need to reassert the

role of a rnorally defined notion of citizenship and democracy and make these terms explicit. With

language, we construct our view of the world and communicate to others what we believe is important. As

Postman (1995) has observed, "...world making through language is a narrative of power, durability and

inspiration. It is the story of how we make the world known to ourselves and how we make ourselves

known to tl're world" (p. 175).

Clarifying Differences Betrveen System and Human Accountability

School reform, through the vehicle of citizenship education, would distinguish between the

accountability that is required by systems and that which is required by human beings (Cuban, 1988).

Market reformers of the school systern claim that their school improvement measures will ensure systeln

accountabilify and efficiency. However, my experience has shown that the need for increased control over

achievement outcomes and concern with financial bottom lines contributed to school experiences that were

non-educational and inhumane.

Standards testing results in arbitrary judgements that have little significance for students beyond

having passed into the next grade or being able to access a more advanced level ofstudy. As such,
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standards testing performs a sorting function that is presumed to be both objective and efficient, but which

is neither. The objectivity of standards testing is undermined by the fact that standards tests favour students

who are white and middle class. Standards tests are a form of structural discrimination that strengthens

notions of entitlement and social stratification. Moreover, for the educators who must work through the

effects of standards testing on students, parents and teachers, the process is fraught with emotion ratl'rer

than being efficient. For those students who fail a standards test or who are recommended for retention

because of an inability to meet provincial standards, the situation is even less efficient.

While it may be accountable and efficient by sorne measures to prornote the retention of students,

what of the costs that are transferred to students? Chomsky (2000) asserts that concepts like efficiency are

not objective notions; they are ideological constructs. Consequently, Chomksy claims that there are

measures of efficiency by which it is efficient to increase costs. Is the measure of efficiency in retaining

students through outcome based schooling the ability for society to limit access to post secondary

institutions and high paying positions of employment and thereby secure positions for the elites? Human

beings, as a group, do not need more measurement of achievement -- systems do. Students are mystical and

unique -- complete and good just as they are. They should not have to compete on a standards test to

demonstrate that they are wofthy of the best education that we can provide. Students should also not be

used by governlnent to demonstrate to the public that their teachers are, or are not, teaching to prescribed

standards of achievement.

In the Blue Book, the Manitoba government declared that for reasons of systern accountability it

would be intolerant of schools that were deemed to be failing. Both the language that was used to describe

proposed government actions and the school reforms that were introduced to subject schools to closer

scrutinybythepublicostensiblycommunicatedalackoftrustandsupportinandforpublicschools. Both

students and teachers were afraid to make mistakes. It was forthis reason that they exhibited signs of stress

during the administration of standards tests. This was also the reason why teachers worried about

impending law suits due to an inability to demonstrate that students had met provincial standards. As

human beings, we are imperfect. We make rnistakes; however, within our mistakes are opportunities for

learning. Instead of creating a climate where people are afraid to err, school reformers should be taking

actions that build trust and support for students and teachers and make room for the possibility of eror in
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judgement or action. Using this approach, as opposed to the uncaring actions that were used by the

Manitoba govemment to implement the Blue Book, would allow for people to learn from their mistakes.

There are other ways to promote quality in education and one of those ways is to set the conditions for

continuous dialogue about schools and schooling.

In summary, an alternative vision to the Blue Book that sought to rejoin education and democracy

would use the following guidelines as a framework for the development and implementation of school

reform:

. conduct a thorough investigation ofrelated educational research literature

¡ demonstrate respect for democratic processes

. be open to the possibility of other perspectives transforming the original plan

. outline clearly the agreed procedures for reaching shared understandings

" begin with a moral purpose

¡ attend to contradictory aims of schooling

. be explicit about the concepts that are used to define the putposes ofschooling

. differentiate between system and human accountability

Describing education for a democracy is not something that can be laid out in a blueprint like the Manitoba

government sought to do with the Blue Book. As Elshtain (1993) reminds us:

Democracy ... is not simply a set of procedures, a constititution, but an ethos, a spirit, a
way of responding, a way of conducting oneself every day. Not being simple, democracy does
not afford us a straightforward answer to the question of what education in, and for, democracy
might be (p. 8l).

Thus, the reader must keep in mind that this is not a map for school improvement, but a description of a

possible framework for the development and irnplementation of school reform that is the product of

democratic dialogue and a collective vision for the purpose of schools.

5.1 The Alternative:Education for a Democracy

In examining a notion of citizenship education, I will consider an alternative to the market reform

agenda for teaching and learning. As already noted, the Blue Book's ideas of citizenship did not support

moral democratic purposes; thus, we need to explore notions of citizenship education that are more

compatible with democratic aims. Rejoining the purpose of schools rvith renewing democratic society
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would require a school reform plan that supports the democratic ideals of developing shared meanings,

communicating across differences, transformation, freedom and social action.

Although the following model for citizenship education to which I subscribe is primarily based on

the work of Ken Osborne (1999), I support and extend his ideas with fhe help of other writers. A citizenship

education curricula, as defined by Osborne and the other writers I cited here, is just one of the rnany

possible paths that lead to the renewal of democratic society. There is no blue print for this journey to

renew democracy through public schooling. Instead, this is a starting point for future dialogue about

curricular reform that moves beyond the narrow vision of curricula that was presented in the Blue Book. It

is important thatthese ideas are voiced so that in the future we can collectively deliberate on their

usefulness in achieving a common understanding of the aims of publíc schooling.

Education for citizenship in a democracy teaches students how to reach agreements about what is

worth knowing and conternplate other urgent human questions that exist within this rapidly changing global

society. Osborne shares my desire for an educational agenda that reassefts a moral notion of citizenship.

Osborne describes citizenship as raising questions of identity, loyalty, tradition, heritage and cornmunity

and he argues that these notions run counter to corporate forces that are interested in re-shaping the global

marketplace. His concems are more than rhetorical and have implications for how we think about

government, health care, social services, cultural policies, taxation policy and economic development.

Osbor¡re contends that citizenship education, which once played an important and vital role in public

schooling in Canada, needs to regain its rightful place in educational policy as we struggle as citizens to

renew our democratic vision of Canada. He maintains that dialogue and discussion are the essence of

democracy and that Canada's historical record is better than most in this regard. If,, then, we are serious

about educating citizens, we must prepare students to engage in this dialogue

Osborne's view of citizenship education is one that serves the purpose of orienting students to an

understanding of Canadian values and identity, but it is also political in nature in that it teaches students to

prepare for their participation in opening public spaces for debating competing conceptions of Canadian

identity. Osborne states that citizenship education has the dual purpose of teaching both conformiry and

critical thinking. Thus, Osborne's notion of citizenship education should satisfy critics of citizenship

education on both the right and the left. While citizenship education is conservative because of its tendency
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to preserve social order, it also leaves room for the possibility of challenging existing social norms. This

notion is supported by Gutmann's (1987) criteria for a democracy that included respecting the principle of

non-repression. She claims that it is ateacher's professional responsibility to "uphold the principle of non-

repression by cultivating the capacity for democratic deliberation" (p.76); thus, understanding and teaching

citizenship education.

A Set of Concepts for Understanding Citizenship

Citizenship education would not be defined as a predetermined set of standards that all students

would be expected to learn and then demonstrate their mastery of these concepts on a standards test. There

are no absolute truths but rather a variety of meanings that we attach to certain concepts, all of which are

encoded in the signs and synbols of language. Postrnan ( I 995) argues that we need to confront the

fundamental uncertainty of hurnan knowledge that is part of our human condition. With both humour and

seriousness, he asks us to envision the purpose ofschool as a "cure for the itch for absolute knowledge"

(Postman, p.70).

However, rejecting the notion of a uniform set of standards which apply to all students regardless

of gender, ethnicity, linguistic profiôiency and social class does not imply that a curriculum for citizenship

education will be without academic rigour. It simply means that we recognize the role that difference plays

in the setting ofeducational standards. Postman (1995) states:

Diversity does not mean the disintegration of standards, is not an argulnent against standards, does
not lead to a chaotic, irresponsible relativism. It is an argument for the growth and malleability of
standards, a growth that takes place across time and space and that is given form by differences of
gender, religion, and all the other categories of humaniry. (p.80)

Like Postman, I believe that unifor¡nity destroys creativity and vitality. An alternative reform agenda to the

Blue Book would find ways to include diversity so that we enrich our understanding of the world by the

contributions that diversity makes to education.

Osborne further develops his concept by describing seven elements that he believes should guide

the developrnent of curricula for citizenship education. Each of these elements of citizenship education is

contestable and open for debate. They include:

. a sense of identity

. an awareness of one's rights and respect for the rights of others

¡ the fulfilhnent of duties
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. a critical acceptance ofsocial values

. political Iiteracy

. a broad general knowledge and command of the basic academic skills

" the capacity to reflect on the implications of all these components and to act appropriately

He then provides examples of how each of the above elements of citizenship education can be contested,

and reasserting the irnportance of reflecting critically on what citizenship education would entail, Osborne

then stresses the impoftance of a broad based humanist education. He argues for the teaching of history,

social studies, literature and other courses as the vehicle through which notions of citizenship are taught.

He also suggests a list of concepts around which he believes citizenship education could be organized.

Osborne refers to these concepts as the "twelve C's". His list includes: Canadian; cosmopolitan;

communication; coherence or content; critical; creativity; curiosity; civilization; cornrnunity; concerr;

character; atrd competence. These concepts, like the elements of a citizenship education that Osborne

described above, would also be introduced to students as contested ideas. Both time and cultural context

influence our understanding ofthese concepts and students benefit from having an understanding ofthe

various ways we think about these terms.

In summaty, I believe that the notions of curricula that are recommended in this chapter for the

irnplernentation of an alternative to the Blue Book attend to the idea of a moral purpose for schools that

seeks to prepare students for their role as future democratic citizens. Students need to have both a strong

sense of identity as Canadians, but they will also need to thínk critically about our society so that they can

participate in rnaking their world a better place. Citizenship preparation will help students to think critically

and understand that there are no universal truths. The language that we use defines our reality and, as such,

our understanding of the world will be subject to continual re-evaluation and redefinition. Thus, there is no

place for a uniformly defined set of curricular standards in citizenship education that demonstrate a

disregard for the role of difference in developing a shared sense of what it means to be a Canadian citizen

Iiving in a democracy. Having said this I will turn my attention to what instruction and leadership

assessment would look like if the goal was to prepare students for their role in a democracy.
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Notions of Instruction and Leadership

Citizenship education requires an examination of the kinds of teaching strategies that best prepare

students for their roles as future citizens. Osborne (1999) advocates for instructional methods that all too

often have been reserved for gifted students -- the kind of teaching that is inquiry-based and participatory.

However, he also states that teachers must rely on more than just process. Gutmann (1981) would agree.

She observes that democratic schools require both participatory and disciplinary approaches and that

teachers should seek to instil both participatory and disciplinary virtues (p.90-9 l). Osbome and Gutmann

(1987) strike a balance between valuing process and realizing that students are not yet ready for

participation in fully democratic classrooms and schools. As Gutmann (1937) says, we have to ask

ourselves how much democracy within schools is democratically desirable (p.90 - 9l ).

The preparation ofstudents for their role as citizens should endeavour to give students tþe tools to

explore the concepts that define both the past and the present. Postman (1995) suggests that teachers teach

students about the various ways that we use definitions, metaphors and questions as entry points for

deepening and expanding our understanding of reality. For example, in the case of definitions, postman

encourages teachers to free students' minds from the "tyranny ofdefinitions" (p.183) by exposing the fact

that there are alternative ways in which to define important concepts. Definitions, he claims, are

instruments designed to achieve certain purposes and that the important question in teaching is not which

definition is the correct one, but what purpose the definition serves and who created the definition.

Metaphors, on the other hand, shape perception and Postman believed that a student cannot understand a

subject without some understanding of the metaphors that are its foundation (p.174). Metaphors control

how we perceive the world and make sense of it. As with definitions, by rnaking metaphors explicit, we

demonstrate for students the relationship between language and reality.

Pinally, both Postman (1995) and Osbome considerthe role of questions in instructional strategies

that prepare students for their work as future citizens who will be able to think reflectively and critically

about the world around them. Osborne suggests using questions that are important to Canadian identity and

sociefy in the teaching of concepts related to citizenship. Among the questions that Osborne suggests are:

"What kind of country are we and do we want to be? Is governlnent too big or too small? What should be

the balance of the private and the public sector? What level of taxation is desirable? What should we do
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about medicare and the social services more generally? \'Vhat should be done to correct the historical

injustices inflicted upon the FirstNations?" (p.S).Osborne says these questions and others confont

Carradian citizens and that the way we come to understandings and resolutions defines Canada as a country.

It is through these questions that students learn how to take an active role as citizens and leanr to define

themselves as Canadians.

Thus, a teacher helps students to develop the tools they need for making sense of the world

through the use of such things as definitions, metaphors and questions in the mannerthat has been

described above. It is in this way that we work to allay the kinds of concerns expressed by Fenstermacher

(1997). He believes that schools do not sufficiently prepare students for their future roles as citizens. He

argues that schools need to be more conscientious about teaching students how to reach comlnon

understandings and find resolutions to those things that frustrate, anger, sadden and perplex us. In

Fensterlnacher's view we do not yet have the necessary skills for sustaining a culture.

Lastly, in the quest for ways to enable students to create shared meanings, teachers need to ensure

that teaching and learning is guided by an ethic of care. Noddings' (1992) work is fundamental to

understanding this notion of care. She believes that "classrooms should be places in which students and

teachers live together and grow...produce people who would live non-violently with each other, sensitively

and in harmony with the natural environment, reflectively and serenely with themselves..." (p. l2). With

Noddings, I share a concern that teachers and students are drifting fufther apart.

In Chapter four, I discussed Noddings' belief that rnarket reforms do not enable teachers and

students to cotnplete caring relations because as much as teachers may care for their students, if students do

not believe that teachers care for thern, the caring relationship is incomplete. Outcome based schooling and

the publication of standards test results force students and teachers into dernonstrating academic

achievelnent for reasons of system accountability and from my experience, this results in a fragmentation in

the teaching and learning process. The ends justify the rneans. For example, some teachers resorted to poor

pedagogical practicesjust to ensure that they had taught all ofthe prescribed standards. Students corectly

observed that whether they leamed anything was unimportant as long as the provincial outcomes were

covered. Moreover, teachers were unable to show students that they cared for them as individuals with

unique talents, needs and interests because of the lack of flexibility that the government gave to teachers to
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diversify instructional programs. Outcome-based schooling fosters the development of antagonistic

relationships between teachers and students, making the completion of caring relationships unlikely.

Consequently, the result of outcome-based schooling is a reduction in the quality of learning that occurs.

An alternative plan to the Blue Book for school reform would acknowledge that, in most cases,

"relation precedes any engagement with subject matter" (Noddings, 1992, p.36). Thus, citizenship

education would seek to preserve the caring relations between teachers and students. Efforts would be

made to strengthen student and school connections and care would be taken not to betray the trust that

students place in their teachers to be more concerned with meeting student needs over system ones. At the

sanre time, teachers would need to know when to push a little and when to pull back (Noddings, 1992).

A vision of an alternative plan to the Blue Book for school reform that supports education for a

democracy would require some consideration for the role that educational Ieaders would have in ensuring

that der¡ocratic aims were rnet. Educational leaders would first be concerned with ensuring that schools

meet their primary obligation of attending to the growth and development of students as caring, responsible

citizens 'uvho are able to live and work together in a pluralist democracy and care for their natural

environment. Accordingly, educational leaders would seek to protect students from societal influences that

threaten to weaken role of schools as a pre-political activity. In implementing this model of citizenship

education, school leaders would be concemed with preparing students to open public spaces for dernocratic

dialogue and this would entail school administrators engaging in political actions that were aimed at

reducing the exclusion and rnarginalization of students. Efforts would also be made to continually broaden

the discussion aboutthe purpose ofschools and build caring relations between teachers and students.

Educational leaders would call on government officials to act responsibly and ensure that any new

educational policy was genuinely about improving student learning.

The kinds of instructional methods, caring relations and leadership style that I advocate for here

are not compatible with a form of outcome-based schooling that prescribes a uniform set of standards in

knowledge that is predetermined by a government. The technical and behaviourist approaches of market-

driven school refortn will not sufficiently prepare students for the work that Iies ahead in the renewal of

democratic society because market reformers have defined the problem of school ímprovement incorrectly.

The problem is metaphysical and not technical (Postman, 1995). Thus, even though Manitoba school
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reform resulted in the production ofsuch helpful, instructional resources such as Success for All Leamers

(1997), the fact that the purpose of this guide was to improve how teachers taught the prescribed

curriculum standards limited the potential of this school reform action. It rvas all about the how and nothing

about the why of teaching and learning. As Postman (1995) has said, "there was a time when educators

became famous for inventing a reason for learning; now they become famous for inventing a method

(p.26).Thus, the instructional methods or means that are suggested for teaching citizenship are strongly

connected to their ends - or the renewal of democratic society. By giving students the tools they need to

think about their world and communicate with others across difference in caring and responsible ways, we

enable them to fulfil their future role as citizens in a democracv.

Refl ection and Self-Understand ing

An alternative to the BIue Book for school reform would advocate a model of assessment that

aftended to human notions of accountability - reflection and self-understanding ratherthan finding

arbitrary ways to measure student learning and using assessment as means of coercing student compliance

in the demonstration of student achievment on standards tests.

On an education level, standards testing and the various accountability measures that the Blue

Book invoked to force teachers to stick to the prescribed curricula promoted academic rnediocrity. Rather

than using instructional time to develop deep, rich understandings of concepts that students could use to

make sense of their world, teachers were compelled to teach to the test and use textbooks that were closely

aligned with what would be tested. The space within which teachers were able to mediate the effects of

school reform was made infinitely smaller with standards testing and more progressive instructional

methods were replaced by traditional pedagogical practices that reduced the opportunity for students to

think critically and reflectively. Thus, standards testing diminished the capacity of schools to prepare

students for their role in a democracy because teachers were preoccupied with attending to systern notions

of accountability.

On a human level, standards testing forced students to compete against one another, as the

Manitoba government needed student achievement results to advance their economic objectives for

schools. This was both unethical and inhumane. The treatment of students as commodities leads to the

exacerbation of entitlement and to some students being superfluous to the educational goals of schooling.
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One of the potential consequences for performing poorly on a standards test, strongly suggested by the

Manitoba government, was the retention of students. School reform that promotes retention ostensibly

communicates to students that their teachers are cold, uncaring and punitive people who care more for

attending to system needs than they do for students. Typically, the students who are rnost Iikely to be

involved in discussions about retention are those students who are rnarginalized and belong to a minority

group because the students whose parents have more economic and social means willoften use their

resources to ensure that their child is not retained.

Measurement has more to do with how students demonstrate their achievement rather than their

learning. As Postman (1995) explains:

The people I know sometimes do smart things (as far as I can judge) and sometimes do
dumb things-depending on what circumstances they are in, how much they know about
a situation, and how interested they are. Smartness, so it seems to rne, is a specific performance,
done in particular set of circumstances. It is not something you are or have in measurable
quantities. (p.177)

The action of setting uniformly held and universally applied provincial standards makes assumptions about

the ability to know absolute truths, that there are "right" answers to the questions that we pose to our

students and that adults alone are the bearers of this knowledge. Decisions about the retention of students

and othermore subtle rneans of stratifying and excluding students from schools, such as homogeneous

class groupings, are based on a presumption that as educators we have the corner on truth and that in our

assessments of student work we have never erred. I don't believe this is the case. Thus, an agenda for

citizenship education would not support either outcome based schooling or retention.

With Cuban (1988), i propose that the notion of accountability that will guide the implementation

of citizenship education will be more concerned with giving an account of what students and teachers have

donethroughthesharingofstoriesforthepurposeofreflectionandselfunderstanding. Wewouldinvite

people into the debate about what we should be accomplishing in school and together decisions will be

made that meet our mutual needs. Students would be encouraged to think reflectively about their leaming

activities and on the progress that they have made and provide evidence of this learning through exarnples

of their work and through conversations that we have with students about their work. Recognition would

also be given to the fact that learning is not linear and that it is highly unusual for learning to be consistent.

Lastly, citizenship education will acknowledge that the rneans and ends of education are inextricably bound
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(Egan' 1997). We cannot disconnect the methods that we use to assess student work from what we hope to

accomplish in attending to democratic aims.

5.2 Concluding Comments

In conclusion, the Blue Book was not about preparing students for democratic life. It was a plan

for school reform that had a limited vision of what it means to be human and for the purpose of schools.

Bound to the purpose of economic utility, the Blue Book undermined democratic purposes for schools

though its ernphasis on a narrow definition of schooling that focused on economic utility throug¡ the

acquisition of measurable skills and knowledge. Education, as vocational training, was intended to respond

to the anticipated, yet unpredictable market dernands of the twenty first century and as such, the Blue Book

gave priorify to fhe teaching of traditional basics and technology. Undaunted by the uncertainty of the

needs of the global market, the Blue Book threatened students, teachers and schools with accountability

measures and coerced cornpliance to the teaching of provincial standards. This led some teachers to resort

to poor pedagogical practices that lauded achievement over learning, as the ends in Manitoba school reform

were more important than the means. Critical thinking, reflection, creativity and the flexibility to meet the

needs and interests of students were compromised by the Blue Book as it threatened the foundations of

education for a delnocracy by fostering passivity and conformity.

By stressing the impoftance of uniformly held and universally applied acadernic standards and

reducing the flexibility with which teachers would adapt and modify instruction, the Manitoba government

inadvertently communicated to students who were unable to meet provincial expectations for achievement

that they were superfluous to the goals of public schooling. For students who struggle in school, the

implications of the Blue Book were compounded by the government's reduction in school funding as their

access to programs' school counsellors and resource teachers was lirnited by the absence ofadequate

funding. However, the Blue Book claimed that school success could be attributed to differing student

abilities and hard work and that all students regardless of social difference would be expected to compete

within an outcome based schooling context. The Blue Book disregarded the fact that the playing field was

not level and supported the practice ofretention thereby reinforcing the ideas ofpriviledge and e¡titlernent.

School refortn that strengthens differentiated schooling betrays the trust that students place in their
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teachers. As the connections between differentiated schooling and social stratification are made explicit,

this betrayal of trust is profound.

Lastly, both the implernentation process and the nature of school reform did not support

democratic airns. The Manitoba government made claims that could not be supported about the use of

democratic processes. The Blue Book was introduced, in part, because the government maintained that it

had a mandate for school change. As I have shown, a mandate does not give governrnents the democratic

authority to implement school change. AIso, from my experience with the consultation process that the

government used to develop new curricula, I believe that the government was reluctant to consider

competing purposes for schools. Rather than inviting more people into the discussion about school refonn,

it was my experience that the government excluded people from democratic dialogue about the Blue Book.

Both the implementation process and the market values of competition and choice that are at the root of

market-driven school reform caused our school community and the province to become divided and

fragmented. Relationships between each of the various educational paftners suffered, and this hindered

efforts to improve schools.

Living in a democracy requires that governments attend to creating the conditions that are needed

for democratic dialogue and to opening the spaces needed for expanded participation in that dialogue. A

market imperative for schools fails to give attention to either of these needs. Students are forced

prematurely into an adult world as participants in the economy -- an unconscionable actthat causes

students to be viewed as cornmodities in service to the needs of the econorny. Moreover, in the case of the

Blue Book, Manitoba citizens were called upon by the government to support school reform and rneet what

the governlnent ostensibly believed to be a citizen's obligation as guardian of the province's financial well-

being. In this way, citizenship was re-defined along a market imperative. Allowing market imperatives to

dictate education and health policy undermines a fundamental Canadian belief in the universality of these

public entitlements because implicit to market notions of citizenship and the school reforms that serve to

support these notions are economic concerns with the primacy of individualism and private interest over a

sense of our common needs. Accordingly, conscious collective effons to define a common good are

undermined and the future of democratic society is threatened.
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Market reforms for schools have not delivered on the promise to make the Canadian economy

more competitive on a global stage. Yet many of the Blue Book's reform measures that were introduced in

the 1990's are still being implernented, and this is happening in spite of rnounting evidence that market

reform does not improve education. While a recent change of government in Manitoba has led to standards

testing being eliminated at the Grade three level and school divisions having a choice about participation in

staltdards testing, some market reforrn ideas are still supported by the current government.

The Grade three standards tests in our school division have been replaced with a diagnostic test

that is administered atthe beginning of the school year, demonstrating acontinued focus on assessment.

Schools ofchoice continues to provide new challenges as parents are learning that their "choice" can be

dependent on the available space in a school. The new government has addressed their concerns by

suggestíng that perhaps more space can be made available at a school that is lacking space for schools of

choice applicants through fundraising. Schools of choice has also led to the recruiting of school athletes by

competing schools. Moreover, the promoters of school system efficiency have amalgamated school

divisions and reduced the number of school trustees. As yet, this move has not proven to be very efficient.

For example, for the 2002-2003 school year all of the Fort Gary and Assiniboine South central office

personnel have kept their positions so that we now have one school division and two people to fill each

role.

Market reforln for schools is a non-partisan idea that continues to dominate dialogue about school

improvetnent. It is difficult for some to let go of this idea in spite of its ineffìcacy. However, this is

beginning to change. The time has come to discard what isn't working and to resist the temptation to repeat

what has failed in the past. What we need are new ideas about schooling that can renew our commitment to

Iiving in a democratic society and align schooling with the preparation of future citizens.

Although rny experience of the Manitoba government's implementation of the Blue Book was

such that teachers were shut down and shut out ofthe process ofschool reform, I am not discouraged. I

have not relinquished the hope that future governments will act responsibly on behalf of citizens to open

public spaces for political dialogue of competing purposes for schools. As Robertson (1998) has observed:

in abandoning hope that governments can make a pertinent and positive contribution
to our struggle, we have abandoned our best and most powerful collective force. By
refusing to see the potential ofgovernments to act for our interests, we guarantee that
they will not (p.300 - 301).
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Most importantly, however, I believe that as a citizen living in a democratic society, I have a responsibility

to overcome the mental and emotional inertia that sometimes plagues me and prevents me from examining

the assumptions that guide social change. Democratic life obliges me to challenge those beliefs and

practices that undermine democratic goals and participate in conscious collective efforts that seek to build a

common good. While I believe that the influence of the market will continue to dominate dialogue of

school reform in the years to come, I am hopefulthat the voices of educators and others committed to the

revitalization of democratic society will be heard. As Taylor (1991) reminds us the mechanisrns of

inevitability are strengthened by those situations that cause society to become divided and fragmented and

yet the situation changes when we can develop a common consciousness
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